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28, 1949

Car, Gravel

Local Horse

Truck

Show

Attracts Entries

From Many

Near Vriesland

While Riding Bike
David Rotman, two-year-old son
Marvin Rotman of
50 East Seventh St, was struck
by a car this morning when, according to the driver, he rode his
tricycle out from behind two parkof Mr. and Mrs.

.

Cities

ed cars.

Holland

Man Escapes

Lucille

Serious Hurts; Other

Announces

Driver

Filled to

in

Hospital

A car and a gravel truck were
demolished and the two drivers

All Classes

Capacity

More than 50 horses and riders
from Grand Rapids, Battle Creek.
Flint, Zeeland and Holland are
entered in a Junior horse show
Saturday at the Henry Boersma
farm at Castle Park.
"All classesare filled,” said Lucille Van Domelen, chairman of
the event.
Contestants for the morning

sent to the hospital In a crash at
7:30 a.m. Friday two miles east of
Vriesland at the Vriesland-Townline intersection.

Carroll Meeuwsen, 36, of 39
East 16th St, driver of the truck,

and afternoon horsemanship,
games and jumping events must

escaped serious injuries and was
discharged from Holland hospital
after x-rays revealed no frac-

be 17 years old. or younger.
The climax of the annual show
will be the Championship class

tures.

Rudolph (Bud) De

Vree, 20,
route 3, Hudson ville, driver of the
car, received a fractured right
clavicle and a mild concussion.
His physician said he would remain in Holland hospital for a
few days.
The car traveled 180 feet from
the point of impact and the truck
went about 50 feet, landing upside down in a ditch. The front
axle was torn from the car body
and the gas tank was hurled 10
feet away. There was no fire.
Meeuwsen escaped serious injuries only two days ago when
another .gravel truck backed into
him while he was tinkering with
the engine, trapping him between
the two vehicles.
Sheriffs officersare continuing
their investigation.
In another accident ki that
area Thursday morning, a station
wagon driven by Harold J. Buter
23. of 118 East 21st St., Holland,
was considerably damaged when
it landed in a ditch on M-21 five
miles east of Hudsonville. Buter received head injuries and
was treated by a Hudsonville
physician.He told officershe was
about to pass a car, then applied
brakes and skidded into the ditch.
The station wagon, damaged in
the front, is owned by E. P. McLean of Castle park.
In Grand Haven, Shirley Harris,
14. was treated in Municipal hospital after being hurled against a
windshield when the car in which
she was riding crashed into the
rear of one which had stopped
for a traffic signal. Driver of the
first car waa Everett Bruner, 20,
Grand Haven. The accident occurred on Washington St. Driver of

He was taken to Holland hospital in art ambulance with head
bruises and cuts. He remained at

Van Domelen

for the Carter ?. Brown -Challenge

trophy. Clayton Baker, Jr, of
Battle Creek, won the trophy last
year but has passed the age limit
and competition is wide-open. The
trophy must be won three consecutive years before a winner
gets permanent possession.
A new feature of the show will
be the presentation of the Mrs.
Margaret McLean Lashua "Black
Sally" memorial trophy to the
winner of the Child's Hunter
event.
Mrs. Lashua has established the
trophy as a lasting memory to
her horse, Black Sally.
Among the list of events are
western speed and action, Palomino, western horse or pony, novice jumping and equitationjumping over an outside course.
The morning events get underway at 10 a.m. and the afternoon
competitionbegins at 2 p.m
A partiallist of Holland entriea
are: Johnny and Jimmy Van Dam,

Howard Plaggemars.Beverly Nyland, Genny Moeke, Mary and
Van

*

$2,000.

(Penna Sas photo)

Thunderstorm

the stage today for another

warm Former Local Minister

humid day with

temperatures

Receives Scholarship

11 Applications

New Allegan Minister
Holds First Commonion

Are Registered for

Rev. Richard L. Ford, new Con-

Grand Haven Plans

Allegan, July 28 (Special)—The
gregational minister, held hit flret
communion service Sunday, with
invitationssent to all of the parish’s 239 families.
The annual church vacation period is scheduled for August.
Three New Houses,
Rev. Ford came to Allegan
from the University of Chicago
Holland High
where he completedhis residence
work toward his Ph. D. degree.
Improvements Listed
Formerly of Detroit, he attended
Applicationsfor three new Albion college and Chicago Theohouses, and Improvements to Hol- logicalseminary.
Mrs. Ford, a native of Bronland high school gymnasiumand

Building Permits

To Launch Drive
For Its Hospital
Campaign

Will

Coyer

Gym

attended Allegan high school.
Eleven applicationsfor permits
The Fords have two children, of Ann Arbor, professional fund
raising organization which recomwere filed with City Clerk Clar- Catherine, 4, and David, L
mends such a move after inter*
ence Grevengoed and Building Inviewing a cross-section of the
spector George Zuverink. They
overall 20,000 population in the
totaled $26,450.
Applications follow;
tri-cities and suburban areas.
Members of the Ottawa county
John Martinie,57 West 32nd St
Those interviewed were classioil industry information commitone-storyhouse. 30 by 26 feet,
fied under industry, business and
tee met Thursday noon at the frame construction with asphalt
professional men, junior execuWarm Friend Tavern to lay plans roof. $5,500, and 12 by 24-foot
tives (departmentheads), ere*
for observance of Oil Progress garage, $500; self contractor.
Bargain seekers swarmed Hol- ployes (union and non-union including . office personnel and
Five Star Lumber Co., 71 West
week, the third week of October
land today for the opening of
A total of 21 oilmen from Hol- G6th St.f new house, 24 by 40 feet, three big days of summer clear- store clerks), area farmers, area
business and professionalmen,
land. Zeeland. Hudsonville.Grand frame construction with asphalt
physicians, summer residents,
Haven. Spring Lake and Ferrys- roof, $6,500, and garage, $500; ance sales.
Most o( the shoppers were wo- semi-retired,and a special group
burg attended the session directed self, contractor.
Five Star Lumber Co.. 269 West men, and seas were particularly *uch as clergymen,heads of orby John L. Da Ison of Muskegon
ganizations and the public office
This year marks the 90th anni- 21st St., new house, 30 by 24 feet,
brisk in women's apparel shops
^
versary of the oil industry in the frame construction with asphalt
and department stores.
The new addition will be a
United States and the Ottaws roof, $5,000; self, contractor.
Earl F Price, chairman of the complete third story added to the
Board of Education, repair floor
county committee will join other
special committbe arranging the present building.The new arstate and national committees n in Holland high gymnasium and
bringing the story of oil to the renew parts. $1,500; John Van city-wide sales, said the program rangement will have the boiler
Dyke Construction Co., contractor. so far is a great success. Many room and laundry separate from
public.
Western 'rheologicalseminary, merchants reported heavy sales. the building and will have the.
Ray N. Smith of Holland, was
One merchant said people were elevator go to the third floor. It
appointed vice chairmanof public- alterations and improvements in
ity for the special observance H Zwemer hall basement for re- waiting outside the door at 9 a.m. will increase bed capacity by 2L
A. Geerlings, was named county creation room, $3,000; John Van Another opened early to accom- Medical and pediatric rooms wiH
chairman for the event and Louis Dyke ConstructionCo., contrac- modate early crowds and made 24 be on the first floor, surgery on
sales before 8:30 a.m.
the second and obstetricson tht
H. Broils, Sr., of’ Grand Haven, tor.
Many stores received huge third
Western Theological seminary,
. g
was selectedvice chairman in
alterations and improvements to amounts of extra stock for the
Recommendationfor tho mov#
charge of program planning.
Accordingto Smith, Lars Carl- office, hall and basement,$1,000; event and figured they would have was made at a meeting of tht
son, Chicago district representa- Van Dyke Construction Co., con- plenty to keep the sales attrac- Municipalhospital board Friday

Plan Programs

Bargain Seekers

,

Swann Downtown

holders.

floor.

tion for the week.

Entries from Battle Creek include Dyke Purdy, Carol Curry.
Ann Mustard and Martha and Holland Birth Rate Up,
David Wedel. Many entries are And Death Rate Down
summer vacationistsat The Castle
More and more babies are being
Randy Bosch will be announcer born in Holland — or so the record
at the show and Connie Boersma says. And there were fewer deaths.
will present the ribbons.
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
today checked the records for the
first six months and found births
Close Sailboat Races
higher than for the same period
Listed During Week-End
last year— 418 to 387.
Macatawa Bay Yacht club held Of this number, 44 per cert or
week-end small boat races with 185 were bom in Holland city.
close contests in the Crescent and Holland township was credited
Lightning classes providing the with 80; Fillmore township, 38;
interest.
Park, 32; Laketown, 20; Overisel,
Results were:
11; Heath. 10, and others, 42.
There were 102 deaths during
Saturday—Crescents— Stewart,
Boyd, Copeland, Field, Fehring, the period, compared with 107 last

the car which had stopped was
Fred Hirftje, Jr., 25, route 1, AT severe thunderstormaccomGrand Haven.
panied by two inches of rain set

Ut.

County Oilmen

resort.

Central Avenue Steeple
Hit During

Putten.

RmIIji

Tri-Cities, Directed
the hospitalfor observation.
Conrad Knoll of 2054 Lakeway
By ProfessionalFinn
Ave., was driver of the car and
told police he didn’t see the tricyGrand Haven, July 28 (SpedsTI
cl- until it was right in front of
—Grand Haven set Saturday to
his car that was travelingeast.
launch a campaign to raise $200,The mishap occurred on Seventh
son, finds some coincidencetn
Western
Theological
seminary
000
in the local area for an ad*
St., at 10:30 a.m., 300 feet cast of
thfclr settling in Allegan. Her
buildings highlighted applications grandfatherwas Charles Lane ot dition to Municipal hospital
the Central Ave. intersection.
for building permits here this Hopkins, her father, Dr. John
The campaign will be directed
Sommer of Dorr; both her parents by* Ward B. Jenks and Assodatct
week.

Sally De Vries, Cynthia Laing, tive, will assist the county group
Cynthia Schaap and Mary Lou in program planning and preparaSome of the damage caused when lightning hit the steeple of Central
Avenue church early today is shown tn this photographic study. But
the main damage is not apparent from the outside.The lightning
bolt splinteredmain supports and rafters Inside as well as blowing
out the fuse box and some light bulbs. Damage is estimatedat

Town Wh«r* Folk*

EIGHT RAGES— PRICE FIVE CENTS

Boy Struck by Car

Crash Demolishes

tlx

tive the full three daya.

night City Council met in dosed
"I haven't seen so many wo- session immediatelyafterward
Ave., build office in rear of build- men shoppers downtown since the and authorized, the mayor and
ing. frame construction with tile advertising of sheet sales during clerk to sign tho agreement with
board ceiling, $2,200;Ed J. Holke- the war,” one customer remark- the Ann Arbor concern.
ed.
boer, contractor.
Pledges will cover a thrao-yeai
For the moat part, It was a bar- period
William Garvelink,324 West
12th St., enlarge garage, 9 by 20 gain-seeking crowd rather than a
The survey revealed ft baaM
feet, to overall dimensions. 12 by shopping crowd. Only a faw mar- potential in fund raising of $215,*
chants said crowds war* not buy- 000 and a high potential of $33&«
20 feet, $250: self, contractor.
Peter Vande Weide, 322 College ing.
000. Cost for carrying on such ft
The siyirl of the crowds was campaign will ba $9,800, plus
Ave., change windows, $150; self,
much like Saturday night, except $3,000 for printing, poetago, of*
contractor.
Ed Hossink, 361 West 17th St., most of the people were women. fice personnel and other admin*
rebuild garage and increase height, And most of them Wera weighed istrath* expenses.
12 by 16 feet, to 16 by 22 feet, down with parcels.
One of the first steps wffl bo
Distinctive wrappings gave an appointmentof an executive
$150; no builder listed.
Albert Nicnhuis, 87 East 18th inkling which shops were ringing committee to guide policy and
St., re-roof. $200; self, contractor. the cash registersthe most
pass on all factors.Jenks said ho
would be in Grand Haven every
week to meet with the commitNunica
Woman
Diet
Holland CE Board Plans
tee. He and his associates wiH
At Home of Daughter
not do the actual soliciting. A.
Next Year s Activities
full-timeresident directorwill bo
Grand Haven, July 21 (Special) assigned.
Board Members of the Holland
Christian Endeavor union met at —Mm. John D. Borchers, 68, longMembers of the hospital board
Bethel Refromed church Wednes- time resident of Nunica, died Sat- are Gerald Peters, Dr. John H,
day evening to plan next year's ac- urday at the home of a daughter, Kitchel, Fred C. Ehrmann, Ralph
tivities.Randy Vande Water, new- Mrs. Edward Jubb, also of Nunica. G. Wilson, Ernest Fett, Evelyn
The deceased was born Emma Johnson (hospital superlntea*
ly-electedpresident of the Holland
union, presided. The Rev. Elwood Dell in Muskegon,Sept. 29. 1880, dent) and Mrs. S. L De Witt
Wilson reported there were 1,*
C. Dunn, general secretary of the and was married Sept. 5, 1906, to
MichiganState union, was advisor. Mr. Borchers, who operated a gro- 794 in-patientsin the hospitalfor
Other recently-installed
officers cery store in Nunica for many the year ending Sept. 30, 1948. Of
these 764 were within the corporare Lon Jurries, vice president; years and now is retired.
Mrs. Borchers was a member of ate limits of the city and about
l,ois Brower, recording secretary;
Donna Overway, corresponding Nunica Methodist church.
200 from rural Grand Haven.
Besides the husband and daughsecret a r>’, and Ken Dozeman,
The survey revealed consistent
ter she
survived by another criticlsm'ofthe" extra dollar a day
treasurer.
Department superintendents are daughter, Mrs. Ixwis Kool of for patients who are not resident*
Lloyd Van Doornik, Rose Wolters, Grand Haven, and 10 grandchil- of the city, a situationwhich has
tractor.

Netherlands Hotel, 213 River

again in the 90's.
Leading victim of the storm was
The Rev. Victor J. Maxam. forthe historicsteeple of Central
Anderson.
year.
mer
assistantpastor at Third ReAvenue Christian Reformed church
Lawleys— Jesiek. Van Domelen.
which was hit by lightning during [formed church of this city, and Kelly, Van der Velde.
Faithful Finns May Be
the heavy storm between 2 and now pastor of the Second ReformLightnings— White, Curtis,Van2:30 a.m.
der
Berg,
Pollock.
Repaid for Repaying
ed church of tochester,N.Y., has
The house at 258 River Ave. is
The bolt of lightning tore off
Sunday— Crescents — f race not
being moved to the corner of 33rd
received and accepted a scholar
some of the latticework in the
officiallydecided, results to be
Little Finland, the only country
St. and Van Raalte Ave., today.
open section and tore across tear- ship with -11 expenses paid for ad- announced.)
that never missed paying installAccording to movers, the job
ing off sidingsand ripping holes in vanced study in religious radio and
Lawleys— Van Domelen. Jesiek. ments on its World War I debt to
should be completed today. The
several places. Some of the sidings television broadcasting at the Uni- Kelly. Withey.
the United States, may be rewardbuilding will be pulled out River
hit the parsonage roof and others versity of Chicago. The school is
Lightning— White, Pollock, Cur- ed by Congress for faithfully abidAve. to 33rd St. and west to Van
hit Centennial park across the held during the month of August tis.
ing by its commitment, according
Raalte Ave.
Rev. Maxam was awarded the
Two class "C" boats raced Sat- tc The Sentinel’snews bureau in
Henry Boerman of 329 West street.
The charge blew out fuses and scholarshipby selection of the urday and Sunday, but resultsare Washington.
40th St., purchased the house
light
bulbs in the rear of the Protestant Radio commission. It not official. Tony Buterfield was
The Senate is scheduled to pass
from the Reliable Cycle shop and
church
auditorium. There was no is one of a fev. scholarshipsoffered first Saturday and Jack Hobeck, a bill authorizing United States to
plans to dig a foundation on the
in the United States for this train- first, Sunday. There will be sev- use funds paid in the future to
fire.
new site.
created a psychological condition
Damage to the tower is much ing.
eral more class "C" boats racing educate outstanding young Finns. Ruth Kuit, Edward Veining, Ray dren.
"It should be ready by someRev. Maxam i. active in regular next week.
which
has had an adverse effect
greater
than
is apparentfrom the
They’ll
come
to
this country on Mulder, Dale De Witt, Gladys
time next week," Boerman said.
on public relationsot the hospitoutside.One of the main supports, broadcasts from Rochester stations
scholarships and return to their Buurnia,Fred Smith and Joanne Miss Faith Den Herder
Reliable Cycle shop will sod the
al.
2 by 12 timbers spliced to make a and from his church. Rev. Maxam WARNS ON DEADLINE
native land after receiving their Geerds. Other board members are
front part of the lot to display
Krystal Veldheer, Warren Plagge- Feted at Beach Party
12
by
12
support,
was
splintered, is chairman of the Religious Radio
training.
Allegan,
July
28
(Special)
outdoor play equipment and other
and Television Institute which is Aug. 1 is the date when all treasmars, Bob Stoppels, Prof. Steven
items. The rear of the vacant lot as well as main joists supporting
Miss Faith Den Herder, August Search of Lake Fails
the combined project of the six urers of priifiary school districts
Partington, the Rev. Herman Rosthe
belfry.
Carpenters
are
conwill be used for parking with a
Rochester radio stations and the must file bonds in his office Postmasters Meet
enberg, Don Lam and John Tien. bride-elect, was guest of honor at To Solve Cry for Help
sulting
the
architect
on
plans
for
driveway from River Ave.
a "swim" party and grocery showFederation of Churches of Roches County Superintendent of Schools
At Grandville Park
The bicycle shop purchasedthe rebuilding. It was estimated it
er given Wednesday afternoon by
ter and vicinity, which serves 500 G. Ray Sturgis warned today. He
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special)
might
cost
$2,000
to
rebuild
the
house and lot from Oscar Wilms
Postmastersand postmistresses Second Well Brought in
Mrs. Philip A. Haan and Miss —Maybe it was the wind.
ministers of the area.
tower.
also
asked
that
financial
and
statone year ago. At that time they
of
Ottawa
and
Kent
counties,
Marcia Den Herder, both of ZeeHe is a graduate of Hope college istical reports be sent in immediRobert Rose, resorting at
The church has plans for remodfound cataloguesand papers in
district5, met Wednesday night On Mary Geran Farm
land. The party was held at the Highland,park. toW police ht
and Western Theological seminary. ately. Some transportationreports
eling
the
building,
but
plans
did
the house dated 1880.
at Johnson Park, Grandville. for
cottage of Mrs. Haan’s mother, on heard a cry for help which seemthat were due July 15 are still
Allegan. July 28 (Special)
not include any change to the
their regular quarterly meeting.
ed to come from the lake at 12.07
not received.
New
hope for the recently pros- Lake Michigan.
steeple. The tower was hit once Two Pay Fines
Thirty post office heads and their
Guests spent the afternoon “on a.m. today.
Ganges Carpenter Seeks
before by Ugh Hung about 22 years
pected state forest oil field was
families were present.
Kenneth Molengraf, of 178 East PAPERS FILED
the beach and swimming. Gifts
Coast guardsmen went out In t
ago.
$3,500 in Damage Suit
Pastmaster and Mrs. Harry held Tuesday when the second were opened by the bride-elect on
Fifth St., paid a $5 fine in muniAllegan, July 28 (Special)
boat and city police patrolled the
well
on
the
Mary
Coran
farm
proThe severe thunderstormbroke cipal court Wednesday after
Kramer
of
Holland
and
postmisPaul B. Perrigo, Allegan, and
duced 237 barrels of oil in 18 the cottage porch and luncheon lakeshore. but failed to locate
after a hot day in which the merAllegan, July 28 (Special)
pleading guilty to not having an Harlan Fazer, Fennville.have fil- tress, Mrs. George Kaball and her
liours after acidizing,Bernard was erved from an attractively an j body in trouble.
cury
hit
91
in
spite
of
brisk
winds.
James Kanera, Ganges carpenter,
operator’slicense. Roger Viaser of ed partnership dissolution papers husband of Zeeland, attended.
Ackerman, oil geologist reported. decorated table centered with a
has filed suit for $3,500 against Predictionscalled for continued 307 West 20th St., paid a $1 for the Fazer Refrigerator Sales
Reports on the recent state conTiic second exploration appear- bouquet of summer flowers. Miss
warm,
humid
weather
and
showthe Central Greyhound Lines for
parking fine.
Fire Calls
and
Service business in Fennville. vention in Detroit were given by ed to be a heavier producer than Marcia Den Herder poured.
damages to his car, personal in- ers and thundershowers.Lake
Holland firemen were called
Jacob J. Doorlag, Plainwell, filed members. The next quarterly the wildcatwillodin some weeks
Invited were Mrs. Alison Van
juries and loss of wages due to Michigan remained warm at 78.
twice Wednesday. The afternoon
with County Clerk Esther W. Het- meeting will be at Caledonia Sept.
ago. It is located a quarter mile Zyl, Mrs. Robert Pontier and
At Grand Hrven, swimmers were Father Dies
an accident last July 11 at the
call was to a grass fire at 29th St
tinger a certificateto do business 29.
Mrs.
Carl
C.
Van
Raalte,
and
the
from the discovery and Is at about
warned Wednesday afternoon and
Word has been received here of
junction of US-31 and M-89.
and Van Raalte Ave. The 6:30 p.nu
as Otsego Dry Cleaners.
the same depth, 1.275 feet. De- Misses Jean Snow, Lois Van InKanera declares he was struck evening to stay out of the water the death of Albert Middaugh, 89,
alarm was to the city dump. Damgen,
Mary
Vande
Wege,
Connie
Spring
Lake
Man
Dies
pending on production the next
of Huntington,In<j. He was the GOP MEETING HELD
by a bus driven by Wendell F. because of a strong undertow.
Hinga, Peggy Prins and Peggy age was negligible in both inThe rain-washedair was a boon father of Mrs. Paul Dogger,
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special) few days, operators believed it
Bradley as he attempted to make
Allegani Aug. 28 (Special)— Dr.
stances.
French.
meant
a
fairly
extensive
pool
is
a turn from the highway.
for hay fever sufferers too. The Graafschap Rd. Funeral services Eugene Keyes, former lieutenant —Ernest LeRoy Cross, 61, route 2,
He charges negligence on the pollen count, taken daily by Hol- were to be today.
governor,Mrs. Rae Hooker, ML Spring Lake, died in Municipal there.
Meanwhile, Hopkins came back
part of the bus driver.
land hospital laboratory techniPleasant, national Republican com- hospital at 9 p.m. Wednesday afSENATOR IN IOWA
cians, registeredzero.
mittee woman, and Mrs. Ann Fer- ter a four-day illness.He was tak- into the oil picture with a 1,557
It was so hot in Washington, Allegan,Aug. 28 (Special)
ris, Allegan,publicity chairman en to the hospital Wednesday. foot well on the John ' and Ed
#
D.C., Wednesdaythat even the Senator H. D. Tripp, senate presi- for the Republican Women’s Fed- Surviving are the wife. Lucy. Ser- Wheatley farm southeast of the
weather bureau excused 250 em- dent pro-tera, is in Davenport, la., eration of Michiganwere speakers vices will be held Sunday at 1 prolificHopkins townlot field. It
ployes in mid-morningafter the where he will be discussionleader at a Van Buren county Republican p.m. from Gospel hall with burial was producing three to four baron highway sizes and restrictions meeting in South Haven Wednes- in Poplar Hill cemetery north of rels an hour, one of the best of
mercury hit the mid-90 mark.
recent shows in the area.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. Kenneth Hull university.He recently da*
at a council of state government day.
Allegan.
Officially
Hoffmaster are scheduledto sail livered a series of lectures in Hoi*
to* England on the Queen -Mary land. .
It’s moving day all this week
Aug. 12. Rev. Hoffmaster, -pastor The HoffmasterswiH also visit
at the local Boy Scout office.
Admitted to Holland hospital
of First Methodist church, will de- severalcountrieson the continent.
Permanent records and other Wednesday were Gerrit Van Dyke,
The itinerary includes the Nethliver a series of sermons and lecpaper work are being forwarded 10 North Centennial, Zeeland;
About 100 peraom left civiliza- tional minister^ Newaygo, swim- Vande n Bosch and her two chilBocks and Gunn went In for tures in cities of England and erlands, Belgium, France, Switzto tUk Grand Valley council office John B. De Haan, route 2, Hol- tion for the more nigged life of ming and outdoor cooking demon- dren, Sherill and Bruce.
erland, Italy, Germany and other
more complicated cookery, roast- Scotland.
at Grand Rapids. All correspond- land; Gerrit Branderhorst,route camping during the weekend at stration*. ’
| occupied zones. Rev. Hoffmaster
All prizes were wrapped in ing hamburger on sassafras sticks
Included In the tentative list plans to take 1,500 feet of colorence to the local office is being 1, Hamilton.
Camp Ottawa, the Boy Scout • Although the ataff quartet did white* paper with. red ribbon, sim- above an open fire and cooking
forwarded to; the Grand Rapids
DischargedWednesday were camp of the former Ottawa-Alle- not compete in the contest it ulating barbershop poles. Prizes vegetables and meat in aluminum of preaching engagementsare ed pictures.
London, Edinburgh,Birmingham,
During the Hoffmasters*. abheadquarters, ' Peter-Van Iwaarden, 564 College gan council which is now part of easily ranked tops with two sur- were for such things as the
foil over glowing coals. Biscuits, Stratford - upon-Avon, Plymouth
[sence guest pastors will dccu;
. Judson Leonard, newly ap- Ave.; Rudolph De Vreej route 3, the Grand Valley council
prise numbers, one a .ditty about sweetest quartet— a perfume botmixed in fhe biscuit mix package, and Hull university. Rev. Hoff- the pulpit at First Method:
pointed field executive .for the Zeeland; Mrs. Clair De Mull and
Scouters’ week-end, traditional "My brother Bill— He puti out tle filWd with hair oil; the sharpwere baked in the open over (re- master will preach at Edinburgh church. The Rev. Floyd E.
Holland area, will keep a field kit Infant son, 131 West 19th St
event signaling the close of scout fires” pnd a touching aentimental est quartet^-aknife; the quarflector tin can) method, inside on the Sunday which concludes Jr., pastor of First Me
that contains informationabout
Births included a daughter, Bar- camp season, found adults forsak- ballad about a "pore old beerebot- tet which needed brushing up— a
foil,v and inside tin cans.
active scouts and scooters at his bara Jane, born Tuesday to Mr. ing inner spring mattressesfor tle." In the quartet were Jud pan scraper.
the elaborate Edinburgh Music church of Mount Vernon. N
Leonard assured Scoutersthat festival, a culturalevent sponsor- will be in charge the last
Holland home. However, he will and Mrs. Jay Schaap, 644 West cots and tents close to nature.
Leonard, new field executive; Outdoor cooking demonstrations
Sundays of August Other
not have an office. ,
20th St; a son born Wednesday to
Entertainment included plenty Fred Bocks, camp director; Roger taught long-suffering housewives if he had any. voice in policy- ed by the King and Queen.
During part of their stay in ministers wijl be announced
Through this week, the scout Mr. and Mrs. John Kleinheksel, of singingi a big Saturday night Gunn, program director,and Don a trick or two about simplicityin making. the program at Camp OtRev. and Mrs.
office on the third floor of the 509 Indiana, South Haven; a camp fire with stunts and rem- Vuurens. \
treating victuals. Leonard con- tawa would remain much as it has England, the Hoffmasterswill be
city hall is open on a part-time daughter,Candyce Jerri ne,' born iniscence*. a quartet contest SunOther contest entries were by structed a combinationstove and been throughout the year* and guests of Drv and Mrs. Norman leave Southhampton
basis. The move will be completed Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry day morning church \vith sermon the four Northuisbrothers, Ken, fiying pan out of a gallon can, Scouters’week-end would con- G. Dunning. Dr. Punning is war- sail for New York. They
den, or president, of Haworth hall, turnon the Queen
Saturday,Leonard said,
Scott, 148 Scotts drive,
tinue to be an annual feature.
iu the main hall by a Congrega- Don, Rog and Paul; Mrs. Earl frying bacon on the top.
I.’
>7 ;?

House Moving
Job

Underway

m

—

—

—

—

Two

.

Boy Scout Office

Extended European Trip

—

\

Planned by Hoffmasters

Closed

Hospital Notes

Scouters, Families Enjoy Rigors of

Camp

Life

.
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NEWS,

Down

THURSDAY, JULY

21, Ytff

City Tennis

New Ottawa Council

IS

Pky

Grand Rapids

Sees Contestants

Organized to Unite

In Last Inning

FaD by Wayside

All Charity Drives

Wlodarczyk

And

Lester

Sub-Midget Title;

Appledorn Lead
Hitting

frank

Attack

Finals

Wlodarczyk ’s ninth In*

HbllaittfiFlying Dutchmen a 12-

Grand

Rapids

Up

organized.

tournament director.
Only final
be
scheduled. Others are up to contestants to arrange. Special
bleacher seats have been erected
at the 21st St courts to accommodate spectators at the final
matches
Little Lester Overway became
the first tournament champion by
defeatingMarshall Elzinga, 6-0,
6-0, to win the Sub-Midget Boys

matches

The Dutchmen's last inning ralmarked the second time in less

than a weetf they have

pulled
the pegs from under opponentsIn
the ninth and gone or to win.
And last night’s victory was
especiallysweet since it erased an
early season 7-0 pasting at the
hands of the Carvers. The Dutchmen's season record now stands
at 15 wins and seven losses.*
Lou Humbert started on the
mound for the locals and got In
trouble in the first inning. The
first two men to face him drew
bases on balls. Then a single by
Grand Rapids Right Fielder Fancett after an error had been committed, sent two run over the

Harold Marvin Vtldhoff,Jr.

Hamilton Child
Dies of

Leukemia
I

crown.

Nancy Moran defeated Sonja
Bouwman, 6-3, 6-1, to win the
Midget Girls class.
Other results:
Girls— Betty Schepersdef. Phyllis Keane, 6-0, 6-0, and also def
Diane Fehring, 6-1, 6-0; Joyce AJvereson def. Joan Patterson, 6-3,

plate.

6-0.

Harold Marvin Veldhoff, Jr.,
six-year-oldson of Mr. and Mra.

Harold Veldhoff, Sr , of Hamilton,
died Saturdayevening at the home
of his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.

Henry Veldhoff, route 2, Hamilton.

Cause of death was leukemia.

The boy had been a

patient at
Girls’ doubles
Avery-Kruithoff def. Keane-Fehring,5-7, 6-1, Holland ho vital on several occa6-2; Harbin- Alverson def. Avery- sions.
Kruithoff, 6-1, 6-2
Survivingare the parents and
Midget Girls doubles (finalists)
left to
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Veld-

Humbert pitched his way

—

[through the second, but in the
third frame the Carvers touched
him for two more tallies.

The Dutchmen bounced back in
Three comely Lowell girls were
the bottom half of the, inning,
however, to mark two runs; Ron in Holland Monday to present
Fortney and Jack Van Dorple passes to Mayor Harry Harringflooring after both had reached ton for the annual Lowell Show-

‘

tors to an overall once-a-year drive

Representative!of the three for funds, and thus eliminate cost,
chests in the county, Grand Haven, time and drain on manpower and

were reported to J. W. Moran,

Carvers.
ly

Coming

A big step in combiningall fund would permit factory solicitation
gatheringactivitiesinto a single in only one joint campaign per
year.
campaign was accomplished TuesIt Is the object of the council to
day night when the Ottawa County enlist full co-operation of all worCouncil of CommunityChests was thy agencies as well as all direc-

.

The largestfield in hittoryof the
annual Holland City Tennis tournament was dwindling fast today
as some more match scores

fting hit 'rtiursdaynight gave

11 win over the

Overway Win*

Zeeland and Holland, took this step
at a meeting in the Warm Friend
Tavern. Each city will have three
directorson the county board.
Holland will be represented by
G G Andreasen, Henry S. Maentz
and O. W. Lowrj . Grand Haven
directorsare E. V. Erickson, Mrs.

public patience of an ever increasing series of individualdrives.
It was emphasizedthat the new
council is strictly a county organizationsponsored by existingCommunity Chests and has no connection with any state-wide or national group.
Lawrence Roeloff and Seymour
Aims of the new council, accordVan Weelden. Zeeland directors ing to the constitution,are to coare S. G Karsten, Albert Vanden ordinate to the extent that seems
Brink and George Meengs.
advisable the fund gathering budDirectors-at-large are W. A. geting and other existing commuButler of Holland and Paul John- nity Chests in the county; to foster
son, Jr., of Grand Haven. Addition- additional chest organizations or
a. directors may be added by ac- groups; to receiveand pass on budtion of the board when deemed ad- get requests; to solicit participavisable.
tion of all agencies now conducting
O. W. Lowry was named presi- separate campaignswith a view to
dent, Paul Johnson of Grand Hav- eliminating present multiplicityof
en, vice-president, and George drives; to allocateto each chest
Meengs of Zeelana, secretary- Its fair share of the total county
treasurer. Johnson was named budget, and to receive funds raised
chairman of the committeeon out- by individualchests or other units
county organizationand W. A. to turn over proportionate share.
Butler will head the committee on
It is specifically not the purpose
agency negotiatjon.The first com- of the new organization to intermittee will contact organizations fere in any way with the autonomy
in areas which do not have a chest, or freedom of action of any local
and the second committee will ne- chest or other fund raisingorgangotiate with all organizations now izations. Nor will it interfere or
seeking funds throughout the make recommendationsfor concounty which are not now included duct of the internal affairs of any
in any individual Community agency, or concern itself with
Chest drives.
budgets or funds raised by chesta
The council says this plan has for purely local agencies or local
the backing of all industriesand branches or state or national
most individualsin Holland, Grand agencies.
Haven and Zeeland, and the full Agencieswhich become particiendorsement of all Community pating, members of the new counChests. Recentlyevery factory in cil by signing a one-year contract
Grand Haven fend nearly all com- agree that there will be no separmercial industrialfirms in Holland ate solicitation, except in some insigned an agreementwhereby they stances as a limited member.

novelty acts this year IncNudes' more than $10,000. From
Buster West and Lucille Page, right: Ann Townsend, Mayor Har- DeGroot-Tubergendef. Moranhoff and Mr. and Mrs. John Barcomedy dance team; Vic Hyde, rington, Janet Groningen and Bouwman, 0-6, 6-3, 6-2; Mackayone-man swing band, and others. Nancy Gee. The girls guaranteed Wenzel def Carlson-Cook,8-6. kle, and the great grandfather,
And 1,200 new seats have been the mayor that tills year’s show 6-4.
John Hairn Grote. '
base on a fielder^ choice.
Midget Boys’ doubles— Dykemaboat that will aail the nights of added this year and a new steel would surpass any previous perQpt in the fifth, Grand Rapids July 25 through SO. The list of and concretestage at a cost of formance.
Overway def. Vander Ploeg-Topp,
6-1, 6-1.
fot to Humbert again; extending
its lead by banging home four
Junior Women— Schepers-Myers
toon markers. At that point
def. Harbin-Alveruon,6-2, 6-0;
Humbert was relieved by Lefty
Mary Van Dyke-Koning def.
Picnic
Van Wleren who finished the
Yskes-Donna Van Dyke, 6-2, 6-2
(finalists).
game and got credit for the win.
In
The Dutchmen picked up one
Men's doubles — Sell-Humbert
more run in the sixth on a pair of
def. Picaifi-Dangremond, 6-0, 6-3;
Set
17
In Holland City Tennis tournasingles by Van Wleren and
Barendse-Boeremadef, A. Staggment play Monday, Sally Damson
Plans for Castle Park’s 27th an- class last year more than 40 were
Sher, 6-2, 6-3.
Whitey Witteveen and Harry De
Zeeland, July 28 — A popular
and Betty Schepers emerged as
nual amateur horse show got off present
Men's singles— Ron Bos def. Ken
Neffs walk.
In case of rain, the picnic will event will be 'renewed Aug. 17 Schippers, 6-1, 4-6, 6-4; John Ligt- finalists in the Girls singles diviThe seventh inning saw die to a good start with a dinner for
when the Zeeland Chamber of voet def. Harold Allen, 6-2, 6-2.
sion. In that division results
Carver* add another three to committeemembers at The Castle be held on Aug. 24.
Monday were:
Commerce sponsors a picnic for
Tuesday
night
Senior
committee
Boys singles—
Roels def.
their total, but that uprising was
all farmers in the area and ZeeMary Lou Van Dyke defeated
members
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
AusDick
Sjaarda,
10-8,
6-1;
Paul
Dykthe last time a Grand Rapids hitNorma
Harbin 6-3, 6-0.
land community.
tin
Brown;
Carter
P.
Brown,
ema def. Dave Bos, 7-9, 6-4, 6-2.
tar saw bate. Van Wleren settled
The picnic, cancelled a few Women’s singles—Joyce post def. Betty Schepers defeated Mary
down to pitch flawless ball for chairman; P. T. Cheff, Mrs. W.
Lou Van Dyke 6-1, ’’-5.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel) years during the war, has been Patricia Myles, 6-8, 6-1, 7-5.
Robert Fitzgerald,J. Brown Manthe remainder of the game.
Sally Damson defeated Mary
The Rev. Justin Hoffman of staged here more than a dozen
And Holland came back in its tle, Mrs. Roy Nobel, Mrs. A. D.
Avery 7-5, 6-3.
years. It will be held In LawPlamondon,
Jr., and diaries KirMiss Gertrude Steketee, newly
half of the inning to really begin
Home Acres Reformed church in
rence St. park, although moming Lingering Illness Fatal
Sally Damson defeated Joyce
flooringfor the evening. Ron Ap- chen, secretary.Junior committee Grand Rapids, conductedthe serelected president of the HoUand
Alverson 6-3, 7-5.
events open with a plowing conpledom waited until the bases members are Miss Connie Boers For Arthur L Headley
There was no play In other di- Tulip Garden club, entertained
ma,
Randy
Bosch, Jr., Miss Cyn- vices in the local church Sunday. test on the Clarence Nagelkirk
were loaded before he blasted a
Arthur L. Headley, 72, died visions Monday, mainly because the retiring board of directors 16th
thia
Lahig,
Henry
Maentz,
Jr. Wallace Folkert of Overisel was farm a mile north of the city on
tremendous home run, riding the
Wednesday morning at the home Boys and Juniors were in KalaMiss Donna Tania, and Miss Lu- guest soloist at the morning ser- State St. road.
hall over the center field stands.
of his brother-in-law and sister, mazo for the Western tourna- and new board members at the
vices. Mrs. Folkert accompanied.
cille Van Domelen.
A
basket
lunch is scheduled at
Apparently,that was all the
Steketee home on West 11th St.
Mrs. John Lehman entertained the park at noon followed by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bement, route ment.
flneouragementthe Dutchmen The committee,after consider1,
Zeeland.
He
had
been
in
ill
Thursday
aftemoori.
Champions have been detering last year’s program of classes, Mrs. Ed Van Der oik, Mrs. Ben sports for the youngsters at 2
needed. For they greeted Grand
health the past five years and had mined in Midget and Sub-Midget
Following dessert,plans for the
decided
to
follow
the
same
list Lugten, Mrs. Harry J. Lampen, p.m. and a program at 3:30 p.m.
Rapids in the eighth with three
16th St. turned on the power
Mrs. H. D. Strabbing and Mrs A basket supper at 6 p.m. will be been confined to his bed four boys and girls, both singles and coming year <were formulated
more runs. But going into the which includes horaemanshipand
weeks.
New
board
members
were
introMonday
night to humble Maple
doubles.
junior classes in the morning, E. Schaaf in her home Friday followed by an evening program ..
final frame the Carvers were still
duced
and
duties
assigned
by
Ave.,
9-0,
in City Church leagua
starting at 9:30, with the after- afternoon.
In
Sub-midget
Boys
singles
starting at 7:30 p.m. with a
tt* 800 °u
hokftng a two-run edge.
nZnnar*
and Mrs. Frasure Head- Lester Overway is champion and Miss Steketee.
The
Rev. and Mrt. Nicholas h^nr
noon show starting at 2 p. m. with
hour
concert by a pickup German ate
competition.
Fortney opened the attack
Mrs. James Brooks will be
three and five gaited, Western, Burggraff and children of Boon- band. Both afternoon and evening ley. He was born at Ottawa Sta- Marshall Elzinga, runner up. Ov
Ed Ribbens, on the mound foe
aide, Fortney oppened the attack
Tennessee walking horse and ton, New Jersey are visiting their programs will schedule varied en- tion and was a farmer all his life erway and Elzinga are Sub-mid- chairman of the junior division;
by drawing a base on balls. Van
in
Allendale
township.
His
wife,
the
winners, held the Maple bathunter and jumper classes. Entry mother, Mrs. Herman Kuite, and tertainmentincluding music and
get boys doubles champs with Mrs. Hollis M. Baker, ways and
Dorple also worked his way to
Nellie, died in 1936.
fees and all admission charges are sister Helen.
Klaasen and Crawford as runners means; Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr., fall ting attack to a mere trickle of
acrobatics.Merchants are offering
first, making way for Wlodarczyk,
Surviving are three daughters, up.
flower show; Mrs. Harry Wetter, three safeties.
Miss Florence Brower submitted prizes. Free coffee and lemonade
to be the same as they have been
who rang a double to deep right for the last 15 years.
Mrs. Maude Adams, Mrs. Mabel
to an appendectomy at Holland will be provided.
Champion
of the Midget Boys conservation; Mrs. Gilbert BusMeanwhile,his mates belted ten
field, scoring both mates.
Frost and Mrs. Gertrude Poplaski;
Committees were appointedby hospital last week and Saturday
singles is Paul Dykema and Les- sies, horticulture,and Mrs. WilServing on the committee are
Wlodarczyk and Appledorn the chairman as follows: Trophies, returned to her home.
balls afield, three of them for exfour sons, Fred, Arthur, Jr., Clarter Overway is runner up. Dyk- liam Beebe, publicity. ^
John Bosch, chairman. Nelson
were toe hitting gifmts for the Mrs. W. Robert Fitzgerald, Miss
t)£LSOfi
ence and William; 14 grandchil- ema-Overway took the doubles
Mri and Mrs. Willis TimmerMrs. Fred Stanton, as first vice
Dutchmen. The former collected Connie Boersma; posters and pub man, 'accompanied by relatives Van Koevering, Melvin Boonstra, dren and one great grandchild; also
16th
led off In the first by acor*
championshipIn that divisionand president, will serve as program
William Baron, Cornelius Karsten,
four for six, while Appledorn had
Ing two runs on a pair of triples
licity, Miss Cynthia Laing, Miss from Grand Rapids, enjoyed a Adrian Komejan, George Van two brothers, Francis Headley of Visscher-Japinga was the runner chairman and Mrs. Carl Cook will
A perfect day at plate, getting Donna Tanis, Miss Lucille Van motor trip to northernMichigan
be chairman of the membership by K. Mast and J. Roels.
Eenenaam and Walter Groene- Dexter, N.Y., and GUbert Headley up doubles team.
three for three.
Again in the third frame the
of
Tustin,
Mich.;
two
sisters,
Mrs.
Domelen; assistant secretary and recently, visiting the Soo-locks woud.
Nancy Moran Is champion In committee. Other board members
. Box Score:
victors scored, this time three
Fern Bement of Allendale and Mrs.
treasurer,Henry Maentz, Jr.; ring and other places of interest.
are
Mrs.
William
Hakken,
Jr
the Midget singles Girls division.
Carvers (11)
runs. The fifth inning saw them
Estelle De Vries of Holland.
secretary, Mrs. Roy Nobel
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nykamp and
Runner up is Sonja Bouwman. and Mrs. G M. Selby, membersAB B
produce another marker and the
Funeral
services
will
be
held
August 31, which is the last children entertained the Rev. and
In doubles, Lois De Groot and at-large;Mrs. WUliam Tappan, reParis. » .............. ........ 2 3 0 Wednesdaybefore Labor Day, is Mrs. Justin Hoffman and sons of
Saturday at 1:30 p.m., private,at Yvonne Tuber gen became cham- cording secretary; Mrs. O. S. sixth tallied three.
Skenuzel, 2b
. ... ........
... 2Maple, meanwhile, was never
the Bement home and 2 p.m. in
the date for the show. Interest Grand Rapids last Sunday. Other
pions when they defeated Janet Cross, corresponding secretary;
HJbber, 2b
Ottawa Reformed church. The Mackay and Barbara Wenzel, Mra. J. G Jander, treasurer,and able to bunch more than one hit
has been keen by outsiders from guests in their home that day
Bcurkeus, lb ...
in an inning Ribbens pitched noRev. Poppen will officiate.
distant points out of state. This were Mr. and Mrs Herrema and
runners up.
Mrs. Fred Pickel, retiring pres
Fumett, rf .......>•••••••••••••••«
hit ball for the first three frames.
show is the oldest and probably daughterNancy of Grand Rapids,
ident.
Gcrvdzinskis, cf «••••••••••••
Roels and M. Keen led the 16th
the largest amateur show in the Mrs. A. Bulthuis of Zeeland and
Retiringboard members are St attack with two for three.
Murry, If
Appointment
of
Carol
T.
Brand
Middle West.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nykamp and
the Mesdames Ralph Eash, WilPflttok, sc
of Oak Park, III, to teach Eng- Calvinist
, The committee announced that children of Kalamazoo.
liam Kools, Charles Stewart, W.
Kramers, c ,* •••••••••••••••••a
the Holland show is to be held the
Mrs. Theodore L. Bartelmezand lish and journalismin Holland
S. Merriam, Chester Van TongerFinch, p
Saturday before The Castle show. sons Johnny and Stephen, of San high school was approved by the
en and J. W. Lang.
Starts;
Adams, p
Many exhibitorswill plan to take Francisco, Calif., arrived last Sat- Board of EducationMonday night.
The August meeting of the club
in both sh«ivs, they said. The two urday to spend a few weeks in
Miss Brand attended high school
will be a tour of the botanical
Second round play in the Calvin......................
37 11
Totals ...
Previously,
Central
Ave.
won
an
shows are cooperatingto help the home of the former’s parents, in Oak Park, received a B. S. degardens at East Lansing and a
Dutchmen (12)
each other and have a great value Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing. gree in education from the Uni- ist Church league got underway action-packed game from Graaf- fall flower show is scheduled for
Final rehearsals are under way
AB B
schap,
6-2.
Vork
was
on
the
hill
for
from the entertainment stand- who met them in Chicago. Capt. versity of Illinois in 1945 and an last week with five games schedfor the Saugatuck Summer PlaySeptember.
Fortney,as
..
4 3
point for touristsas well as with Bartelmez, a physician,also spent M. A. degree in English from De- uled. First round final standings the victors, holding Graafschap to
ers’ opening show, "John Loves
Van Dorple, c ................5
five hits. Central, meanwhile,
local folks, they said.
a brief time in the Strabbing home Paul university this year. She
Mary." Opening night is Friday.
are unavailablesince rain halted
touched E. Busscher for nine
Premium lists will be in the en route from San Francisco taught a year at Dundee, III, and several other contests.
Other performancesare scheduled
blows, C. Knoll, Heerspink and
mail early next week when the where he he had accompaniedtwo spent three years of doing substiSaturdaynight and Aug. 5 and 6.
But
It
took
more
than
rain
to
De Neff, 2b .......— .......... 3
Vanden Brink each collectingtwo.
judges will be announced.
train cars of bed patients,trans- tute teachingin Oak Park. She
Performances are given at the
stop the onslaught of Graafschap
Witteveen,lb ..... ........... 4
And Prospect Park got back into
ferred from San Francisco to traveled extensivelyin Europe
Saugatuck high school auditorium.
in
its
game
with
14th
St
The
oneAppledorn, rf ....................3
the win column by edging 14th St,
Percy Jones hospital in Battle and the United States.
Curtain time Is 8:20 p.m.
Bridal Shower Honors
sided tilt saw Graafschap collect
H. Van Wleren, If ............2
Creek. Other dinner guests on
Albert Howell Junior high nine hits off opposing moundsman 6-5.
The plot of "John Loves Mary”
Humbert, p .................... 1
Sunday were Mrs. Charlotte teacher, will assist as helping Beckman. The final score was 14-1, The final game of the week saw
Mrs. Lawrence Lugten
concerns a marriage-by-proxy that
C Van Wieren, p ............ 2
16th St and Maple Ave. square off.
Clough and sons, Jimmy and Mal- coach of the reserves squad in
Louis J. Stempfly spoke last sticks— until the third act curwith 14th St on the short end.
16th kept intact its season record night before the Kiwanis club at tain. John marries British Lily aa
Mrs. Lawrence Lugten, 87 West colm of Saugatuck,Mr. and Mrs. football the coming year, it was
In
another
high-scoring
contest
Totals
40 12 12 20th St., was guest of honor at a Alvin Strabbingand Ronald Alan
by winning, 13-4. E. Mosher did th. their weekly meeting at the Warm
announced.
the only solution to her desire to
Central Ave. defeated Prospect
miscellaneous bridal shower Fri- of Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Grad
Plans for a combination garage Park, 15-1. De Vries and Bob Vork pitching for the losers, yielding 15 Friend Tavern, using parts of var- get to the United States, aa John
hits.
day night at the home of Mrs. Joe Schrotenboerand Jean Adele of and warehouse to be built on the
ious speeches given recently at the remembers that his friend,Fred,
Arraigned in Court
homered for the winners. Central
A1 Van Iwaarden, however, Kiwanis International convention loved Lily overseas. The Idea is a
Lugten of Hamilton.Games were Battle Creek.
24th St. athletic field were refer- hurler C. Knoll limited Prospect
twirlingfor 16th, limited Maple to at Atlantic City.
At Grand Haven
played and a two-course lunch
Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Tenpas and red back to committee after
fast divorce upon reaching the
hitters to three safeties.
six safeties.
was served.
children have returned from a few Trustee Vernon D. Ten Cate obStempfly pointed out in his com United States so that Lily may
Grand Haven, July 21 (Special)
Invited were Mrs. Nick Brow- days trip to New York.
posite talk how each speaker had marry Fred and John can wed his
jected to the plain utilitariande—Richard M. Nelson, and Delbert ed and daughter, Lila, of Drenthe;
Dr. Richard Oudersluya of Wes- sign to be built in a residential
noted the dissatisfaction
and rest- Mary.
Yettaw, both 21, of Grand Haven, Mrs. Roy Walters of Holland; Mrs tern seminary conducted the praylessness that is prevalent in the
John’s good intentions backfire
neighborhood. Plans call for a 25
arrested by city police the even- Ed Walters and Mrs. Gerald Mann er service at the local church last
world today, stat:ng that it is when he learns that Fred had
by 60 foot structure housing saning of July 13, charged with reck- of Ganges; Mrs Ben Tucker, Mrs. Wednesday evening in the absence
every man's responsibilityto see married an American girl soon
itary facilities.
less driving of their motor scoot- Gerrit Haverdink and daughter. of the pastor, the Rev. Peter J.
that we have a successfuland after his Army discharge.The enClaiire and accountsfor June
ers on Beech Tree St, each paid Elaine, Mrs. Bert Tubergan and Muyskens.
and peaceful world. .
suing entanglements make the
totaled $42,424.33 of which $31,$25 fine and $4.45 costa, Thurs- daughters, Gertrude and Fannie,
H. D. Strabbingand son Alvin 266.75 went for teachers’ salLieut Gov. John Van Dam pre- play a hilariouscomedy.
nighi
of East Saugatuck.
of Holland motored to Baldwin aries.
Twin sisters, the Missej Evelyn were the Misses Barbara Van In- sented an award of merit to past
Members of the cast, mostly
Warren Carroll, 25, Whitehall Mrs. Gerrit Lugten, Mrs. Ben last Wednesday for trout fishing.
president Tony Last in recogni- Kalamazoo residents,include John
Officers were re-elected at a Joyce and Sylvia *ean Vander Bie,
Charged by state park officers Lugten and daughter, Florence, Thursday they fished the Pere
tion of his leadership last year.
White as John, MarjorieBradley
re-organization meeting which is daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
with being drunk and disorderly Miss Gladys Bultman, Mrs. How- Marquette river.
Daniel Vander Werf, Jr., club as Mary, Frank Bradley as Fred,
always Held the first meeting fol- Vander Bie, 320 West 16th St, Horst, and Joyce Wiersma. A ahort
At the Grand Haven park Thurs- ard Lugten, Mrs. Gilbert Lugten,
lowing annual election. Officers became brides Friday at 8 p.m. in program consisted of selectionsbyl president conducted the meeting Ralph willy as O’Leary, Ray
day, paid $15 fine and $5.35 costs Mrs. Allen Calahan,Miss Esther
are C. J. De Koster, president; th . First Reformed church parlors. Mr. Voss, "O Perfect Love” sung and introduced the guests.Visiting Wegner and Donna McQueen aa
Winter
Sports
Program
morning.
Bartels, Mrs. Joe Lugten and
A. E. Lampen vice-president,
and The former • as wed to Herbert A. by Rev. Hoogstrate, a budget and Kiwanianswere Edwin A. Levi, Sen. and Mrs. McKinley,Olin Mcdaughter, Lois, Mrs. Jacob Bult- Pushed by Resort Men
Cincinnati,Ohio; George E. Pifeiv Queen as Gen. Biddle and /Don
Baar, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam P. group singing.
John Olert, clerk.
man and daughter, Fannie, of
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Zuverink sol Kankakee, HI.; and J. Walter Rothchild of Saugatuck, as BeachCfRit Gnird Answers Trustee De Koster presided.All Baar, 368 Woodward St, Zeeland,
Hamilton;Mrs. Robert Walters of
Cadillac,July 28 — A program
Malone, Decatur,HI W. Clare wood.
trustees were present except Har- ai - the latter to Alvin R. Van presided at the punch bowl, • and
Comstock.
aimed at increasing the advertisTwo Distress Calls
Dyke, ion of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Mrs. Hazel Kiekintveld, Beatrice Walker of Holland was a guest of
ry Wleskamp.
ing and promotion of winter
Bruischart route 5. The double Folkert, and Marilyn Baar were in the club.
Mrs. Kotman, Tuna Sons
Holland Coact Guardsmen have Holland High Graduates
sports facilities in Western Michring ceremorueswere read by the charge of the gift room. Master
two distresscalls in aa
igan was outlined at the organ- Suit Started
Rev. A. W. Hoogstrate, before an and mistress of ceremonieswere
Are Honored at Shower
Miss Nelvina Wiersema
days, accordingto Gustav Schedule Class Reunion
ization ifieeting of the winter
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special) altar decorated with palms, ferns, Mr. and Mrs. M. Bouwman.
Ny&aa, commander of the local
Mrs. Baar has lived in Holland Wed to Merle Taylor
sports committee of the West —Suit has been started in Circuit candelabra and white gladioli
A group of ^neighbors, held a
Holland high school graduates, Michigan Tourist and Resort as- Court by Edward R. Mollitor of
all her life, attended Holland high
shower Friday night at th# home
Wedding music was played by school, and is employed at the
Iha cruiser "Gypsy" was pulled Class of 1938, are planningtheir sociation here.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Wiersema an- of Mrs. Clifford Hammond, 185
Grand Haven against Doriald Miss Kathy Jelgersma, who also
Kroger store. Her hysband attend•and bar at Waukazoo point second annual class reunion for
At another meeting to be held Cluchey of Saugatuck, seeking $2,accompanied Osborne Voss as he ed Zeeland high school and Is em- nounce the marriage of their East Fifth St, honoring Mrs.
Bight after it had wand- Wednesday, Aug. 3, at the home here Sept 8, plans for newspaper 000 judgment for the balance bn
sapg "Because,” 'The Lord's ployed at the Zeeland hatdiery. daughter, Nelvina, to Merle Tay- George Kotman and her infant
off its eourae. It is owned by of Mrs. Alma Geerds Thomas, advertising and a proposal for goods and labor. Plaintiffalleges
Prayer," and "I Love You Truly.” The couple is now at home, 402 lor. The wedding took place Fri- twin sontf, Paul Dean and Ronald
Bylergea of Grand Rapids, 1975 South Shore. Dr.
financing the work of the new materials were furnished and lab"
in marriageby their fath- East McKinley • St, Zeeland, fol- day at the parsonage of Third Gene. Games were played and
Holland as his home
A potluck picric supper is committee is expected to be con- or performed during the period er,Given
the twin brides wore white lowing a northen. wedding trip. Reformed church. Dr. J. J. Sessler prizes were awarded to each guest
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. with an sidered,it was reported by Harfy from May 2 to July 25 and that
Refreshment* were served by
Mrs. Van Dyke has also lived officiated.
suits with navy accessories and
local Ooait Guard towed a outdoor fireplace for roasting Jennings of Boyne City, chairman. the balance due on account is now
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor are on a the hostess,assistedby Mrs. John
corsages of white roses tinted with here, all her life, is a graduate of
back to Holland from wieners. Gass members and their • Charles Kilgore of Ionia, Earl $1,633.75.
pink. Both wore rhinestone neck- Holland high school, ,and is em- wedding trip to northern Michi- Otting, Mrs. J. Rusticus, Mrs. H.
Monday night after the husbands and wives are asked to T. Huekle of Cadillac and Helen
ployed at Holland Motor Express gan. They will live at 239 Central Peerbolte and Mra. R. Bird. Othlaces, gifts of the grooms.
•napped and it was bring their own table service. Bradley of Petoskey were appointNew York— A passenger in a The couples were each others’ Mr. Van Dyke, a HoUand high Ave., Zeeland.
ers Attending were the Mesdames
e Saugatuck harbor
In charge of arrangements ed to the advertising committee. moving automobile takes up near- attendants and ushers were Har- graduate, served with the U.S. Mrs. Taylor Is employed at the E. Woldring, Frank Harmsen,
1 waa owned by are Mrs.. TTiomas, Mrs. Peggy
ly 25 times as much street space
paratroopers 'for two years. After office of Holland Furnace Oo. Mr. Cedi Serler, R. Woldring,D, De
y Driesinga and Warren Baar.
if route 4, to- Hadden Hakken and Ray Vande
Railways in Aust
as a passenger in a trolley coach,
Serving the 110 guests at th# an eastern wedding trip Mr. and Taylor works Jot
Waard and H. Bouwman and Mrs.
t reunion of the on 28,000 miles of
streetcar or bus.
reception following the ceremony Mrs. Van Dyke are living at 140
J. Annia of Detroit
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Holland Enjoys

Techniques of

Thriving Market,

Work

Survey Reveals

Explained Here
So

Protperout

York, July 28 (Special)

Holland, Mich., stands out

prosperous market, with earnings

and purchasingpower much
cities across the coun-

new

try, according to the

survey

of buying power issued by Sales

Management. . The

copyrighted

retailers

her marriage.

round table discussion Monday
night staged by the Chamber of
Commerce industrial and educa-

Miss Arloa Riemersma has returned to Lansing to resume studies as nurse at E. W. Sparrow
hospital after a two-weeks vacation with her mother and other

were

study covers every county in the

.m'

ability of the average Hol-

land family to buy luxuries as well
as necessitiesis indicated by its

effective buying income —

fv*

its

earnings after deduction of federal income taxes. With the total
of such income, for the 4.900 families in the city, amounting to
$24,123,000 for 1948, the average
income per family was $4,923.

Thus figure, an improvement
over the previous year's $4,688, is
ahead of the national family earnings of $4,531.It was also better
than the average income of families in the east north central
states,$4,896.
On a per capita basis, the average "spendable” income in Holland was $1,419. better than that
of most people in the United
States, who averaged$1,289.
Better earnings resulted in a
higher level of business activity.
Retail sales in Holland stores
reached a volume of $24,899,000,a
gain over the $21,861,000of 1947.
The fact that retail sales were
greates in volume than local income indicates that the city is
the hub of a large trading area.
How wall this stacks up against
other cities is shown by the fact
that Holland did .0190 per cent
of the retail business of the country with only .0116 per cent of the
country’s population.
Rating the city on the basis of
its businessactivity and other
factors,the survey assigns to it a
"quality of market" index of 124,
meaning that it stands 24 per
cent over the average city in purchasing power.

Here is Lake Michigan atvSeen from the creet of the hill at Camp
Geneva, the Reformedchurch youth camp located 2yt miles north of
Lakewood farm. Picnic tablet and areas for fires provide facilities
for outdoor picnicking. The season of nine weeks opened July 2. The
camp has 22 acres and can accommodate 175 campers and leaders.
It opened last year for the first time.

Rev.

H. Van Dyke

Using as his topic, ‘‘What Time
Is It," the Rev. Henry Van Dyke,
pastor of Fourth Reformed church,
spoke Monday night at the weekly
meeting of the Kiwanis club at
the Warm Friend Tavern.
Rev. Van Dyke told about the
world unrest today, pointing out
that people hive not changed essentiallythroughoutthe ages and
that we can expect another war
within 25 years— a war "that will

be fought between Communists
and Christiaiis."

The speaker said a movement
or to unite various Christian
denominationsin the world. He
is

Edges Zeeland

Personals

error.

game into fined to Butterworth hospital,
two extra frames. Fortney’s hit, an Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Leonard Van Liere and Mr.
error and a stolen base did the
trick.
and Mrs. Chester Van Liere and
son, Dennis, have arrived home
from Newar'.t, N.Y., where Mrs.
the seventh and send the

Mrs. H. P.

Harms

will be

in

charge of children’sactivities
Thursday at the MaCatawa Bay

Chester Van Liere and Dennis
spent a two weeks’ visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Weller, formerly of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Geerts and
son, Glenn, of 251 Washington
Ave. were visitors a few days last
week at the homes of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Bloemsma and Mr. and
Mrs. Almond Brandt of Imlay

David Mannes; seven and eight
Menken and Sandra Den
Bleyker; 13 to 16, Tunic Lubber
and Joyce Strabbing. D. Langejans
won the men’s contest
Movies were shown by Gerald
Mannes. The Civic club furnished
ice cream for all the guests.
Calvin

.

•

*

•

Castle Park.

Mrs. Charles Schuylmeyerof
Grand Rapids is spending a few
days in Holland with Mrs. Jennie IJuyser, Mr. and Mrs. Len Kievit and Mrs. Dell* Coburn.
, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Karsten
of Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Ger-

‘Little Olympics’

Miss

gan's Boy’s Town near Omaha,

Mary Jane’ Mackay is

visitingrelatives and friends at
Neb.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Allen and St. Louis, Mo. She is the daughson, Tommie, 56 West 18th St, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mackay,
have returnedfrom Washington. 372 West 16th St
Mr. and Mrs. James White,
D.C, where they spent a week.
1961 South Shore Dr., had as
Hospital Notes
Admitted to Holland hospital their house guests for several
Monday were Carson Lee De Haan, days, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Meyer of
son of Mr. and Mrs. Martin De Sikeston, Mo. The Meyers returnHaan, route 1, Zeeland; Mrs. ed to their home Sunday.
Week-end guests of Dr. and
Floyd Bedell, 594 Pine Crest drive;
Sherwood Louwsma, 244 East 16th Mrs. William Schrier,65 West
St.; Mrs. Freda Hoogerhyde,248 15th St. were Mr. and Mrs. Loyal
West 17th St
B. Wilson of South Bend, Ind.
DischargedMonday were Alvin
Returningby plane today with
James Reus, 481 West 19th St; Charles R. Sligh, Jr., from BaltiLawrence Edward Boylen, Jr., 1134 more, Md., are the Misses Irene
Paris Ave., N.E., Grand Rapids.
Boer and Liz Sharp, John Tracy
A daughter, Virginia Kathryn, and Jim Hubbard. Patricia Sligh,
was born Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Susan Tracy, Jim Knoll and Roger
Russell Oskaboose,24 West First Ver Sluis will drive with Mrs.
St
Sligh and Mrs. Spencer Tracy.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon J. Nead, Jr.,
of Virginia Park, have been called
to Gladwin because of the serious
Sligh
illness of Mrs. Nead’s father, the
Rev. Israel Goheen. On Sunday

Runner-up Honors
In

a

specialreport to the SenBlatimore, Md., results of the National
Junior Girls Water Ski tournament showed Patricia (Pat) Sligh
of Holland as second place win-

tinel Saturday

from

ner.

Winner of the

division was
Thornhill of Cypress Gardens, Fla. Defending champion
Liz Sharp of the Macatawa Bay

Mary

club was unable to compete
cause of an injured knee.

Utilities

Dies

in

Former Ottawa Resident
Dies at Hot Sprin|i, Ark.

—

Who says Michigan doesn’t grow tall corn? Here are five young Genzinka who will teatify that the corn on their father’a farm la taller
than moat and they’remighty proud of It. The John Genzlnk farm la
located on US-31 about a mile south of Holland. Left to right, the
youngsters are Gordon, 8; Carolyn, 4; Jerry, 16; Russell,12, and
Marian, 10.

berg, 142 West 22nd St.

Allegan, July 28 (Special)
Three Allegan playgrounds will be
in competition in a "Little Olympics" at the athleticfield Aug. 4,
according to announcement by
Kenneth Otis, director,
Various athleticevents will be
scheduledfor the day, suited to

Grand Haven, July 28 (Spedtl)
receivedIn Grind
Haven Sunday of the deith of
Heugo Zoerner,Sr., 70, former
Grand Haven resident,which occurred at his home in Hot Springs,
Ark., Saturday after t lingering

the ages of the participants.

illness.

—Word was

He is survived by his wife, AnCarley, acna; a daughter, four sons, a sister
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Clcstreasure hunt for five to eight- and a brother.
son Butler, drove to Mackinac
year-olds at the field Thursday. The body will arrive in Grand
to meet them. The Butlers will
Scavenger hunts at the play- Haven Tuesday and will be taken
continue the cruise with the Rogrounds were held for older chil- to the Kammeraad funeral home
bert Carleys.
dren witl\ prizes going to Tom where services will be held WedPeter Van Domeien III arrived
Gatten and Tom Goodwin at the nesday at 2:30 pm, the Rev. Kart
Wednesdaynight to spend the high school.Louis Van Patten and Detroy officiating. Burial will be
rest of the summer with his parHarry Tooker, south, ward, and in Lake Forest cemetery. J
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Carol Clark and Dorothy Peters,
Domeien, Jr., 1409 South Shore north ward.
Receives Calls
Dr., following an NROTC sum'Hie Rev. William Van Peursem,
mer training cruise through the
pastor of Fourteenth Street ChrisPanama Canal, with a stop-over Mn. L R. Joldenma
tian Reformed church, has reoaivw
at Cuba and return to Norfolk,
Diet at Grand Haven
ed calls to the Detroit Chrietiaa
Va. He is a student at the UniverGrand Haven, July 28 (Special) Reformed church and the Fuller
sity of Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Anderson —Mrs. Leonard R. Joldersma, 59, Avenue Christian Reformed
died at her home, 1004 Franklin church of Grand Rapids. He hse
and daughter. Barbara, of Mari.
Ohio, arrived in Holland Friday St., Friday afternoon after a 10 announced no decision. He recently declined calls to the West
night for a visit with Mrs. An- year illness.
Mrs. Joldersma formerly was Leonard Street Christian Reformderson's father, Peter Van Domeien, Sr., 1232 Beach Dr. Also ac- Alberta Hazel Hoge. She was ed church of Grand Rapids and to
companying the Andersons are bom Nov. 10 ,1889 in Morris, III, the Christian Reformed church at
Lester Van Domeien" and Miss and came to Grand Haven from Arcadia, Calif.
Chicago 46 years ago. She was a
Barbara Jones of Marion.
member of Second Christian RePhoenix— In Dinosaur Canyon,
Mrs. George Heidema, 188 East
formed church, its Ladle* Aid and 70 miles north of Flagstaff,Arix.,
27th St., returned Thursday from
the WCTU. She also sang in the are found the largest group of
Billings,Mont., where she spent
church choir and was a former dinosaur tracks ever discovered.
six and a half weeks visiting relmember of the Woman’s club.
atives.She made the return trip
Surviving are the husband: 1.728 MILES OF GRADING
by plane.
three sons, Lambert J at home, DRAINAGE STRUCTURES
Miss Minnie Klumper and Miss William B. of Nunica and Gerald CONCRETE PAVEMENT
Marie Zwemer have moved to H. of Redwood City, Calif.; a sis- STABILIZED AGGREGATE SURMartha and Cora's convalescent ter, Mrs. William Kramer of Par- FACE COURSE ON M-21 FROM
HUDSONhome.
ma, Ohio; a brother,William
Sharon Cady, Mac Otis and
Judy Plotts won prizes in the

On Wednesday Henry

Admitted Saturday was Mrs
Kate Bosnjak, 280 College Ave.
DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
John Westveld,Fennville;• Mrs
Fred Arnoldink and daughter, 681
Pine Ave.; Mrs. Donald McCormick and daughter, 448 Maple
Ave.; Florence Brower, Hamilton
Admitted Sunday were Mrs
James Rabbers,route 5; Richard
McFall, 198 East Ninth St.
Discharged Sunday were Mrs
Burton Van Oss and infant daughter, route 4; Martinus De Boer,
136 East 16th St.
Hospital births included a son
Gerald Leonard, born Saturday to
Mr. and Mrs. George Swieringa.
39 Cherry St.; a son, Roger
Wayne, bom Saturday to Mr. and
Mrs. Irving Anderson, 573 West
AND
20th St.; a daughter, Linda Lee
AND
bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrt.
AND
Harold Jesiek, 2043 South Shore
drive; a daughter born Sunday to
Mr and Mrs. Harold Westrate, 14
SOUTHWEST
West 19th St.; a son. Phillip,
VILLE NORTHEAST INTO HUDWord has l>ecn received here of Hog© of Berkley, Calif.; also one SONVILLE, OTTAWA COUNTY.
Mr. and Mrs. Nead and Mr. and which was born on Sunday to
Mrs. Earl Mortensen, route 4. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Weiss, Vir- the birth of a daughter on Fri- grandchild.
PROJECT: FI 70-49, C8 (FI-210
visited relatives and friends at ginia nark: a son, John Howard, day to Mr. and Mrs Harry Van(9))
Muskegon and Spring Lake.
Net classification required
born today to Mr and Mrs. Fred der Woude of Pipestone. Minn law and sister, Dr. and Mrs. Peter
The Rev. and Mrs. William Van Eggenschwiler, 17 West 10th St.; Mrs. Vander Woude is the form- Hofstra and family.En-route they this projectis 18-B.
Sealed proposals for
ft. the
___
___
conPeursem and family and Dr. and a son, Wayne Alan, born today to er Bertha Volkoma of Holland.
will spend the week-end in WilMrs. Bert P. Bos have left for Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Slenk, East
A special meeting of the pub- lard, Ohio, with Mrs. Hovenga’s structionof this project located in
Paterson, N.J., to attend the 80th Saugatuck.
lic affairs committee of the Wo- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Georgetown Twp., Ottawa County,
man's Literary club will be held Postema. Mrs. Postema will ac- will be received from contractors
birthday anniversarycelebration
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
having 1949 Michiganftate Highof the Rev. J. Walkotten,father
Mtt and Mrs. Henry Carley, Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the club company them to New Jersey.
way Department prequalificationi,
of Mrs. Van Peursem and Mrs. South Shore Dr., have returned house.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Van Putten in the Veterans’ Memorial Bldg.,
Bos. Rev. Walkotten was formerly from Mackinac Island after spendMr. and Mrs. William Hovenga, and family of Edeleth, Minn., 213 South Capitol Avenue, Lansing,
pastor of the local Sixteenth ing several days there with Mr. Jr., and children.Sandra and have returned home after spend Michigan, until 11:00 A.M., EastStreet Christian Reformed church. and Mrs. Robert Carley aboard Gary. 95 East 21st St., left today ing a week here with Mr. and ern Standard Time on Thursday.
Rev. Van Peursem, who left with the Carleys’ Showboat. Mrs. Hen- for Paterson, N. J., where they Mrs. J. J. Kiemersma. Mr. Van August 4, 1949, and will then and
his family this morning, will ry Carley sailed to Mackinac with will spend a two-week vacation Putten Is superintendent of Ede- there be publiclyopened and read.
Proposals may be mailed to Room
preach at Toronto, Canada, and her children earlier in the week. | with Mrs. Hovenga’s brother-in- leth schools.
424, State Office Building,Lansing,
vicinity on the return trip. Dr.
Michigan.
and Mrs. Bos left last week.
The
consist of grad- work
------ will
-------Mr. and Mrs. Rein Visscher and
ing, placing the necessary drainage
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Boot have
structures,single and dual 24 ft
returned from a trip to the West
concrete pavement, 9” uniform
coast. En route they went to
with concrete curb and gutter, and
Grand Canyon, Bryce and Zion
29 ft. stabilizedaggregate surfaci
canyons, Boulder Dam, Sequoia
course, 6" compacted (Service
Road).
and Yosemite National parks and
Completiondate for entire proSan Francisco. They visited Mr.
ject January 1, 1950.
and Mrs. Art De Jongh and Mr.
The Department’sStandard
and Mrs. Frank De Vries at Los
Specifications (1942 Edition), Iti
Angeles and the Rev. and Mrs.
current Soils Manual, the plans foi
Nicholas Gosselinkand family^at

Takes

Pat

Planned

At Allegan Playgrounds

Personals

be-

Manager

Allegan

Allegan. July 28 (Special)— Horace B. (Tom) Stafford, 56, local
manager of Consumers Power Co.
for nearly 19 years, died Friday
night after an illness of three
months.
Active in community charity
campaigns and organizations, he
served as chairman of the Red
Cross for five year;, during the war
and has been in Boy Scout work
many years. He was a Mason, past
president of Rotary and member

City.

.

where they visited their uncle and quet given Saturday night by
aunt Mr. and Mrs. R. Waterman Glen L Martin for contestants
and water skiers.

of

of a barbershop quartet called the
Senators.
Yacht club from 1 to 5 p.m. ChilSurvivingare the wife, Ethel;
dren from eight to 15 are invited
a daughter, Mrs. Mary Ruth Dewto participate in the events that
ey; a niece reared in the home,
include swimming, water skiing,
Mrs. Jeanette Blang; a sister, Mrs.
baseball, games and sailing inv.
Pearl Sorrels and a brother,Oscar
struction.
A Red Arrow basket picnic for Wilbur Stafford,both of CrawMiss Jean Snow is swimming all 32nd division veterans, their fordsville, Ind.; another brother,
instructor and Don Doig is in families and friends will be held
George of West Lafayette,Ind.,
charge of games and baseball. Sunday, Juiy 31, at Townsend and grandchildren.
Charles R. Sligh, Jr* and mem- park, section C, near Cannonburg,
bers of the Mcatawa Bay Water north and east of Orand Rapids.
Ski club are teaching tfie children Coffee, cream and sugar will be Four Persons Hurt
to water ski.
furnished.
About 35 children have taken
Walter Seidelman, Jr., 934 In Grand Haven Crash
advantageof the program so far, Thomas St., Grand Rapids, forGram) Haven, July 28 (Special)
according to Mrs. Donald Craw- merly of Holland, is in Blodgett
—Four persons were injured at
ford, chairman of junior events. hospital where he underwent sur8:20 p.m. Friday when a car drivEvery Thurday is set aside for the gery Saturday. He entered the en by Mrs. Cedlle Ott of Grand
children. A family night supper hospital July 17 and expects to
Haven crashed into the parked car
be there until about Aug. 4. He of Charles Rezny, 38, also of Grand
is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Haven, on South River road, about
Seidelman,Sr., 180 College Ave. three miles from the dty.
Graafschap Civic Cluh
Bill Draper, 2791 Central Ave.,
Mrs. Ott received .ace rations on
Has Community Picnic
left Sunday night for Camp Le- the nose and right leg; Frank Ott,
jeune, N.C., with the Marine Corp 50, lacerations on head and face;
community picnic was held Reserve for a two-week training Bonnie Jean Skidmore, 4, laceraThursday at the Graafschap ball course. The Reserves assembled tions on chin, and Jean Rezny, 4,
diamond. The event was sponsored in Grand Rapids and left the
lacerationson forehead.They were
by the Graafschap Civic club and airport by Marine transport for discharged after treatmentin
was attended ~ by 124 Graafschap Camp Lejeune. Draper is a first Munidpal hospital.
residents. .
lieutenant.
State police said Mrs. Ott while
A basket supper was served and
Mr. and Mrs. George Howell of attempting to pass another car
games were played. Each child un- New Brunswick,N. J, are spg^ was forced onto the shoulder of the
der four received a gift
ing two weeks here as guests of road because of oncoming traffic
Winners in the five and six-yeaV- Mr. and Mrs. Randall C. Bosch and struck the Rezny car which
old group were Patty Blauw and and family in their cottage at Was parked on the shoulder on the

A

is-

*

planning communityemployment
stabilization,
the committee to
consist
representativesof enburg, 297 East 12th St.
sales, research, production, finDischarged Friday were Mrs
ance, production planning, and in- Donald Koeman and daughter,
rit Wyngarden of Grand Rapids dustry in general.
route 6; Mrs. Donald Hartgorink
have returned from a 16-day
and infant son, 89 East 22nd St.;
western trip. They visited YellowMrs. Earl Weener and infant son.
stone National park, Saif Lake
323 Howard Ave.; Mrs. Martin
City, Bryce and Zion canyons, ColTen Brink and infant son, 597
(From Monday^ Sentinel)
orado Springs and Father FlanaPine Crest drive; Martin Harden*

View of World Situation

Kaiser-Frazer

Scheduled at IUBYC

Gives

75 workers with 70 receiving
other jobs immediately. So instead
of 75 persons laid off and out of
work as the rumors went, only
£ye actually were out of work.
He said salesmen must do a
better job of sellingand research
on their products since better
work results in steadier employment He outlined techniques to
reduce fluctuations in work such
as changing habits of customers,
diversifying products and stimu:
lating off-season buying. Production techniques and centralized
employment control also were discussed.
The industrialcommittee

said, "In the course of time Protestants and Catholics will get
together again, although it may
be farther away than our own
generation."
Rev. Van Dyke also predicted
there will be a getting together of
political and religiousgroups.
‘The age in which we now live appears to be a iime of getting together,” he said, adding that the
world is being welded closer toRon Fortney singled in the last gether particularly through the
half of the ninth inning to send medium of air transportation and
Lou Borgman home from second radio.
base for Kaiser-Frazer’s winning
He closed his talk by saying
run against Van’s Electric of Zee- that it is time to wake up and
land. The Autos won the game 4-3. take notice. "If we are going to do
The extra-inning Wooden Shoe something for our fellow man,
league tilt was played at River- our community and our world,
view park Friday evening.
we must do it now.” he concluded.
Clyde Kehrwecker, who hurled
Tony Last, program chairman,
the final inning for Van’s, was tag- introduced the speaker. President
ged with the loss. He relieved star- Daniel Vander Werf, presided at
ter Truk Kroll. Daffy Victor went the meeting and welcomed a new
the route for the locals and allow- member, Clare Walker. J. Walter
ed five hits.
Malone of Decatur, 111., was a
Zeeland drew first blood in the visitingKiwanian.
top of the first with one run on De
Jonge’s hit, a walk and a stolen
base. The Autos came back in the
same inning to tie the game on hits
(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)
by Appledornand Piersma, and an
Original Mission attendants
'
The teams each added another will have a potluck supper Wedrun in the second inning to make nesday at 6 p.m. at Kollen park.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reinthe count 2-2. Zeelanc.tallied on a
hit by Raterink, two walks and a hardt of Bloomfield Hills will ’’e
fielder’schoice. Kaiser-Frazer week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
scored on Piersma’s hit and an err Donald Crawford and family, 280
College Ave.
ror.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond N.
Zeeland went ahead in the top
of the fifth with one run on a hit Smith, Lawndale Ct., last week
by Sheridan and an error. How- entertained the three small daughever, the Holland team came back ters of Mrs. Donald Bayle of
to knot the count in the last of White Cloua. Mrs. Bayle is con-

Children’s Activities

cited.

must get away from
rumor mongering,particularlyas
it regards the employment situation,” Molthrop said. He cited a
case where an employer laid off

10,000 in population.

Wiila WorthingtonMcGuire retained her title in the Women's
division for the fourth consecu-

tive year.
Dick Pope, Jr., of Cypress Gardens, Fla., is the new champion
relatives.
in the Men's division.He took
Mr. and Mrs. Deon Dekker of firsts in the slalom and trick ridDallas, Texas, are visiting at the
ing and second in the jump.
home of their parents Mr. and
Winning places in other events
Mrs. Henry Dekker, Main Ave.
were Lew Withey, third in men's
Sgt. and' Mrs Lester Dekker
slalom; Roger Ver Sluis,
have returned to their home in
in trick riding; Bob Sligh and
Columbus, Ga., after spending a
Irene Boer, third in mixedd doubles.
two-week vacation at the home of
and Lew Withey and Polly Stathis,
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. H
second in mixed doubles.
Dekker.
George Buttles of Zeeland and . Charles R. Sligh, Jr., was electCelia Yntema of Forest Grove ed president of the American
have returned from Three Rivers Water Ski associationat the ban-

“Cities

United States and all cities above

The

tournament this week-end at BalThe Rev. and Mrs. Arend Rettimore, Md. Her final points wers
ting of Homer were recent visitors
with relativesIn Zeeland including earned by a second in the slalom,
Mr. and Mrs. H. Baron. Mrs. Ret- second in trick riding and third in
ting was Anna Elenbaaa before jumping.

tion committees.
A probe into local conditions revealed some firms in Holland are
practicing employmentstabilization as recommended by the
NAM. Several local illustrations

greater, in proportion to its size,

than most

Lincoln, Ave.

says David

addressed several manufacturers,
and insurance men at a

as a

Meet

Honors

Asodationof Manufacturers, who

—

Water Skiers Fin

(From Monday's Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Nichols
at
and daughter Nancy of Summit,
N. J., and Miss Mildred De Pree
Irene Boer of Holland took secof New York City are spendinga
ond
place in the Women’s division
few weeks at the home of their
mother, Mrs. Johannes De Pree, of the National Open Water SM.

Stabilization

M. Molthrop,
representative of the National

Compared With Others
New

Zeeland

“Security begins at home!”

National Survey Says
City It

2«, 1949

,

this project,the specialprovisions
governing sublettingand assignlnj
the contract and the employmenl
and use of labor, and the proposal
blanks (all of which are essential
parts of the contract) may be examined at the district office of the

Modesto, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs.. Ray Bultema and
children, Sandra, Paula and David, of Graafschap Rd., arrived
home Saturday from a cottage at
Houghton Lake, where they
spent a week’s vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bradley and
son, Steven Craig, have purchased
a home at Rochester, Minn.,
where Mr. Bradley has accepted a
teaching positionin the Rochester
public schools. He has been a
member of Holland junior high
school faculty. .

Dr. and Mrs. Joseph

Department at Grand Rapid*
Michigan, and at the Michigar
Road Builders Association, Lansing, Michigan, but may be obtained only at the office of the Con-

tract-EstimateEngineer, Roar
424, State Office Building,Lantlng
Michigan, up to 5 P.M. of the daj
precedingthe opening of bids. A
lee of three dollarswill be charg-

H. De

ed for furnishing plans or propoi
blanks, which will not be
funded.
Full cooperation in carrying ot
the special provisions will
..
be n
quired. Minimum wage paid
labor employed on tiSs central
shall be as follows for Zone J
Skilled labor $1.90 per hour. Intel
mediate labor $1.35 per hour. Ui
skilled labor $1,225 per hour. OUm
rate as listed in the proposal
A certified or cashiers check o
an open, solvent bank. In the sui
of $9,000.00, payable to Charles l
Ziegler, State Highway Commi
sioner,must accompany each pn
posal All such checks will be n
turned promptly after the biddini
except that those of the two lowei
bidders will not be returned unt
execution and delivery of the coi
tract to the State Highway D<

al

Vries of Avilla, Mo., and Henry
De Vries of Springfield,Mo., former Overisel residents,arrived in
Holland last week to visit their
sisters, Mrs. Albert • Clark, 103

East 10th St, and Mrs. William

Hirdes, route 2. Zeeland. They will
also visit other relatives in the
Holland area. ®
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Buys, 14
East 15th St, have returned from
a trip through northern Canada
and Wisconsin.
Miss Dora Schermer,city librarian, is attending a library work
shop at Higgins lake this week.
Holland Lions club will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Tunnel
park.
Mr., and Mrs. John Krol, 143
Highland Ave., and Mr. and Mrs.
C. Van Dyke of Zeeland spent
last week in northernMichigan
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Knoll, Sr.,
their son, Gordon, and daughter,
Mrs. Henry De Ridder, and her
son, Timothy, have returned from
a week’s fishing trip in the Upper
Peninsula. On their return they
wrong side of the highway. Mrs. also visitedMrs. Knoll's relatives
The dock at the MaceUwa Bay foreground (left) Is Chuo!
Ott was given a summons for ex- in Atwood.
Stewart,chairman of the race
cessive speed— failure to have car
Hospital Notes
Yacht chib is the scene of activity
under control
Admitted to Holland hospital each week-end as sailors and their committeeand (right)Dave Boyd,
who follows the races In his speed,
Friday were Rudolph De Vree,
put up their sails and get boat with other members of the
Colored lenses in eyeglasses route 3; Mrs. Alios Knapp, 395
have been used since the middle.West 22nd St; Walter Granskog, ready to push 0ff the dock before committee) as judges. The boats
of the 16th century.
23 West Second St; Dick Small- the starting gun goes off. In the tied up are the Crescents, skip1

OF

partment

*

The- right is reserved to reje
any or all proposals.

CHARLES M. ZIEGLER,
State Highway Commission
DATED:

7-20-49
Lansing, Michigan

MHF:ag
pered by the younger members of
the club. The cUes has bow increwed to rix boats sad the races
are close with several members
tied for first and second places.
Races are scheduled at the MBYO

Saturday at 2
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Miss Jane Helen

Jacobs

South Biendon

Saugatuck Racer

(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Mr. and Mn. Preston Kroll
and daughterspent last Saturday
July 31, 1949
evening with their parents,Mr. Dies After
Psalm* of Truat
and Mn. Henry Lubbers.
The "Banner of Truth" made its
Tomorrow will be Boosters’day
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. JohnPsalms 34:37; 46:91; 143:8
Mr. and Mn. Carl Johnson of
By Henry Geerlings
first appearancethis week, ac- at Holland High school according son are on a wedding trip to at 10 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Saugautck,July 28 (Special)
Our subject for today is trust cording to a story appearing in to a story appearing in the Thurs- northern Michigan following their Mr. and Mrs. Claire Bock of Grand Rapkb called on Mr. and Steve Coutoumanoa,32, died SunMn. J. H. Potkey an evening reday, Feb. 17, issue of the Holland
and six Psalms are recommended
the Jan. 1 issue of the Ottawa Daily Sentinel published In 1916. marriage Thursday at American Ridley Park, Pa., have arrivedin cently.
day afternoonat Arkansas Bapfor collateralreading.All these
Holland
to
visit
their
ton
and
County
Times
published in 1904 The students Intend to make it a
tist hospital, Little Rock, Ark.,
Miss
Hilda
M.
Stegeman
spent
Legion Memorial club house. Mrs. daughter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs.
Psalms, both directlyand indirectby M. G. ManUng. It is a neat perfect day and the faculty is
the
week-end
in Holland with i^r after crashing his racing car into
ly, command and encourage us
Johnson is the former Jane Helen Harvey Bock, 34 West 22nd St.,
appearingbooklet devoted to re- united with them in the effort
cousin, Mias Hilda C. Stegeman. the grandstandat the Rocket
to trust in the Lord. The Psalms
Jacobs, daughterof Mr. and
and Mr. Bock’s sister and brotherSpeed Bowl near Little Rock.
ligious topics and is issued r All less ions will be perfectly prethemselveswere born of trust in
Harry Jacobs, 340 East 24th St in-law, Mr. and Mrs. H. Kaeper- Mr. and Mrs, Forest Herman of
The driver was pinned underGod. Men had put their trust in the Christian Reformed congre- pared, no absences or tardiness The groom is the son of Mr. and nik, 172 East 16th St They are Allendale called on Mr. and Mrs.
The Home of the
neath the car after piling into the
gation from the office of H. Hoi- and class demeanor will be faultHerman
G.
Vruggink
and
Mr.
and
Him. They had lived for Him and
Mrs. John H. Johnson, Sr., of Wau- staying at the Kaepernik home.
Holland Cltj New*
grandstand when the car overkeboer, publisher of *‘De Wach- less. Wliy? Because the general
Mn. Harry Krana recently.
Published Every Thurs- served Him. And now in these
kazoo.
Dr. and Mr. F. F. Yonkman,
turned coming out of a tum. The
Howard
of
Ookfwater
day by the Sentinel Psalms they are bearing witness to ter.’’ The Rev. H. Beets of Grand public is expected to visit the
Vows were spoken before the Gretchen and John Richard, of
racer caught fire but flames were
yPrintlnn Co Office 64-B« the blessings which had come into Rapids is editor-in-chief, and Hoi- school and register their apprecifireplace decorated with palms, Madison, N. J., are expectedhere spent last week-end with her chilWest Eighth Street Holquickly extinguished.
>
keboer
Is treasurer and manager. ation oj criticismin a book placed
dren,
Mr.
and
Mn.
Edd
Littlefield
their lives, because they put their
ferns, baskets of white gladioli Saturday to spend a month at
land. Michigan
Coutoumanos,World War II
The
congregation of Central in the principal’soffice.
and
family.
trust in Him. Their hearts were
and candelabra. The Rev. William Tennesseebeach. Their son, Fred,
Entered as second class matter at full to overflowing, and they Avenue Christian Reformed
A fire of unknown origin this Van Peursem read the double is spending .the summer in Idaho. Mr. and Mn. Willard Van Ham veteran and member of the VFW,
suffered Internal chest injuries,
the post office at Holland.Mich.,
church Monday evening extended morning completely destroyed the
ring ceremony. Wedding music
Dr. Frances M. Howell, ex- and Willard Lee spent the latter fractured left arm and fractured
under the Act or Congress March 3 could not but speak of the things a call to the Rev. R. L. Haan
residence of Mr and Mrs. Mart was played by Miss Barbara Borr.
part of last week and the fint
1879_ they had experienced.
amining physician at the weekly
skull. He had been manager of
Loo yen good 'n Zeeland.
Bernard Sharp sang "Because" baby clinic, is out-of-town and of this week sight seeing in the the AssociatedAutomobile Co.,
lYust is the characteristicOld of Muskegon.
W A. BUTLER. Builness Manager Testament word for the New B. Steketee has served as dea- Attorney Thomas N. Robinson preceding the ceremony and 'The
upper Peninsula.
will return some time in August.
Inc., for three years.
Mr. .and Mn. J. H. Poskey
Telephone— News Items 3193
Testament word faith. And since con at the First Reformed church of the law firm of Visscher & Rob- Lord’s Prayer" following the ex- There will be no baby dinlc while
Survivors include the wife and
Advertisingand Subscriptions.
8191 trust or faith is of such funda- for 14 vears in succession.
inson of this city has decided to change of vows.
she is away. Date of the nex* visited their children,Mr. and a daughter,Stevie, now visiting
Capt.’w
H. Bertsch, a former be a candidatefor the RepubliMn. Marvin Poskey and Roger in Saugatuck;the father, George; W,
Given in marriage by her fath- clinic will be announced later.
The oubllsher shall not be liable mental importancein our spirit- Holland boy, is now stationed at
can nominationas prosecuting at- er, the bride wore a gown of ivory
at Wyoming Park Sunday evenfo. any error or errors in printing ual life it is to our interest to
A
son
was
born
Thursday
at
three sisters,Mrs Helen
any advertisingunless a proof of have a clear understanding of the Legaspi. Philippine Islands, and tome> in the August primaries.
slipper satin with a shadow net Holland hospital to Mr. and Mra. ing.
Zammis and Mrs. Evangeline Putsuch advertisementshall have been
holds some responsible positions.
The Columbia Ave. P. T. club yoke, an off-the-shoulder neckA boy was bora to Mr. and Mn.
obtained by advertiser and returned meaning of faith, what it is and
The Pere Marquette railway held a meeting last night. An in- line edged with wide lace, a fitted Clair De Mull, 131 West 19th St Kenneth Cheyne Friday, July 15. ris, both of Bellville,and Mrs.
by him In time for correction with what it will do for us.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Jencki, East
Ann Sabides of Saugatuck; four
such errors or correctionsnoted
Arthur Vander Seek and Ruth brothers,John, Chris and Andrew
Faith is one of the most ab- company lost Its repair shop at terestingpaper on the Gary school bodice with tiny buttons to the 22nd St., have as their guests this
Waverly
by
fire on Christmas system was read by Mr. Fell He waistline, long sleeves,a full skiri
plainly thereon; and In such case If
of
Muskegon
spent
last
Thur>
undant things in the world, and
week the latter’s nieces, Misses
of Saugatuck and Clarence of Deanv error so noted Is not corrected.
night. Loss is about $1,200.
also spoke on the^ new system of with lace-edged peplum and a long Barbara ind Mareia McDonald, day and Friday with her parents, troit
DUbllBheraliabilityshall not exceed one of the simplest.It is found
L.
R.
Heasley.
popular
Salem
spellingintroduced into the schools train. Her fingertipveil was edg- also Miss Betty Cavanaugh, all of Mr. and Mn. Gerrit Brink.
such a proportion of th» entlr space everywhere. Were it not universoccupied by the error bears to the ally diffused the world would fall candidatefor sheriff in Allegan
Joanne and Shirley- Vruggink
The classis of Holland of the ed with lace and was held in place Jackson.
whole space occupied bv such adverand Evelyn Veltema are spending
to pieces. Humanity is held to- courfty, visited friends here Tues- Christian Reformed church con- by an orange blossom tiara. She
tisement
vened in the Central Avenue carried a bouquet of white roses
this week at Camp Geneva.
gether bv man’s faith.4 Destroy day.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Tuber- church here Wednesday with the and carnations.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Mr. and Mrs. John Steffens Acall a man’s faith, and life for him
One vear 12 00. Six months |1 25: has lost its glory and motive. We gen were surprised by a number Rev. L. J. Lamberts of East SaugMiss Irene Jacobs, sister of the
companied by their children, Mr.
three months 75c: Single copy 5c
of friends at their home on East
(From Friday’* Sentinel)
atuck as presiding officerand the bride, was maid of honor. She
and Mrs. Bernie Schutter of
Subscriptions payable In advance and are not all alike in the degree to
will be promptly discontinuedIf not which we exercisefaith in the dif- 11th St. Monday evening.
Marilyn Simmons spent Satur- Vrieslandspent the week-end in
Rev B. Nagel of West Harlem as wore an aqua taffeta gown and
P. E. Workman of St. Paul, the clerk. The following delegates carried a colonial bouquet of yelrenewed
ferent kingdoms of life, but no
day evening at the home of her Detroit with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Subscriberswin confer a favor by
Minn., visited relativeshere this
Pitcher Ted Engle held his opwere elected to the biennial ses- low roses and carnations. Brides- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Priehs.
one
is
entirely
without
it:
tooortlng promotlv any irregularity
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Vruggink ponents to three hits Monday
We all believe that the sun week.
sion of the general synod which maid was Miss Dorla Westrate,
In delivery.Write or Phone 3191
Attorney A. -Visscher superin- convenes in Grand Rap!ds in June: who wore a yellow taffeta gowr. Dwight Simmons.
attended the funeral last Monday night as Wesleyan drubbed Trinwill come up in the morning. We
tendent of the Third Reformed The Rev. E. J. Tuuk of Holland, and carried a colonial bouquet of
Mrs. Anna George attended the of their aunt, Mrs. Dan Bekius ity, 7-2.
believe
that
it will come up not
reprisal as a policy
church Sunday school, wai honorpink roses and carnations
However, the City Church leafuneral of her daughter, Mabel, at the Fairview Reformed church
It seems likely that the non- far from the same time at which ed by the officers and teachers on the Rev. IC Kuiper, Niekerk; the
John H. Johnson, Jr., was his
gue
game was only two innings
it came up today. We feel certain
in
Grand
Rapids.
Last
Wednesday
Rev.
L.
J.
Lamberts,
East
Saugaat Toledo, O., last week, returnCommunist nations will sooner or
Christmas by being presented
it will not wait till nine o’clock or
they attended the funeral of old when Trinity opened the scortuck; Elders Jacob Heeringa of brother’s best man and Clarence ing home Saturday.
later be driven to the adoption of
with a gold headed cane.
ing. Warren Huyser got the beneNinth Street Church; M. J. Ten Johnson, another brother, was
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hildebrandt another aunt, Mrs. Henry Ohla definite policy of reprisal in- till half past eleven. The sun has
Klaas Vanden Beldt of Fillmore
established
habits,
and
we
enterHoor of the 16th Street church groomsman. Ushers were Harold entertained a group of Grand man at the Beaverdam Reform- fit of two errors and a pass ball
stead of a policy of agreement
was In town on business WedBlystra and Ted De Graaf. Mr.
to reach third. He scored a mowith the Soviets. Reprisal as « tain no fear of those habits being nesday He is one of the leading and A. Peters of Prospect Park and Mrs. Samuel Beaverwyk were Rapids relativesat their home last ed church.
ment
later on Ray Humbert’s
Janice
and
Judy
Klamer
sang
broken.
We
'have
faith
in
the
church.
policy announced in advance Is
agriculturalistsin that township.
master and mistress of ceremon- Sunday.
single.
Prof. L. R. Taft, state orchard
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edger
Strick- at the Sunday morning service in
quite differentfrom resorting to sun, and believe it will continue He owns a farm of 100 acres,
ies.
the North Holland Reformed Wesleyan, not to be outdone,
inspector,reports that shipments
reprisal after agreement has fail- to do what it has done since we
rents
40
acres
more,
has
six
A reception for 45 guests was faden are building a new garage church.
came back in the third frame to
of, trees from Belgium and Holed It is a pity that in a world first saw it.
home
a
few
miles
south
of
Bur
held on the club house porch.
At the annual school meeting push three runs over the plate.
In January we believe in the horses and 23 head of cattle.
land are reaching this state in
where treaties are supposed to
nips.
English services will start in
Serving were the Misses Beatrice
Juke Kleis, Engle and Don Sunmean what they say, this should spring. We have faith In its com- the First Reformed church during good condition,in spite of the fact Petroelje, Connie Looman, Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moored held last Monday evening in the
school house George Vruggink was din singled to lead the attack.
ing. Even when there is no indicathat Gypsy moth and other inbe necessary.
and
children,
Judy
and
Jimmy
Klingenbergand Harriet Lokers.
the early part of the year. While
Wesleyan scored fotir runs in
elected treasurer to succeed HarIt would work something like tion of its approach, and when all
sects have been discovered on
Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Maatman and Miss Joyce Strickfaden, all of old Vruggink whose term expired. the fifth, led by Bob Harrington’s
the membership is almost all
the
world
is
encased
in
ice,
we
this: When Western officials enshipments received by nursymen
Burnips,
left
last
Friday
for
a
Dutch, the younger people prefer
were at the punch bowl and MisAt the League for Service meet- home run with Dale Krulthof on
tered into treaty negotiations have no difficulty in believing in
in surroundingstates.
ses Anna Mae Petroelje and Lou- vacationat Sugar Island. They
to have the servicesin the English
ing
held last Tuesday evenirtg in base. Previously, Forrest Shuck
the
spring.
Many
springs
have
with the Soviets they would defThe speaker s’ committee in
ise Vander Riet were in charge will stay in a cabin owned by
language. Monday evening J. A.
tbe church basement Mrs. Roy La scored on Krulthofs single after
initely write into the treaty the come and gone and that will concharge of securing orators for the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ray
Brummel,
of gifts.
Wilterdink and J. Ter Vree were
Huis was presenteda Bible from driving home Jay De Neff.
threat that if the Soviets did not tinue.
Chamber of Commerce banquet A program Included group sing- former Bumips residents.
elected
elders
and
B.
Steketee
Bunco Japinpa put life back InIt is not enough, however, to
live up to the agreement,, the
already has two, and possibly a ing led by Samuel Beaverwyk
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Jagers the group for having charge of to Trinity, momentarily,anyway.
other contracting party would im- believe in inorganic nature. We and L. Schoon deacons.
third will signify his willingness and accompanied by Miss Borr; have a new basement house built the Bible study since the deparT&e Century club held a meetIn the last half of the fifth he
must also believe in human namediatelyimpose a reprisal.
to come. Hon. Perry T. Powers "Bless This House" sung by Mr. recently a few miles south of ture of Mrs. Fikse 20 months ago.
Mrs.
Lightenberg, the new pas- homered. However, the sacks
Take the socalled Berlin block- ture. And we do. We begin by ing Monday evening at the home of Cadillac will be one of the
Sharp, vocal selections by a trio Burnips.
were empty.
of Hon. and Mrs. G. J. Diekema,
aide. The treaty entered into set trusting our parents, and we are
speakers. Another orator will be composed of three sisters of the
Mrs. William Fleser visited tor’s wife will now take charge That concluded game scoring.
West
12th
St
The
program
inforth in the most solemn and able later on to trust the human
ex-Senator William Potter of Has- groom, Mrs. Elwyn Maatman, Mrs. Mrs. Arthur De Jongh Friday af- and will be the sponsor.
But in the sixth it looked like
specific terms that the Allies race. We cannot trust all indi- cluded vocal selections by Mrs. tings who, while in the state senChester Wissink and Mrs. Beaver- ternono.
Trinity might rally, after Engle
would be permittedto cross the viduals,but we can trust human- Diekema, Miss Jean Steffens, ate, was considered the best
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd George and Youngster Is Slightly
wyk, and a Yankee Dutch reading
issued three successive base on
Soviet zone of Germany with their ity. We cannot have faith in Prof. J. B. Nykerk and Dr. B. J. speaker in the Michigan legislaby
Mrs. John Tymes, sister of the son, Eugene Lloyd of Crystal
balls. He settled down, however,
De
Vries,
the
story
of
"The
Antraffic. So specific were the terms every man, but we can have faith
ture.
groom. Closing remark^ and pray- were Saturday and Sunday visit- Hurt When Hit by Truck
to retire the side and put a stop
of the agreement that some peo- in man. It Is only because men gels and the Shepherds,” from
A musical recitalwas given in er were given by Rev. Van Peur- ors at the home of Mrs. George’s
to any threat.
ple actually had been talking o! have faith in one another that the Ben Hut by Mrs. George E. KolGrand
Haven,
July
28
(Special)
the high school auditorium Thurs- setn.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Raab.len, violin selection by Mr. Van
discontinuing the air-lift Fortun- world gets on.
—Young Clarence Daniels was
day night by the grade pupils of
Mr.jmd Mrs. Ray Sheridanand
For
traveling the bride wore a
Hasselt,
a
sketch,
"My
Christmas
ately that was not done, but other
When we board a train we have
the Holland public schools under white sharkskin suit, white ac- daughter, Miss Nina Stewart, re- treated in Municipalhospital for
concessions were made to Russia. faith in the man in the locomo- in 1902" by Mrs. O. S. Reimold.
the directionof Mrs. Mabel W. cessories and a red rose corsage. turned to their home in Burnips bruises received at 1:45 p.m. MonThe Soviet government would tive. We believe that he under* vocal selection, "The Christ Smith,
Recently furnishingmusic at the
supervisor of music, assist- They wiU live at 371 West 19th after spending several days at day when he was hit by a truck
never have made the least con- stands his business and will bring Child," bv Mrs. Diekema, a solo
driven by Edward Regelin, 27. The Young Peoples meeting at the ^
ed
by
all the grade teachers.
St.
the
homes
of
relatives
and
friends
cession if it had not been offered us safely to our destination.When by Prof. Nykerk, "Ring Out Wild
accident occurred in front of the Christian Reformed church were
Abel Smeetige, local contractor,
Showers were given for the in Ohio.
concessionon the part of the we sit down in a hotel or restaur- Bell;” reading pf a budget by Miss
child's home at 825 Pennoyer Ave. the Misses Betty Gemmen and
has announced his candidacy as bride by Mrs. Paul Slenk, Miss
Mrs. C. Feltenbargerand Mrs.
other side.
The truck was owned by Bilz Marie Potgeter of Allendale and
ant to take a meal we have faith Maud Squier.
Irene Jacobs and Mrs. John H. Fred Seabright were callers In the
A young men’s social better- alderman of the second ward.
Those specific agreementsseem in the cook. When we take our
Plumbing Co.
Miss Wilma Papp. Dorothy WestThe
Noordeloos
school children Johnson, Sr
home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy James
to have meant Httle to the Rus- money to the bank and leave it ment club is to be organized in
Myron Link, 60, Muskegon, was veld was the latter’s accompanist
are today the guests of Miss Jeanat
Saugatuck
last
Thursday
afsians. They blandly re-imposed there, receiving a scrap of paper Zeeland. Several leading business
charged with failureto stop in an
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bolhuis arid
ette Van Tongeren, daughter of
ternoon.
the roadblocks on all but one of in return, we are giving an exhibi- men have purchased a lot on Main
assured clear distance ahead fol- family spent two days recently
Herman
Van
Tongeren,
at
her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
Fleser
the highways, and for a time the tion of our faith. If we had no St and are planning the ereclowing an accident in which his with Mr. and Mrs. D. Ver Hage of
home on East 14th St The celeand children of Atlanta, Ga., were
traffic on the single remaining faith in men we should be obliged tion of a building to contain a
car hit the rear of one driven by Hudsonville at Winona Lake. Mr.
(From
Friday’s
Sentinel)
brated entered the city this
guests for a few days at the home
road was severely restricted. The to dig a hole and put our money reading and recreation room, a
Lester Fast, 25, Grant. Haven, at and Mrs. F. Berghorst and children
Gray
Ladies
who
will
go
to
Soviets have lifted these restrictgymnasium, baths and other de- morning on three flag-draped Veterans hospital at Ft. Custer of their parents an grandparents, the south end of the swing bridge
in the ground.
accompanied Mr. and Mrs. H.
wagons.
Mr. and Mrs. William Fleser and
ions and will continueto do so ” TTve late war gave us amazing partmentsfor young men. The orMonday night
Luurtsema and children of HudA
picnic
dinner
will
feature
a on Monday are the Mesdames Calvin Fleser.
only to the extent that they must exhibitions of power of faith; ganizers are desirous of securing
John Ruby, 21, Twin Lake, who sonville to Winona Lake the weekHenry Tysse, Harold De Fouw,
Farmers’
institute
to
be
held
in
A number of Burnips residents
The world has had conclusive faith in men, and faith in the mor- Fred Coggshall, membership secJohn Harthorn, I. J. Lubbers, attendedthe Simmons family re- failed to respond to a speeding end of July 17.
proof that what the Soviets say al order of the universe. There retary of the Grand Rapids Olive Center about the middle of
summons July 11, 1948, was tak- Members of Girl’s society of the
Henry
De
Weerd
and
C.
HenMarch.
union last Monday on the old en into custody Monday and was
in their agreements does not mean
are three forms of faith, faith in YMCA as manager of the new indricks.
Christian Reformed church enjoyMany of the young people atSimmons farm. Ninety-sevenperanything.
ones self, faith in our fellowmen, stitution. The new club is the reThe Rev. Henry Van Dyke, pas- sons attended the potluck dinner arraigned before Justice George ed an afternoon and evening party
tended
the
entertainment
given
by
That fact clears the way for a and faith in God. All these three sult of a vigorous fight against
Hoffer who sentenced him to pay at Ottawa beach on Saturday, July
the Knickerbocker quartet of Hol- tor of Fourth Reformed church,, which was followed by gwnes.
policy of reprisal. Instead of talk$20 fine and $4.05 costs.
forms rose to their highest in the the saloons,blind pigs, and gamb- land in Hudsonville Friday even- will speak at the Kiwanis club
Jimmy Shuck retumeiiP to his
ing about reprisal after the event
great conflict. Soldiers achieved ling rooms that has been waged ing.
Mrs. Weemhof of Grand Rapids
meeting
Monday
at
6:15
p.m.
at
home last Wednesday after havlet the Allies say specificallyin
wonderfulvictories, because they there for the last few years.—
was a Thursday visitor at the home
Among
the classified ads which the Warm Friend Tavern. Tony ing visited his grandparents, Mr. Pair Fined on Drunk
their agreements with the RusCoopersville Observer.
had no doubt of themselves.
of Mr. and Mrs. D. Weemhof and
lately appeared in the Commer- Last is program chairman. A and Mrs. Forrest Shuck and famcians, "If you don't live up to the
While men believed in them- Flieman on Sunday, a son.
Charges Alter Crash
Diane.
board
of
directors meeting will
cial,
was
one
which
advertized
for
terms of this agreement we will
ily in Holland for several days.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. E.
selves they also believed in others.
Recent visitorsat the home of
sale forty acres of land and two be held following the club meetimmediately ind automatically
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Leow and
Souter,
East
Seventh
St., a son.
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special) Mrs. J. C. Huizinga and family inThat is important at all times, esing.
houses
for
$600.
One
of
our
readreimpose such restrictions against
Miss Donna Leow entertained a
Prof. H. G. Keppel. instructor
peciallyin war. Wars are not won
Benjamin Wagner, seaman ap- group of friends Friday evening. —David B. Hamilton, 50, 1238 cluded Mrs.- Kate Huizinga and
ers had the nerve to write the
you as we are lifting by reason
Franklin St., was sentenced to Dorothy of Wyoming Park.
by individuals but by groups. A at the academy at Evanston.111., owner and inquire if there was a prentice, son of Ralph Wagner,
of the treaty." That language,
Betty Coates worked a clerk in
pay $100 fine, $10.55 costs and The Rev. F. L. Netz of Grant
man
must have faith not only in is spending the holidays with rel- furnace and running water in both Sr., of 197 East Eighth St., is
aurely, the Communists could unFred De Jongh’s store while Erma
serve five days in jail, on a drunk called on friends here one day last
himself but in all the men who atives at Zeeland and visiting
scheduled
to
arrive
at
Annapolis,
houses or only one of them.—
derstand. It appears to be the
Deters had a week’s vacation.
driving charge and his companion, week.
fight with him. We believed in our friends here.
Saugatuck Commercial-Record. Md., on Monday from Portsmouth, The small son of Mr. and Mrs.
only language they can respect
Leonard W. Klein, 38, 200 Franksoldiers. We built our hopes on
Recent ball games resulted as
England,
after
a
15-day
stop
at
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Stebbins
Henry Tubergan had two stitches lin St, $25 fine and $5.55 costs
the fidelity and loyalty of the av- Coopersville Man Bound
follows: Locals 11, Hudsonville
and family of 102 West 13th St. Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, as a taken to close a cut on his head
Couple Fined $50 Apiece erage man. We knew that men
on a drunk and disorderlycharge, Crispheart 4; and the locals, 4, and
are packing their householdgoods crew member aboard the battle after he fell out of the family car
by Justice George V. Hoffer Crtepheart 3.
are frail but our confidencein Over on Negligent Count
and will leave tomorrow for Chi- ship USS Missouri.
last Sunday afternoon. He was Thursday afternoon.
On Disorderly Charges
their ability to meet the supreme
Last Thursday a Urge crowd atMr.
and
Mrs.
G.
John
Kooiker
thrown to the ground when the
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special) cago, their future home, where
The pair was arrested by city tended the Reformed church picGrand Haven, July 28 (Special) test never wavered. And we were — Glenn M. Stroven. 24. route l. Mr. Stebbins will continue in his and family are staying at their car door came open. His face was
police after being taken Into nic at the townhall grounds. The
Albert Moffett, 37, Muskegon not disappointed.Our fighting Coopersville,upon examinationin employment with the Armour cottage at Maple Beach. With badly scratched by the gravel.
custody about midnight Wednes- group enjoyed a ball game, conmen
fought all the more bravely
them
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Heights, and Mrs. Georgia Lee
company. Up to this time he has
Bob Lee and Daryl Teed are enbecause they were backed up by Justice George V. Hoffer's Court
Kruizenga and daughter, Char- joying a week at the Boy Scout day when the car owned and driv- tests and a picnic supper. Gerrit
Bell, 35, Muskegon, each paid $50
been
employed
at
the
office
of
the
Monday afternoon on a negligent
our glowing belief in them.
lene, of Grand Rapids; Mr. and camn at Newaygo. They are sons en by Hamilton jumped the curb Elzinga showed moving pictures.
fine and $5.20 costs in Justice
soutli side tannery.
in front of the post office on The} included pictures of the
But
there were periods in the homicide charge, was bound over
Mrs. Jack Leenhouts and chil- of Mr. and Mrs. Millard Teed.
George Hoffer’s Court Monday
The
fever
of
preparedness
has
to the September term of the OtWashington St, and knocked ov- Black Hills, S.D., scenes in Floriafternoonon disorderly charges war when our faith in men was tawa Circuit Court, and furnish- reached Holland. The cause of it dren, Thelma Kay and John, of
The prayer band of the Bumips er a city light pole and parking da and Michigan.
not
enough.
It is difficult to mainAberdeen,
Md.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Both were arrested by state poand Market Street Methodist meter.
ed $500 bond for his appearance all is the arrival of representaMr. and Mrs. Q. Moerdyk and
lice Sunday morning in Spring tain a calm belief in human lead- September 6.
tives from the Grand Rapids re- Robert Barkema of Cadillac.
churches met at the home of Mr.
sons of Grand Rapids were Sunday
ers In time of storm. We believed
The
annual
Witteveen
reunion
Lake township.
and Mrs. Martin Leow and Miss
The charge against Stroven cruiting station today, to make
visitors in this vicinity.
A $25 fine and $3.50 costs were that the world is so constructed arises out of a fatal accident June their headquartersat the Hotel will be held at Lawrence St. park, Donna Leow Monday night.
Heart Attack Fatal
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander
imposed upon Donald L. Denzek. that justice in the long run must 3, 1949, when two-year-old Roger Bristol. During that time they ex- Zeeland, on Thursday. Supper is
Miss Gertie Leenheer.Joe and
Molen
and Mr. and Mrs. C. Meeuwprevail.
Just
as
we
believed
in
For
George
Lubbers
25, Grand Rapids, for reckless
Barbrick, son of Mr and Mrs pect to recruit many young men scheduled for 6:30 p.m. Officers Henry Leenheer of Jamestown
sen and family at their home at
driving The charge grew out of the regular rising of the physical Philip Barbrick, of Eastmanville, who are physically able to be in have announced that no coffee called on friends here last week.
South Biendon Sunday evening.
Zeeland, July 28 (Special)
an accident on M-50 in Robinson sun. so during the dark davs we was killed.
service. This news story appeared will be served by the committee
The Rev. and Mrs. Fast, former George Lubbers, 62, of HadsonSeveral local children attended
township July 10 when Denzek believed that 'W Sun of Rightthis
year.
in
the
Saturday,
Feb.
19,
issue.
resident of Bumips, called here
Witnesses at the examination
vijle, route 3, died at his home the Dally VacationBible school
lost controlof his car and rolled It eousness would surely rise with
Mr
and
Mrs.
W.
P.
Sharp
have
A letter has been received by
included Rev. Peter Huisman.
last week. He was pastor of the
Friday afternoon following a heart helu at tfle Allendale Reformed
over several times. He is confined healing In His beams. We who pastor of the Christian Reformed G. J. Diekema from Dooglas Mal- returned to their home in Detroit
Burnips Pilgrim Holinesschurch attack. He Ivid been 111 for two church July 11 through 15. On Friwere
behind
the
battle
lines
were
in a Grand Rapids hospital with
after
spending
two
weeks
at
a
church at Eastmanville, who was loch, author of "Poet of the
here for three years.
sustained by a holy faith.
years. He had been a carpenter day evening they presented a profour broken vertebrae.
in the immediatevicinity when he Woods" stating that he will come cottage at Eagle Crest.
The Woman's Society for Chrisgram and Mr. De Vries, director,
There
were
times
when
the
eye
for 40 years.
Robert Schmidt, 23. route 2,
Local
Gideons
will
meet
at
7:30
to
the
Chamber
of
Commerce
banheard the crash of the impact:
tian Service of the Market Street
gave a 'demonstration of the subSurviving
are
the
wife,
Mary;
Coopersville,paid $15 fine and $1 looking on from afar could see no Marvin Vissers, whose truck quet and deliver a speech.
pjn. Monday at the home of Chris Methodist church held the annual
a son, Gerrit J., a daughter, Gra- jects taught and methods used.
costs on a charge of making an possibility of deliverance In those
Strovbn had passed shortly before
It was discovered Friday that Reidsma,252 West 11th St.
picnic at the Salem Township
The Allendale,Rusk and local
improper left tum. The arrest times we walked boldly by faith. the accident; the mother of the there was a mild case of small
The Junior Chamber of Com- Community hall in Bumips on da; three grandchildren; four churches sponsored the showing of
brothers,Bert and Henry of Bienwas made by state police June 21 Our faith in the Almighty was so child, Mrs. Geneva Barbrick, who pox in the city, the patient being merce annual Stag Outing will be
Wednesday. A hamburger fry was
strong - that we believed that
don. Cornelius of Hudsonville and the sound -ilm "The Life of Mary
in Polkton township.
testified that the child was dress- Miss G. Broek, instructor in the held next Wednesday at Ameri- held at noon.
somehow God would give us the ed in a yellow,short sleeved sweat
Herman of Grandville; three sis- Reed” at the Camp Meeting tabercan Legion Memorial park. Prohigh school..
Mrs. Irene Hyde called on Mr.
victory.It was our belief In the
ters, Mrs. Jennie Flier of Grand nacle on July 14 in the Interestof
shirt and light blue trousers,and
Bonnie Vande Water
Mr. and Mrs. Garret Ramaker gram will begin with golf at 1 and Mrs. Lawrence Jones Friday
righteousnessof the cause for
Rapids, Mrs. Gilbert Flokstra of the American Mission to Lepers.
Trooper Wilson Agar of the Mich- of East Saugatuck announce the p.m.
evening.
which we fought which rendered
Beaverdam and Mrs. Henry Lub- A large crowd attended.
Honored on Birthday
Regular meeting of the Royal
igan State police, who investigat- birth of twin boys. This now
Mr. anl Mrs. Paul lieow and
Peter Ha verm an was re-elected
our soldiersinvincible. It was
bers of Overisel.
ed the accident
makes a family of 14 children. Neighbors was held Thursday at sons entertained
group- of
as director of the local school
Bonnie Lyon Vande Water, their trust and our trust in a
Funeral
services
will
be
held
at
Miss Esther Dean Nyland was the hall. The party was planned friends in their home last Saturdaughter of Mr. and -Mrs. Ten^ righteous cause and a righteous
1:30 pjn. at the home and 2 p.m. board at the annual school meetnamed valedictorianand Miss by the month’s committee.Card day evening.
God
that
we
finally
prevailed.
Retired
Fennville
Farmer
Vande Water, 301 East 12th St.,
at Protestant Reformed church of ing held recently.
Elaine Miller salutatorian of the winners were Mrs. Leona NorMr. and Mrs. Dale Moomey and
N. Elzinga accompaniedMr. and
was guest of honor at a birthHudsonville, the Rev. Gerrit Vos
Dies at Convalescent Home graduating das of 1916, Grand lin, Mrs. Minnie Serier and Mrs. daughter.Sandra, were In AlleMrs.
H. Gebben of Borculo and Mr.
day party Wednesday,- July 13 4ssdult Taae Against
officiating. Burial will be in
Anna Ellison. Lunch was served gan Saturday afternoon.
Haven high school.
and Mrs. J. Gebben of Grand Rapon her sixth anniversary.
Georgetown
cemetery.
The
body
Fennville, July 28 (Special)
A farewell party was given Fri- by Mrs. Stella Do re’s committee. Mrs. Gene Yook returned home
ids on a trip to Minnesota last
Centering the table, decorated
Mulder D'sn»;«*ed
Frank Pratt, 86, prominentretired day night after the basketball Mrs. Daisy Heath, state deputy last week from Allegan hospital will be taken from .the Yntema week.
in pink and white, w-as a birthday
The case against Gordon Mul- farmer in this vicinity, died Mon- game in honor of Norman Cobb. supervisor, invited the Holland where she received treatment. funeral home to the residence
cake.* Movies were shown by Paul der, 36. 198 East 13th St., chargday afternoon at the Victory Hav- Norman left this noon for Detroit camp to present a Dutch dance
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Herp and Sunday.
Hoeksema and refreshmentswere ed with felonius assault with in- en Convalescenthome at Muske- where he will take a position In or drill at the next convention at
Driver Sought *
children of Dorr were In Burnips
served by the hostess.
tent to do great bodily harm less gon Heights.
TraverseCity. The invitationwas Saturday night
the Michigan Central office.
City police Saturday were seekYonth
Center Cloud
Guests were Karen, Janice and than the crime of murder, was
For thg past few years Mr. Pratt
Fred Vos, star player on Hope's accepted.
ing the driver of an abandonedcar
*
Mr. and Mrs. William TurberJackie Dokter, Artie Vande Wa- dismissed by Municipal Judge had made his home with friends in basketball team, who ia out of
Mr. and Mrs. Stacey Wilson of gen and two daughters returned For Repairs, Cleaning
which failed to make the curve on
Jimmy Dalman, Bobby Nuis- Oomelius vender Meulen Tues- Muskegon and suffered a stroke a the game account of a broken an- Ithaca and Mr. and Mrs. Leonto their home after spending a , The Holland Youth center will ttiver Ave. at First St, knicked the
Helen, Harold and Leonard day afternoon for lack of prosecu- week ago. He was born in Fenn- kle sustained In the recent Hope- ard Wilson and son, Len, of Santa
be closed during the rest ot July front porch of a home at 35 South
week at Green lake.
5, Judy Vabde Water, tion. The complaining witness,
ville, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hi- Mt Pleasant game, may not be Barbara, Calif.,spent Tuesday
and August, according to Mn. J. River and took dc vn part at the
Judy Maatman, Bertha Mulder, together with ' er ram Pratt His wife died in 1925. able to join Hope’s track squad with the former’s sister, Mrs. LotCentral Siberia has the coldest G. Van Leuwen, director.General fence along side the North End
ek of Grand Hav- daughter, Phyllis, upon whom the
He is survived by one daughter, next spring.
tie Culy, 74 West Ninth St.
recorded weather in the world. repairs and cleaning will be done Mission. The car, whose license is
brother and sis- alleged assault took place, failed Mrs. Eugene Ridlin, one grandson,
The Rev. Henry Kik will speak Mean temperaturefor January Is In that time, Mrs. Van Leuwen listed under the name of a MusVande Wa- to appear at the examinationset Atherton Ridland of Holland, and
There are abbut 18,000 miles of at both services at. Central Park 56 below. Temperatures of 93 be- sakL She will announce .the re- kegon person, was taken to headfor Tuesday afternoon.
three great grandchilf
inland waterways in the U.S.
quarters.
Union chapel Sunday. Services are low have been recorded.
opening date later.
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Flying

Dutchmen

And Mike Skaalen

Bow

to

Kalamazoo

Pitchers Battle Sees

timely single scoring Skaalen with
the final Dutchmen run.
The Kazoo club knotted the
count in the fifth when big Fred
Carr, third baseman, lofted a fly
ball on top of the centerfield
stands for a home run. They added
single tallies in the seventh and
eighth innings,with Skaalen turning in a good pitchingperformance

mm

w

Highland Park Alerted

Win;

—If Highland park

ket is active. Just take it to Fred's

12
11

•

If

Good Used Cars

•

Hoeland

Dies at Hospital

reaortera

think they see a bear cub these
If you’re thinking about replao days, they probably are seeing
Cornelius Hoeland. 59, of 208
io> your old car with a good used properly. There really is such a Columbia Ave., died Sunday afternoon at Holland hospital. He had
car, stop at Fred’s Car Lot, 686 critter around.
Th# cub Sunday at 7 a.m. climb- been a patient there since July 5
MichiganAve. F-ed Dlrkse, owner
ed a pine tree near a chicken run when he suffered a stroke.
and operator, is a member of the at the summer home of Mrs, HenHoeland was born July 11, 1890,
National Used Car Dealers associ- rietta Boeeker.According to a In Fillmoretownship. He was a
ation and the Michigan Used Car guest, the animal slid doura the member of First Reformed church,
tree and took to the woods.
the Men's Adult Bible class, meetDealers association.
Clarence Boscker and his cous- ings of which he had not missed
Fred's Car Lot at all times is in in, Lawrence Gardner, found foot- for 30 years and the Benefit socithe market for good, dependable prints but could not locate the ety. He had been employed as a
used cars and is prepared to pay animal. They had been hearing salesman at Standard Grocer Co.
strange noise* at night near the for 37 years.
the highest market price. If you
garbage cans.
Surviving are his wife, Hattie:
have a car you are not using, now
his mother. Mrs. Kate Pas; two
City police -"ere notified.
is the time to sell, while the marbrothers,Ray Pas and John Hoo-

in the eighth. With one tally
across, and the bases loaded,

(4'

On Bear Cub Appearance Cornelius
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special)

Skaalen proceeded to fan Carr to
end the uprising.
Steffee kept the locals In check
for the remaining innings,alFormer MSC Flinger
though Lou Borgman managed to
A strong Kalamazoo Sutherlandbeat out an infield hit with two
baseball club handed the Holland out In the ninth.
Flying Dutchmen their eighth loss
Maartens and Juzwiak were the
in 23 starts Monday night at Riv- big guns for the Invaders each geterview Park when they bested the ting two safeties. No local batter
locals 4*2 in a well played contest managed to get more than one hit
It was the first meeting between off Steffee.
the two clubs this season.
Box score
The contest was a pitchers’ duel Kalamazoo
AB R H
most of the way between Holland's Juzwiak, 2b
.........
..... 4
Mike Skaalen and Kazoo's Keith Jones, ................................
3
Steffee. Steffee was the ace of the Ross, cf
••••••••• 4
0 1
Michigan State college mound Coleman, rf ........................4 0 1

Keith Stetfee

FredDirkseSeDs

Sunday School Gass

land, all of Holland.

Honors Bride-Elect

A Family Affair

and you will oe both surprised and
delightedat the offer and cash you

Allegan, July 28 (UP) — Mrs.
Overisel,July 28 (Special)— A
Carrie Reynolds. 74, of Allegan,
potluck
picnic
supper
and
miscelcorps several years ago. Skaalen’s Maartens, lb •••••••••••••'••a
The used car dealer will be able
0 2
•••••••*3
was injured In a week-end accidefeat was his seconc. in nine tries Kribs, ss •••••••••••••••••••••••••a
to fit you out with the kind of car laneous shower was held last
dent when a car driven by her
Monday
at
Kollen
park
in
honor
this season. Holland managed to Carr, 3b ••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••
you need and at a price you can
son, Paul, 45, of Toledo, crashed
garner only six safeties, while the Young, c
afford to pay. These cars include of Miss Hazel Folkert, bride-elect.
Into the rear of another auto
invaders touched Skaalen for nine. Steffee,p •••••••••••••••••••••••••a**
almost every model of nearly The evening was spent socially.
driven by her husband, John, 76,
Guests
were
members
of
the
Kalamazoo got Off to an early
eyery name In the popular field.
start, scoring aalone tally in the
at is why a prospectiveused car honor guest's Sunday school class,
34 4 9
Totals
first inning on a walk, a sacrifice
purchaser will find it to his advan- including Mrs. James Koopman,
and a timely single by Centerfield* Holland
teacher, and the Mesdames Alfred
tage to visit Fred’s.
H
er Dave Ross. Holland threatened Fortney, ss ..........................
Dirkse has a large stock of good Gemmen, Alvin Folkert, Russel
5 0 0
in the second and third innings, Czerkies,cf ..........................
automobiles. He also is dealer of Koopman, Irvin Folkert and the
4 0 0
but some superb clutch pitching Wenzel, c .....................
"Stylecraft" housetrailersand Misses Evelyn, Marie and Frieda
...... 4
0 1
PRINT
by Steffee kept the locals from Wlodarczyk, 3b ....... ............4 0 1
"Kamp Master" camping trailers Folkert, Lois and Ruth Kronescoring.
which are ideal for two persons. meyer, Dorothy Immink, Eleanor
De Neff, 2b ..........................
The locals managed to take their Skaalen, p .......... ............3
They are equippedwith chairs, Albers, Harriet Peters and the
only lead of the ball game in the Witteveen, lb ....................3 0 1
beu, sink and all other essentials honored guest.
and GIFT
fourth when they pushed across Van Lente, If, rf ................4 0 1
and are easy to travel with beClass members who were not
two markers on one hit Harry De Van Wieren, cf ....................
cause
of
their
size
and
weight
present
are
Mrs.
Wallace
Folkert
2 0 1 John Good (left) president of the Broodman’swere presented the works like new.” It has Its oriNeff opened the inning with a Van Wieren, rf ....................
and Mist Lois Koopman.
2 0 1 John Good Co., recently present- refrigeratorbecause they had the ginal freezing unit Intact. More
walk. He scored a moment later Borgman, If ........................2 0 1 ed a new 1949 General Electric oldest serviceableGE refrigerator than 228 persons within a 10-mlle
Jean
Snow
Honored
at
when the third baseman made a
refrigeratorto Dr. and Mrs. in the Holland area. Their box radius of the store listed old GE
10 Ea* eth Street
Pickers Apprehended
wild throw on Skaalen's ground Totals
32 2 6 George Broodman of route 4. The (right), Is 28 fears old and “still refrigerators.
Buffet Supper, Shower
Grand Haven, July 18 (Special)
ball. After Jerry Witteveensacri—Robert Dambush, 29, Knoxville,
ficed Skaalen over to third, Don
Miss
Jean
Snow,
Aug.
17
brideDEFAULT JUDGMENTS
Tenn., and Benny
Draundy,47,
Van Lente came through with a
elect, was feted at a buffet supGrand Haven, July 28 (Special)
route 1, Lakeland, Fla., transient
per
and
silver
shower
Monday
—Harold Peters of Muskegon was
night given by Mrs. E. C Brooks fruit pickers, were picked up to
granted a default Judgment In Otin her home at 659 State St. Grand Haven Saturday night by
tawa Circuit court Saturday of
city and state police officer! for
At a congregational meeting of
Guests played bridge and gin rum5875 plus 524 costs against Robthe Second Reformed church a In
for
my with bridge prize won by Mrs. the state police at Paw Paw, and
ert Wright of Ottawa beach recall was extended to the Rev.
Robert Pontier and the gin rum- were taken to Paw Paw Sunday
DODGE, PLYMOUTH,
presenting balance due on a proTrailing by three runs until the Charles B. Wissink, pastor of the
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special)
CATERING
my prize going to Mrs. Bruce in connection with an alleged larmissory note. Cook County Lum- third inning,Central Ave. opened
FORD and CHEVROLETS
ceny reported by a farmer at LawFifth Reformed church of Grand —Chester A. Sherwin,26, Grand Raymond.
ber Co. of Chicago was granted up a hitting attack that downed
SERVICE
Rapids, charged by state police
AH Others Available
The serving table and rooms rence. The pair had been picking
a default Judgment of 5469.88 Bethel, 8-4, Monday night in City Rapids.
Special music at the First Re- with reckless driving, paid 535 were decorated with gladioliar- apples at Lawrence and were on
FULLY GUARANTEED
plus 526 costs against Cornelius
Church league play.
formed church last Sunday morn- fine and 53.50 costs in Justice rangements.Hostess gifts were their way north to pick cherriea.
Luyk doing business as Quality
BANQUETS
Bethel Jumped on Bob Vork, ing was furnished by Mrs. J. George V. Hoffer’s Court. The
presented to three August bridesCabinet shop, Jenison, represent- Central pitcher, for three markers
Haiti is the only French-speak
Boeve who sang "How Lovely Are violation was on US-16 west of elect, Miss Snow, Miss Faith Den
LUNCHEONS
ing a balance due on goods delivin the second. Howie Dyke’s dou- Thy Dwellings.” Stanley De Free Coopers ville.
Herder and Miss Connie Hlnga. Ing republic of America.
ered.
WEDDINGS
Arthur E. Lindquist, 57, route
ble, George Wolters’ single, a sang "Praise Be to Thee" at the
Guests Invited were the Mes861 Lincoln
Phone tZIO
fielder’s choice to brother Rich evening service. Services were 1, Spring Lake, was charged by
RIDI PARTIIB
dames Phillips Brooks, R. W. EvHie whale shark is the largest and an error that put Bob Fortconducted by Dr. Eugene Oster- state police with failure to yield erett, Bruce Raymond, Irwin J.
INDUSTRIAL
DINNERS
living fish.
the right-of-way,when he struck
ney on, all contributed to Bethel’s haven, Hope college pastor.
Lubbers, Marvin Lindeman, Jay
BUSINESS MEETING*
cause.
Next Sunday the Rev. Harvey cars driven by Donald R. Wise, 20, Den Herder, Milton Hinga, W. C.
But Central, apparently, could- Staal will conduct service* at the Muskegon, at the corndr of Apple
BUY YOUR USED CAR
Snow, F. E. De Weese, Roy Heasn’t be kept down long. In the First Reformed church. Rev. and and Harvey Sts., Muskegon, at
from
ley, C. J. McLean, Robert Pontier
third frame it evened the count Mrs. Staal plan to sail for the 6:20 p.m. Saturday.Mrs. Minnie
One of The World's Larfeet
and J. D. French. Also the Misses
Your Buick • Pontiac Dealer
Lindquist,wife of the driver, and
at three-all.
mission field at Bahrain,Persian
Manufacturer* of
Faith McCormick of Erie, Pa.,
We'll Be Here Tomorrow To
Vork walked and stole second. gulf, about Sept. 15. They have George Lindquist,60, brother,
COAL
OIL
GAS
and the honored guest
I Watt Sth
Phont 9687
were
treated
at
the
scene
for
minStand Back of the Car You
George and Clarence Knoll and two daughgter«8 Eileen Ruth and
Heating Equipment
Buy Todayl
Holland, Mich.
P. Vanden Brink singled in suc- Judith Ann. Rev. Staal, son of Mr. or bruises.
Sold by
Mrs. Tressa Armstrong,44, De- Coast Guard Boat Here
cession, all but the latter scor-

(t)
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ENLARGING

EVERY GOOD
MAKES BETTER

;
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.
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ENLARGEMENT

PHOTO

SHOP

Oil Saak.

W

Bethel

Withers Zeeland

Drivers Charged

DUTCH

REBUILT MOTORS

Before Central

Accidents

MILL

LINCQLR AYE.
GARAGE
Ave.

ALWAYS BUYING

LENNOX

SCRAP

-

-

HEATING
111 Eaat 14th 8t
HOLLAND PHONE >73S
ZEELAND PHONE 8147

WATCH THE CLASSIFIEDS
for our

PRICED ADS

TER HAAR AUTO CO.
150

Cooling System

SERVICE
RADIATOR CLEANING,
REPAIRING, REBUILDING

Makes

Radiator Cores for All

See Baldus

—

(30 Year*' Experience)

OTTAWA AUTO
SALES, INC.
17 Weat 7th Streat

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

ST.

Your Bulek-PentlpoDealer

DE1C0

and Mrs. John Staal of Grand

ing.

Rapids is a graduate of Western

In the fourth, Central added two
more to its total, George Knoll
driving Jerry Heerspinkover the
plate with his single. A moment
later Marv Beelen scored on an
error from third.
Both teams talliedin the seventh frame, but by that time the
game was already decided. Central marked three more runs on a
single by Jack Vannette, doubles

Theological seminary and has
served a three-year pastorate in
Ontario, N.Y. Mrs. Staal is the

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Vender Loon of Grand Rapids.
Jerrold Kleinheksel,bass soloist
of Overisel,furnished special music at the Second Reformed
church last Sunday. At the morning service he sang “God Leads

Us Along" and ‘The Strangerby
by Don DeVries and Beelen and the Sea" and at the evening serHeerspink’s walk.
vice "When They Ring the Golden
For Bethel, meanwhile, Chuck Bells.’ The services were in charge
HYDR AUl 1C
Eilander walked, made second on of the Rev. W. J. Hilmert who
SHOCK ABSORBERS
a pass ball and scored on a single
served as pastor of this church
by Dyke.
until last August when ho took
Dyke and George Wolters led charge of the mission stations in
the laser’s attack at the plate, Kentucky of the Reformed church.
with two for three each.
Rev. Hilmert is assisting in the
Vannette and George Knoll
HYATT BOIUR BIAIINGS were top stickmen for Central, Youth conferenceat Camp Geneva and Mrs. Hilmert and son
the former collectedtwo for three,
David are here also. They are
while the latter had two for four.
spending a month in Michigan.
Services at the Second ReformSEE YOUR LOCAL GARAGEMAN
ed church next Sunday will be
Local Man Succumbs
or DEALER
conducted by the Rev. H. A.
At Holland Hospital
Mouw, pastor of the Sixth Reformed church. Holland.
Arie Hoffman, 77, of 431 West
The annual Mission Fest of the
121 Eaat 8th
Phont 8139 23rd St., died Sunday morning at Reformed churches of Holland
Holland hospital following a linClassis will be held at Lawrence
gering illness. Survivingare two
Street City Park on Wednesday,
daughters, Mrs. Martin Van Dyke
Aug. 3.
of route 1 ana Mrs. Cox of CaliforMiss Erma Derks is attending
nia; three sons, John of Holland,
the Camp' Geneva conference this
Dick of rout* 2, and Arthur of
week.
Royal Oak.
Gerrit Van Dyke, Washington
With SitTB Insurancr
St., was taken to Zeeland hospital
Nearly 7,000 square miles of

batteries

DELCO
Del

Cars

EAST 8TH
Phono 6422

Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality

—

RESTAURANT

Bt

MATERIALS

HARRY KOOP

of

DUTCH MILL

co

BRAKE

The Man&tra, Coast Guard patrol boat from the government
pier at Chicago with member* of
the Chicago Coast Guard auxil-

Louis Padnos
IRON and METAL CO.
120 River Ave.

iary aboard, entered Holland harbor Saturday afternoon, cruised

around Lake Macatawa and
the

same

left

afternoon.

CALL

2406

For DRY CLEANING
you'll Glory In

Your Wall*

Divorces Granted

Dutch-Kraft

Grand Haven, July 28 (Special)
—Anna E. Chamberlain was
awarded a divorce decree from
Howard B. Chamberlain,both of
Grand Haven. There are no children. Gladys Mansko of Grand
Haven was awarded a decree from
Frank Mansko of Muskegon.There
are no children and plaintiff was
restored her maiden name of Opplis.

HOLLAND RELIABLE
MOTOR SUPPLY

Bt

Phone 66578

troit, was treated in Municipal
hospitalfor bruises received while
a passengerin a car driven by
Fred A. Kreutzer, 60, Detroit,
which crashed on Robbins Road
The driver attempted to make a
a left turn and lost control of his
car. which traveled 120 feet in
the brush before it struck a tree.
Kreutzerwas charged with excessive speed— failure to have his
car under control.

DRY CLEANERS
14S East 82nd

Sensational new oil beta paint
that covers over any surfaoo In
one ooat Dries In t houra.

50

It

VERN HOUTING

iuumifmi

NEAL JACOBUSSE

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
Weat
St Phont
Sth

4811

ROAD

COMPLETE

SERVICE

MOTOR TUNE-UP

COMPLETE SERVICE
ill

Won-Kote

Cara Called For and DeHverod

Ni'rt tkt

"toctm" In

Makes

H.&B.

RUN-DOWN ROOFS

,

salt deposits underlay Ohio.

STATE FARM INSURANCE GO’s.
BEN VAN LENTE, AgMt
177 College

Avenue
—
—
AUTO

FIRI

Phone 71M

LIFE

CARS
WASHED
And Vacuum
Cleaned

q

sepvice

Central

Phone 7066

ROBERT BEUKEMA

St

LATE MODELS
Sold With
30 Day 50-50 Guaranta

Awarded in Truck Case

was awarded Francis Polack

LEANED
ROBERT VI8SCHER

$607 Default Judgment

against Fred Gauthier, both of
Holland, in Ottawa Circuit court
Saturday morning by Judge Raymond L. Smith.
The case involved the purchase
of a truck by Gauthier from Polack, on which payments were to
be made at the rate of $50 a week.
Gauthier retained the truck but
failed to make payments.
Gauthier,through counsel, alleged a breach of warranty and on
June 14 an agreement was entered
and the case adjourned for a
month. Gauthier failed to appear
In court Saturday and die default
judgment was entered by the
court «v

SUPER SERVICE
Don Hartgerink — Herm Blok
125 W. 8th
Phon* 7777

USED CARS

Grand Haven, July 28 (Special)
default judgment for Sfin7

SUPER SERVICE
7th at

25 W.

Saloo

HUDSON DEALER
9th Street Phone 7242

*1*25 —A

KNIFE'S
the house

last week for observation.
Miss Anna Van Bree is confined to her home on Central
Ave. because of illness.

Haan Motor

HADS

Phonn 9051

-

Evi. 66734

|

Bend*# Department1886

I 821 River

Ave.

Holland,MloK

JOHN

PETER

ELZINfiA I VOLKERS, In.

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

Sandwich-Soda Bar

GENERAL CONTRACTIIO

FRED’S CAR LOT

869 River Avo.

PHONE

i DECKER CHEVROLET,Ihl

Holuid Ready Roofind

ENGINEERING

686 Michigan Ave, Phone 6-7821

7667

INDUSTRIAL

/

\
ifa

COMMERCIAL

ROOF

RESIDENTIAL

LEAKS 'MOW/

CONSTRUCTION
222 River

Ave.

Phone

2284

Holland, MlalL

ITS

UPHOLSTERY
HINTING

ture Is repaired,recovered Mere

completely equipped modem plant that serves
•

.

consummate skill of tha

experienced thoroughly trained,

competentspecialist T-.havs us

rou with fine quality printing at

handla tha work and bs absolute
reasonable prices.

ly satisfied.

Street

COMPLKTB PRINTING 8ERVICB

9 SasMOth

(jJisJidaL
UPHOLSTERING COMPANY

Phont 2326

168 W. 10th 8L Telephone 9789

after th#

0

thaatr*, or for a sandwich at

2

SUN0G0

ly located Bier Ktlder for

DYNAFUEL

your favorltt oeer or wine.

to Less Than Premium
Grad* Gaaolin*

night

Gallons

$4

‘

Open 11:00 A.M.

HARRISON'S
SUPER SERVICE
Mlehlgtn it 28th St

until mid-

79

YOCf—

WARM

FRIEND

TAVERN

.

FRESH BREAD
THAT MAKES

YOUR MEALS BETTER

GEO.

Pol Variety Try Our Crock-

ed Wheat, Rye and White

MOOl

M}

SUNOCO Olt ... 103F

STEKETEE-YAR HUIS

Whether before or

noon, onjoy our convanlent

Evtry type of upholsteredfurnl
jwith the

A

Boston— The Hoosac tunnel on
the Boston and Maine railroad is
the oldest In the country, and required 25 years to build.

Bread.

ROOFING CO.
RUBEROID PRODUCTS
* 29 East 6th Street

PHONE 382*

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL AVE.

m
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Ottawa County

Downtown Store

Woman Has

Shower ComplimentM

Great, Great Grandchild

Real Estate

Miss HenriettaVan Liere was
complimented at a grocery shower July 15 given at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van
Liere, 322 West 16th St Games

Boosts Building

Transfers
Benjamin Dalman and wife to
Peter H. Van Ark. Pt Si NWi
9-5-16 Township Park.
James H. ^ollen and wife to
Charles W. Ridoutt et al. Lot 8
blk. 7 Barbers Addition Spring

Permits in City
.

Most Other Applications
Call (or Reroof Jobs,

George

Zuverink.

The

Application for the store was

made by
eler,

who

Bert

L

Post, local jew-

is erecting a

new

build-

ing at 6 West Eighth St of brick
and asphalt construction. Abe
Post and Kleinjans are listed as
contractors.Dimensions are 19 by

Holland.

Edith Van Wieren et al to
George Steffens.Pt. SWi SWi
23-5-16 Township Park.

Simon De Boer filed application
for three re-roofing jobs, one at
243 West 10th St. for $100, another at 245 West 10th St, for $80
and the third at 263 West 10th St.
for $125. Dirkse is contractor for

North Shore Grand Haven

all three.

Other applicationsfollow:
Bradford Gwaltney, 42 East
Sixth St. excavate basement for
furnace, $50; self, contractor.
Henry Van Den Brink, 206 West
Ninth St, re-roof, $225; Ben
Dirkse, contractor.
Albert Buter, 69 East 16th St,
reroof house and garage, $215 and
$80: Ben Dirkse, contractor.
Henry Etterbeek, 340 College
Ave., take off kellystone and apply asbestos sidings, $270; Ben
Dirkse, contractor.
Peter Michaely, 227 West 17th
St, re-roof and repair front and
rear porches, $70; Ben Dirkse,
contractor.

Mrs. Henry Brinks and daugh- County Treasurer James Boyce
ter, Mrs. Van Duine all of Grand
stopped issuing checks Thursday
Rapids, Mrs, Richard Brinks and
and county officials faced a paydaughter, Helen, of Jenison.
less pay-day because no receipts
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brinks will be available for the $6,000
and daughter,Mrs. Henry Wespay roll at the end of July.
seldyke, Mr and Mrs. Joe Raak
Supervisors were passing a petof Zeeland; Mr. and Mrs. Edward
ition today whereby Boyce sugVan Liere and Karen, Mrs. Jennie
borrowing $100,000.ReVan Liere, Mrs. Adrian Van gests
Liere, Mrs. John Mannes, ceipts from cashing the county’*
last $50,000 bond, part of which
Mrs. Henry Van Liere, Mrs. Steve
is earmarked for relief, cannot
Deters, Mrs. Harold Diekema and
be expected until September.
children, Betty Jean and Larry
Increased taxes will help offset
Allen, of Holland;Henry Brower
of Drenthe and Mr. and Mrs a similar situationnext year, bat
it is no help this year. Boyce
Richard Van Liere of Hamilton.
told the allocation board the
county has received and spent 85
Shower and Luncheon
per cent of its general fund income so far this year. A $330,Fetes Miss Jean Snow
859 budget was set up for a fund
A miscellaneous shower and which receives $223,128 from

and 19 Harrington, Westerhof
and Kramer’s Addition No. 2

100 feet

Isaac Van Dyke, Zeeland juatice of the peace, enters a case on the
officialdocket, juat one step In keeping track of court cases. Most of
the cases he handles are traffic violations. The average case in addition to the fine has costs of $1.40 which covers about seven different
entries. If the offender is charged with something more serious like
reckless driving, he probably pays costs of $3.10 or $3.90. Those casee
involvecomplaints and warrants.

Justice of the Peace
Finds Job Interesting

Corp., to CorneliusBylenga Jr.
and wife. Lot 1 and pt. l^ot 2
North Shore Grand Haven Plat
Gty of Grand Haven.
Marie Saunders to John W.
Telling and wife. Lots 20 and 21
Elmdale Court Subdivision City
of Holland.
Chester Van Tongeren and wife
to City of Holland. Pt. NWi 29-515 Gty of Holland.
Cornelius I. Bazaan to Russell
Raak and wife. Pt. El SWi NWI
5-5-15 Township Holland.
John Terpstra and wife to

—

tax rate to 7 mills.
But this action was no solution
rit Brinks, Mr. and Mrs. William
to the immediate problem of copWeemhoff and daughters,Mrs. ing with an overdrawn general
Melvin Rooks and Lillian, Mr and
fund ... to the tune of $21,000.

John Van Den Brand and wife
to Arthur J. Van Den Brand and
wife. Pt. SEi NWJ 16-5-15 Township Holland.
Henry J. Masselink and wife to
Henry Ketel and wife. Pt Lots 18

file called for roofs.

Tough Shape

is and Evelyn, and son, Melvin,

land.

majority, of the 16 applicationson

In

refreshments

of Coopersville;Mr. and Mrs. Ger-

Lievense Agency to Henry J.
Masselink and wife. Pt. Lots 18
and 19 Harrington, Westerhof
and Kramer’s Addition No. 2 Hol-

Clarence Grevengoedand Building

Financial Picture

Allegan, July 28 (Special)
The county tax allocation board
Attendingwere Mrs. Joe Ven- ended; a three-month deadlock
nema and daughters, Mildred,Dor- Thursday and raised the county

ship Park.

to $21,223, according to City Clerk

Allegan County

were served to guests.

RosalindVail Dwight to Garence A. Hamilton and wife. Pt
Lot 20 Plat of Waukazoo Town-

An applicationfor a new downtown stone building for $16,500
boosted buildingpermits this week

Inspector

were played and

Lake.

Some Remodeling Work

Henrietta Van Liere

Mrs. Mragaret Dalman, who was

a guest at

luncheon honoring Miss Jean

a

taxes.

birthday part>
Boyce said 9 mills would be reSnow,t bride-elect,was given Fricelebrated her 87th birthdayan- given for Mrs. Dalman at the
day
afternoon by Mrs. Stanley quired to actually cover expenses
niversary July 13, is proud of her home of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Baughman at her home in Grand next
great, great granddaughter,who Nienhuis. Other guests were Mrs.
Rapids. The afternoon was spent
is 22 months old She is Nancy Dalman’s children, grandchildren
socially.
Donna Priest
Lou Altena, daughter of Mr. and and great gftndchildren. (PennaGuests invited were the MesMrs. Louis J. Altena. Nancy Lou Sas photo)
dames Curtis Snow, Irwin J. Lub- Lighthouse President
bers, J. D. French, Robert CavanMary Jeske to Arnold H. Svebilaugh, John Hollenback,William In an election of officerslast
SWK 35-8Schrier, Harold Haverkamp, Ed- week, Miss Donna Priest wa* namJames Bax and wife. Pt. SEi iu'' and wf. Pt.
ward Brand, Harold Karsten, ed presidentof the Lighthouse FelSEi 21-7-14 Township Tallmadge. 1G Twp. Grand 'liven.
Joseph M. Hansen and wf. to
Dirk Gringiuis and Milton John- lowship club. The electionmeeting
Jerald H. Van Alsburg and wife
ston and Miss Alice Lammersall was held at the home of the retirto Marie Saunders. Pt. Lot 11 and Theodore R. Lewis and wf. Pt.
25-7-13 Twp. Talling president,Arthur Mulder,
of Holland.
Lot 12 Westerhof’s Subdivision

year.

,

Named

NWK

Baker Furniture

WK NWK

Trims

VFW Nine

madge.
Also Mrs. G. M. Waechter and
John G. Koster and wf. to John
Mrs. Leonore Van Dellen of Pella,
Eleanor June Brink to Agnes
A
five-run
uprising
by
the
VFW
C. Miller Jr. and wf. Lots 110 and
Iowa; Mrs. William Van SteenZeeland, July 28
Issac Van Mrs. Carl Klomparens of Holland Holstege. Lot 24 Buwalda’s Adsoftball crew Friday night fell
Leo Loew, 215 West 15th St.,
111 Evergreer. Park Sub.
bergen, Misses Ruth Vander
dition
Zeeland.
and Russell Austin Van Dyke,
Dyke,
former
Zeeland
mayor
who
short and Baker Furniture walked
re-roof, $125; Ben Dirkse, conPloeg, Margery Angus and FranJohn Locks and wife to Herman
sophomore at Hope college. The
off with ai> 8-5 City Softball ces Rose of Grand Rapids and
tractor.
will be 77 come Aug. 15, finds
first Mrs. Van Dyke died some Locks and wife. Pt. NE frli 6-5- Hamilton Boy Scouts
league win over the soldiers at the
Ben Dampen, 554 College Ave., the duties of justice of the peace
Miss Sandrene Schutt of Grand
13
Township
Jamestown.
years ago and the justice was
Pine Avg. diamond.
re-roof, $80; Ben Dirkse, contrac- a nice job to occupy his time durHaven.
William Fisher and wife to John Return from Camp
married for a second time in DeUp until that inning, Bakers
tor. John and Russell Boeve, 106 ing his retirement.
troit Jan. 24, 1947. It was while Van Haitsma and wife. Lot 49.
had a shutout However, the final
West Hth St, remodel front and
Elected to the position without
Hamilton,July 28 (Special)
he was living in Detroit for three Northouse Subdivision No. 2
box score shows the Vets with sev- Spring Lake Man Chooses
, rear porches, $700; self, contrac- his knowledge two years ago, Van
Township
Georgetown.
Boy
Scouts
of
Hamilton
troop
33
months at that time that he was
en hits to five for the Furniture
tor.
Dyke since that time has proJohn OppenhuizenJr. and wife
Jail Term Instead of Fine
A. T. Hazzard, 288 West 28th cessed about 1,050 cases. And the elected justice of the peace in to Raymond Oppenhuizenand have returnedhome from Camp Makers. The Vets committed six
Ottawa where they spent the errors to three for Baker.
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special)
• St, lean-to shed onto garage, 8 cases keep coming. He presided Zeeland.
He handles all arraignmentsat wife. Pt. El,NEi 23-6-14 Town- weeek ending July 16. They are
The winners piled up a decisive —Vernon F. Veach, 29, Spring
by 16 feet, $75; self, contractor. at 54 arraignmentsin June, but
his home at 141 Maple St. except ship Blendon.
margin in the first inning with Lake, is serving a 60-day jail term,
George Minnema, 196 West 29th the number already was at 50 for
Frank L. Ader to Peter Mied- Robert Nykamp, John Billet, Ronthose which require a jury. Then
fou runs. They tallied on a hit by unable to pay $75 fine and $10.35
St, erect boiler room, 10 by 12 the first half of July.
ald
Kaper,
David
Dangremond,
ema and wife. El SEI 14-6-13
he goes to the city hall.
feet. $250; Kryn Kalkman, conEdward
Miskotten,
Jr., Theodore Al Arendsen, a walk, a stolen base costs imposed by Justice George
The only justiceleft in Zeeland
Township Georgetown.
Hoffer Thursday after Veach plead
and three errors.
tractor.
since the death of Jarrett Gark,
Exec. Est. Jennie Dogger, Dec. Bolks, Phillip Troost, Dale GroenThe gafne was a nip and-tuck af- guilty to a drunk driving count
Herman Prins, 43 East 20th St., Van Dyke handles all cases for
heide, Wayne Welters and Scoutto Angie Dogger et al Pt. Lots 1,
He was arrested by city police at
fair for the next three frames.
remove partition between dining Zeeland city and Zeeland townmaster, Jesse Kool.
2, 11, 12,
13 Blk. 9 South Prospect
The Furniture Men broke loose 11:45 p.m. Wednesdayon Columand living room, improve front ship, plus a number of cases of
Scouts
who
earned
merit
badges
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Park Plat Holland.
again in the fifth with a four run bus St
porch, $475; Leo Knoll, contrac- the sheriffs department,conserMrs. Neva Hudson Fabian of
Edmund J. Kinel and wife to are Robert Nykamp for life savThe justice trial of Ernest Hyde,
tor.
ing, swimming, pioneeringand rally on hits by Harv Bluekamp
vation department and state park
Jane
Foristel
Thornhill
et
al.
Pt.
Los Angeles, Calif., has been visitLangeland Funeral Home. 21 officials.
rowing;
John
Billet,life saving, and Byron Dunthorn,a walk, a 62, route 1, Grand Haven, charged
Lots 34, 35, 36 Van Anrooy’s
with drunk driving,has been postWest 16th St., enlarge building All who know Isaac Van Dyke ing her uncle. Verne Kenter and
swimming and pioneering; Phillip wild pitch and two errors.
Plat No. 1 Grand Haven.
three feet and change stairway believe he is a conscientious family and other Ganges friends
The Vets netted five runs in poned until Aug. 8 due to inability
Troost, and Wayne Welters,life
Edward W. ForistelJr. to Jane
and bath room, $1,800; Harvin- judge. He explains his court pol- and Mrs. Nina Daugherty and
saving and swimming; Ronald that seventh inning splurge on hits of a witness to be present The
Foristel Thornhill et al. Pt. Lots
Zoerhoff, contractor.
Kaper, pioneeringand rowing; by Chick Zych and Chet Piersma, trial was scheduled Thursday beicies as follows: ‘T weigh all the Miss Nellie La Dick in Holland.
34, 35 and 36 Van Anrooy’* P' t
David Dangremond and Theodore four walks, a stolen base, a wild fore Justice Hoffer. Hyde was arevidence and the conditions,conMrs. Virginia Smith and baby No. 1.
rested by city police July 10 on
pitch and an error.
sult the law book and then try were called here from Portsmouth, Barth Frangesh and wife to Joe Bolks, wood carving.
Elmer Ribbens was credited Robbins road. He is at liberty on
to make a decision that won’t Ohio, this week by the death of Boes and wife. Pt. Lot 3 14-8-16 All the scouts passed first and
second class requirements. They with the win while Smink was the $200 bond.
keep me awake at night.”
her parents, Mr. and Mrs Thomas Township Spring Lake.
Carl H. Zillmer, 21, Grand Raploser. Smink was relieved by Don
The duties as JP really aren’t Kieman who were killed in an
(From Friday's Sentinel)
John Sloothaakand wife to shared the "Oak Grove” camp site
ids, paid $50 fine and $3.50 costs
Berkompas
in the fifth.
with
troop
23
of
Grand
Haven
and
too
different
from
some
of
the
The bodies of Mr. and Mrs.
auto accident in Arizona.
John A. VanDenBosch. Lot 17
Wednesday night after pleading
Thomas Kieman, who with Rich- other things Van Dyke has done. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye and Nies Subdivision Gty of Holland. were awarded first prize, a watermelon,
in camp inspection.They
Buenos
Aires— Aconcagua peak, guilty to a recklessdriving charge.
ard Guy of Grand Rapids, were His varied career includes being Mr and Mrs. Alva Kiernan were
EssenburgBuilding and Lumber
State police said they were unable
killed In an auto accident early mayor of Zeeland, alderman, dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Co. to Walter Scheibach and wife. also won the "watermelonscram- a 23,000 giant in the Andes near
ble.”
the
Argentina-Chilean
border, is to overtake him while driving 80 to
Monday at Williams, Ariz., will member of the Board of Supervis- Mrs. Emor Hice in Plainwell.
Lot 52 Pinecrest Subdivision
All members received honor nearly a mile and a half higher 85 miles an hour in Polkton townarrive Friday evening and will be ors. active church worker and an
Mrs. FrederickLee and son of Township Holland.
taken to the Chappell funeral active worker in the Republican Cleveland, Ohio, have been visit- Gty of Holand to Holland Fur- camp awards from Camp Director than the highest mountain ini ship Tuesday night, but located
Fred Bocks.
him at his home Wednesday night.
home in Fennville until the fu- party.
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ver- nace Co. Pt. NWi 29-5-15 City of
He operated the Isaac Van non Margot. Mr Lee joined her Holland.
neral hour, Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
Service* will be held at the Gan- Dyke Implement Co. from 1901 to for the week-end visit.
Vincent R. Wilkins and wf. to
ges Methodistchurch and burial 1945 when he retired. He started
Mr. and Mrs. John McVea enter- Jean L Renaud NV4 SE^ 26-6-16
work at the spring of 1888 for tained her brother and family of Twp. Port Sheldon.
will be in Taylor cemetery.
f
Arthur Bowie, son of Mr. and Henry De Kruif, implement deal- Chicago for the week-end.
Robert Kammeraad and wf. to
Mr*. William Bowie of Fennville, er who was the father of Paul De
Earl Sage of Cardington, Ohio Jack H. Hoebcke and wf. Pt. Blk
i* one of three ball player* to be Kruif, noted scientific writer. has been a guest in the home of D John W. Verhoeks Add. Grand
Van Dyke remebers spanking his sister,Mrs. Howard Margot Haven.
chosen a* big league material In
the Holland area. He was signed Paul on one occasion. Paul, at and family.
Board of Coui.ty Road Commisup Monday by scout Marty Bua- that time 12 years, old, had mixed The Boy Scouts of Ganges have sioners to Beechwood School Dist.
tell of Ohio for the Boston Braves. several cans of different colored been at the scout camp at New- No. 9 Pt Lot 10 Blk 6 Howards
Bowie ha* been sent to play for paint Van Dyke had in a store aygo the past week.
Add. Twp. Holland.
the Blue Field Twin City team of room. De Kruif remembers the
Henry G. J. Boerman and wf. to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye and sons,
incident too-rat least he did the Donald and Gerald, spent Sunday Mrs. Jane De Free Pt. SEtt SW!4
Virginia,in a class D league.
The Fennville Baptist church last time Van Dyke talked with in Hopkins with the Freed Gark 18-5-14 City of Zeeland.
will hold a vacation Bible school him.
Alice Hascher et al to Arthur
family, sister of Mrs. Nye.
On another occasion, Paul tam- Mrs W. R. Hanes, daughter of Thomas and wf. Lot 20 Blk 3 Sun
beginning Monday July 25 to Aug.
pered with a steam valve, satura- Mr. and Mrs. Howard Heggem of ny Side Plat Twp. Spring Lake.
3.
Mrs. Stanley Riha of McKlus- ting his heavy wool stocking with Chicago, and Mrs. Gieo Richards
Harvey Vander ^aan et al to
key, N. D. is spending two weeks live steam and severely burned his and son Jack of Niles spent Tues- Wayne Eugene Nederveldand wf.
with her mother, Mrs. Anna Huy- leg. It still bears scars, he said day in the home of their sister, Lot 9 Pleasant View Sub. Village
ser and faihily. Dr. Riha is in the some time ago. Van Dyke said Mrs. Rena Rhodes.
of Hudsonville.
Naval Reserve* and has been call- Paul never monkeyed with the
John Jipping and wf. to Drenthe
Mrs. Emery Mosier of Holland
ed to the Great Lakes station valve after that ordeal.
has been a guest for a week in the Christian School Society Pt NEK
In 1901, Van Dyke and his as- home of her sister-in-law, Mrs. F. 34-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
for a few weeks. En route here
Mr*. Riha visited her brother, sociates purchased the De Kruif R. Mosier.
Earl Vanden Bosch and wf. to
Waldyve Roberts, a patient at the shop. In 1916 they built another Mr. and Mrs. Charles Newcombe Sybil Roelofs et al Lot 12 Maple
Wood hospitalat Milwaukee, Wls. building,now occupied by the of Holland were visitors in the Lane Sub. Twp. Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Crippen Peter VerPlank casket company. home of Mr. and Mrs. Alva KiemAggie De Vries to Henry Pippel
Van Dyke was a member of city an recently.
had boths sons, who are in serand wf. Lot 4 Moeke’s Add. Zeevice, home at the same time even council for about eight years. He
Recent visitors in the home of land.
though it was only for the week- served as mayor from 1917 to Mrs. Effie Plummer were her son
Katie Routing to John Berkomend. T. E. S. N. Elmer, Jr., ar- 1920, earning $50 a year for his and daughter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. pas and wf. Lot 13, 14 Blk C R.
rived from Puerto Rico for a 30- efforts and spending considerably Geon Plummer of Cedar Rapids H. Post’s Park Hill Add. Holland.
day leave and Ronald, was home more than that on the functions This week’s visitors in the HoJohn Arendahurst and wf. to
from the Great Lakes station on a of his job.
gancamp home, were Harvey and James F. Brooks and wf. Pt Lot 7
For instance,when a group of Ruth Myers of Chicago and Mr. Blk 48 City of Holland.
week-end liberty.
Newly-installed officers of the Zeeland’s servicemen were return- and Mrs. Arthur Mays of ColumDykhouse Bros, to Clayton ZaagAmerican Legion are: Commander ing from Europe during World bus, Ohio.
man and wf. Blk 4 Leggatt’s Add.
Earl Winnie; first vice command- War I, he sent-a welcome teleMr. and Mrs. Roy Nye’s visitors City of Grand Haven.
er, Eveard Foster; second vice gram to New York in care of on Friday were Mr. and Mrs Ot-.
John Franzburg to Henry Leeuw
commander, Maxwell Foster; ad' Michigan’s governor who was to to Zenke and her mother, Mr* and wf. Pt Lot 7 Village of Cedaf
Swamp Twp. Holland.
jutant, F. G. Fillip! ; finance offi- be on hand to greet the returnees. Hilma Larsen of Chicago.Russell H. Young and wf. to
cer, Hollis Teusink; service offic- The shi was delaypd and the
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Carlson of
er, Edward G. Foster; chaplain, governor departedfor home, but Kalamazoo visited friends here Gorrit Wier* and wf. Pt E%
NWK 16-5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
Arthur Pahl; historian, Alice Prit- he left the telegram on a bulletin Sunday.
•
. •
Mary J. Hathaway to Thortas
chard; sergeant-at-arms,
Roland board on the dock. When the ship
Mrs. Oscar Huggins has been
Gourley; executive committee, docked, the Zeelanders noticed visiting for a week her brother*. W. Stead et al Pt Go \ Lot 2 sec.
Clarence Erlewein, Arthur Pahl, the telegram and wired a waggish Dr. Dwight Mo*ier in Bay Qty, 1-8-16 and pt NE frl K 2-8-16
.
.
.
Twp. Spring. Lake.
Edward Hutchinson, Lionel Bech- reply— collect!The original wire and Earl Mosier in Lansing.
er, Edward G. Foster.
John
Franzburg
to
Henry
Leeuw
cost the mayor about $2.40 and
Visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Wilthe collectmessage about $4.
liam Broadway last week-endwere and wf. Lot 7 Sub. Lot 1 Blk A
Van Dyke was mayor at the their niece and nephew, Mr and Garritson’sAdd. Holland.
Saecambs at 84
Jacob Van Dyke and wf. to
time of the' big snow and crucial Mrs. Martin Beismer of Chicago.
Grind Haven, July 21 (Special) coal shortage in the winter of
John FranzburgLot* 76 and 77
—John W. Johnson,84, route 2, 1917-18. He remembers breaking
and 78 Lakewood Park Sub. Twp..
Spring Lake, died in Municipal into the home of a couple spend- Two Drivers Pay Fines
Park.
hospital Tuesday after a six ing the winter away in order to
Dena Woldring Texer et al to
In
Grand
Haven
Courts
months' illness. He was born in raid their coal supply, rationing
John Franzburg Pt Lot 6 Add.
. Sweden, and came to this country it out oy the sack. He informed
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special) No. 1, HoUand.
Own a Chevrolet Advance-Design truck and
ID 1896. Surviving are a sister, the couple what he had done and
Florence Ariel Tennis Van'Bel—Robert' Brower, 19, Jenison,paid
’
Mr*. Eda Swanson, route 2, they were glad to have been ot $10 fine and
costs In Juatice kum to Edward B. llsh and wf. Pt
Spring Lake, and .several nieces service.
you'll own the biggpst money-saver off them all! Reason?
T. A. Husted’s court Thursday on Gov. ^LOt 1 Sec. 16-8-16 Twp.
and nephews. He Wa* a member
He has a daughter,. Dorothy a charge of •operatinga motor ve- Spring Lake.
of the Church of the Nazarene, Jean, a registered nurse working
Harry G loofah! and wf. to H.
You get triplo economy! Yes, Chevrolet trucks have lower operating
hicle without an operator’*license.
’ Grand Haven. Service* will be for the Grand Rapids health deThe arrest was by dty police July Harold Eoort and wf. Pt S%
held Saturday at 2 p. m. from partment,and a son, Russell of
SWK NEK NWK 28-8-16 City of
15.
and upkeep costs and the lowest list pHces. See us and see how much you savel
Ringold funeral home with burial Rochester, N. Y., an experimental
Elmer. M. Moyer,' 48, Grand Grand Haven.
to Spring Lake cemetery,
Gustave F. Mueller and wf. to
chemist with Eastman Kodak Co. Rapids, paid $15 fine and $4.05
Another son Lavern Derk, art di- costs in Justice George V. Hoffer’s Arnold H. Svebiliu*and wf. Pt
Birmtogham— Vulcan, a„ statue rector in Flint, wa* lost in the court Friday on a charge of haulSWK 35-8-16 Twp. Grand
to this city, is second to size only New Guinea campaign after 71
. tog a house trailer with no license
Statute of Liberty in New month* of service to World War
Thomas Rosema and wf. to BenPHONE 2385
plates. City police made the arrest
221 RIVER AVE.,
» f«‘ Wgh ud n. .
July 20 as Moyer was taking the jamin Kraker and wf. Pt SWK
llffljOQO pounds.
There ^ are two grandchildren, vehicle to the ova!.,
23-7-14 Allendale Twp. • A
City of Holland.

—

—

Ganges

route 5.

Other officers are Miss Lily
Kleinheksel, vice president; Lee
Beyer, secretary; Miss Norma
King, treasurer Miss Grace Harrington, reporter, and Jay De
Neff, librarian.

The meeting was conductedby
the retiringpresident.

Hope Summer School Has
Picnic at Tunnel Park
More than 125 students, faculty

members and

their famllie* at-

tended the annual Hope college

summer

school picnic

Monday at

Tunnel park. Afternoon activities
included swimming, a ball game
and horseshoes. A picnic supper
was served. Prof. Clarence Weis
was in charge of food and Dr.
Clarence De Graaf was in charge
of games.
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Contests, Shows

Flying

Feature Activities

Defeat Zeeland

Dotcben

WANT-ADS
LOANS LOANS

LOANS

Up to 250 or more

At

Phy Centers

For Fifth

Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street,2nd floor

Time

.

Adv,

CkiMrea Take Part

Lefty

h

Amateur Contest,
Dell, Dresa-np Skews

Lou Hambert Hurl

mer, Ann McKenzie and Ruth

Billy Ashworth, Donald Miles,
Becky Neerken, Nancy Plewes,
Lois Phillips, Harold Zeutenhorst,
Eleanor Mouw, Alice Timmer
Diane Tlnholt Leslie Bosch, Ann
McKenzie, Patty Boter, Sandra
Piersma, Jimmy Mills, Nancy Ashworth.
Ricky Mills, Sharon Pippel, Mar-

ilyn Boeve, Sandra Boeve, Joy
Hietbrink, Marcia Bosch, Sharon
Kraal, Katherine Kersten, Betty
Phillips, Eleanor Phillips, Barbara
Phillips, Mary Taylor, Allan Bosch
Janice Taylor, Ellen Taylor, Elizabeth Meyer, Diane Marcus, “Buck

Boyce Chagrined

Locals to Victory

More than 100 children were at
Longfellow school playground Fri
day morning for the annual ama
teur show. A play, 'The Mysterious Day," was presented by Mary
Burgh, Diane Tlnholt, Alice Tim
Scholten. Other program features
were piano selections,vocal solos
and duets, readings,harmonicaand
accordion solos and several dances.
Taking part were Mary Burgh,

Van Wieren,

Ho-hum. The Flying Dutchmen
defeated the Zeeland Chix again
Tuesday night. It marked the

As He Distributes

fifth straight time this season

Intangibles

that the

the Chix.
The score was 6-4 in the game
played at Zeeland. Lefty Van
Wieren, although relieved by Lou
Humbert in the fifth inning with
the score standing at 5-3, was
credited with the win.
Minard J. De Vries, airman apBill Ver Hey went the rout*
prentice, USN, son of Mr. and for the Chix and allowed the
Mrs Bert De Vries of route 2, Holland team 11 hits. Ver Key’s
spent a liberty in a 'Mediterranean backing, however, was shaky. Hi*
port during a recent visit of his teammates committed five costly
ship, the aircraft carrier USS errors.
Coral Sea. De Vries entered the
Holland didn't waste much time
Navy Jan. 10. 1949, and received getting started. Ron Fortney led
recruit training at the Great off with a booming triple and
Lakes Naval training center.
scored a moment later on Jack
'

Allegan, July 28 (Special)— It

tmd-

wasn't that he wanted to take
away the clUea' and townships’

Serving Under the

first intangible tax funds, but

red, County Treasurer Boyce
couldn't help a little wishful
thinking as he distributed $82,422.83 Saturday.

The money

represented the
under

first of state funds returned

a new law, and totaled$26,654 for
title* and villages, and $55,768
for townahips on a $1.97 per capita basis.

Van Dorple’s single. Ron Appledorr was safe on a fielder’s choice
as the Chix nabbed Van Dorple
going to second. Appledom stole
second - and came across the
plate on Frankie Wlodarczyk’s

Personals

with

the county’s general fund in the

Stars and Stripes

ie” McBride, Gretchen Bosch

Fund

Dutchmen have downed

Cities and villages receive as
follows: Allegan, $8,916; Otsego,
$6,753; Plain-well, $4,775; Douglas,
$829; Fennville, $1,266; Hopkii*.

(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Mary Lou Van Voorst
Miss Geraldine Poelakker of
$896; Saugatuck, $1,237; WayMrs. Ernest Meeusen and Miss Mirtneapolis,Minn, is spending a
“
land, $1,979.
single.
Amy Koning were judges at Wash- few days at the home of Mr. and
*r> a
Townships received: Allegan,
The Dutchmen made It 3-0 In
ington school Friday morning when Mrs. Adrian J. Westerhof, 36
$2,541; Caaco, $3,067; Cheshire,
the
second
with
one
more
•
run.
the annual dress-up show was held. West 21st St.
The spirit of Tulip Time Uvea the Here are some of the 40-member and one on the big stage of the with Netherlandsday. Capacity $2,302; Clyde, $1,516;Dorr $3,486;
A play, “The Witch’s Pie,” was
Miss Eleanor Klungle, West Mouse Van Wieren singled, stole
Klompen dance group which recrowds of 600 or more witnessed Fillmore, $4,548: Ganges $2,562;
presented by Jane Schaafsma, 17th St., left Monday to spend a second and scored on Lefty Van year around, and occasionaly oth- cency performed at the Chicago Railroad pageant. Most onlookers
the dances In the special events Gun Plain*, $2,261;Heath. $1,853;
er areas are treated to an exhibirugarded the dancers as the hit of
Marilyn Havinga, Ruth Topp, Mar- week at the Maranatha Bible and Wieren’s single.
Railroad fair. The girls staged two
arena, and about 8,000 saw the per- Hopkins, $2,239; Laketown, $2,*
A triple by Appledorn, single by tion of Holland, Mich., talenta. dances in the SpecialEvent! arena
cia and Phyllis Welch and Carlene Missionaryconference, Muskegon.
the program arranged In keeping formance on the large stage.
117; Lee, $1,727; Leighton, $2,322;
De Witt
Mrs. James Rabbers of route 5 Wlodarczyk and a walk in the top
Manlius, $1,414; Martin, $3,014;
Costume winners were Ann Seif underwent
goiter operation of the third stretched the locals
Monterey $1,690, Otsego $2,655;
and Peggy Todd, Dutchmen; Mich- Monday at Holland hospital. Her lead to 5-0.
Overlsel, $2,951; Salem, $2,992;
ael Longstreet and Howard Hoff- condition is reported to be imZeeland dented the plate for the
Flying
Saugatuck, $1,445; Trowbridge,
man, Indians, Rein John Vander proved.
first two times in the bottom of
$2,094; Valley, $715; Watson, $2,Hill, clown; George Good and ErRaymond N. Smith, Lawndale the third. Ver Hey singled, went
031; Way land, $2,214.
vin De Weerd, cowboys; Jimmy Ct., sprained his ankle Saturday to second on De Jonge’s single
-377
Drussel, Arthur Banks, ladies; afternoon at his warehouse on and went to third after Jason
Mary Lynn Hilbrink Aid Cheri East Eighth St.
Schrotenboerwalked. Howie EnLou Borgman, although sidelin- the only other locals above the
Barilla, ladies; Wayne Slagh, baby;
With first week’s play by the ed with an injured foot for the .300 mark.
The Voss family reunion will sing batted in two runs with a
of
Holland Merchants handed
Joyce Working and Delores De be held at JamestownMemorial single.
The Dutchmen play host to the
boards, positions in second round
Witt cowgirls; Susanne De Free grove Friday. A basket supper will
Van Wieren bowed off the Wooden Shoe league standings are last two games, leads the Flying •Sutherland Papers of Kalamazoo Moose its second defeat in
Dutchmen in the batting depart- tonight at Riverview park. Mike many days Thursday night, 6-5,
Bible child; Carol Augst and Nancy be served at 6:30 p.m.
mound for the Dutchmen when becoming more defined.
Van Oosterhout tramps; Selinda Edward Brouwer, former dep- he walked in a Zeeland run In the
Meyer's North Shore Cubs sre ment with a luaty .377. Borgman Skaalen has been named to star: at the Pine Ave. field. Moose's
Banks and Jane Van Tatenhove, uty sheriff living at 49 West 12th fifth inning to make the count 5-3. in undisputed first place, having has 29 hits out of 77 times at bat. on the mound for the Dutchmen
brides
The team average is .285, not against the always strong Kazoo City Softball licking fol- A scries of public hearings for
Zeeland scored its final run In won two games without a defeat
St, U improving in Holland hosMarcia and Martha Ann Hallquist pital where he underwent an the seventh when Jason Schrocounting
last Thursday’s game nine Skaalen will be seeking his lowed a non-league drubbing WedKaiser-Frazer and Hamilton are
objectionsto two building projects
and PhyllisWelch, colored family; emergency operation Sunday tenboer walked, went to second not far behind, being tied for se- against the Grand Rapids Carvers. ninth straight win of the sea- nesday at the hands of Bastlan- and one remodeling Job have been
Marilyn Havinga, witch; Suzy night.
on a wild pitch, to third on an cond honors with one victory,no The locals have 212 hits out of son.
Blowing of Grand Haven.
scheduled by the Board of Appeals
Augst and Sena Havinga, dancers;
744 tries.
Game time Is 8 p.m.
Dale Newhouse, Harold Frank- infield out and scored on Don losses and a tie.
In last night's game the Lodge- for Tuesday night at 7:30 pun. at
Lao Decker, scarecrow, and Jack en, Alveme Woodwyk and John Wyngarden’s ingle.
In winning 14 out of 21 games
Batting averages:
League standings:
the dty hall.
Van Bragt skeleton.
AB H Avg. men Jumped on Merchant pitcher The three requests up for hearHolland counted Its final tally
W L T through last Monday, the DutchBuiirsma are on a week’s pleasure
Miss Mary Kooyers, Mrs. Ralph trip to Washington,D.C.
77 29 .377 Vem Sikkema in the first inning ing are:
2 0 0 men have scored 148 runs to 115
in the ninth. Fortney singled and North Shore ........................
Smeenge and Mrs. Carroll Norlin
for their opponents. The biggest Loran Wenzel ....
16
6 375 for three run*. Stu Biker walked Mrs. Gertrude Arens, 26 East
Kaiser-Frazer
................
i o
Mrs. P. Van Dort. 360 Lincoln scored on Appledorn’s single.
conducteda doll show at Lincoln Ave., has moved to Martha and
margin of the season waq that Frank Wlodarczyk ^ 78 28 359
Van Dorple, with two out of Hamilton ........................... 1 0
took second on the error that put 21st St, convert a one-family house
24-3 shellacking administered by Mike Skaalen
school Friday morning. Ninety Cora’s Convalescent home, 290 four, led Holland’s hitting.How Zeeland ..............................i i
31
11 .355
to a two-family house.
the Battle Creek Truck Tractors Jack Van Dorple .... 68 22 .3*1 Don Hulst on, and advanced to
children participated in the show East 14th St.
0 2
Board of Educationrequest* to
ever, Fortney, Appledorn and Fillmore ................................
third
on
a
sacrifice.
which began with a parade of
Loran
Wenzel
is
behind
BorgBob Greenhoe . 56 16 .286
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wittingen of Wlodarczyk each had two out of Virginia Park ......................0 2
construct a building on the 24th
Jason
D*
Vnes
then
drove
both
man In the batting column. How- Claire Van Wieren
dolls.
11
3 .273
Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs. H. MinSt athleticfield to store athletic
ever, Wenzel has appearedin only Harry De Neff ........ 74 20 270 runners home with his clean sinJudges were Mrs. Nellie Kleis nema of Holland have returned five.
equipment park school buses and
gle
into
center
field.
Fred
Handa handful of games, then as a Ron Fortney ............ 92 24 .261
and Carroll Norlin.
provide rest room*.
home after a week’s vacation. Brenner's two hits in two offipinch-hitter.
He has started at his Jerry Witteveen
Winners, were Karen Cumerford,
62 16 .258 werg put De Vries on second with
Albert and Elmer Speet have
They visited points of interest cial times at bat were tops for
another
single
and
Ed
DeWeerd’a
Cora Lee Kaepernik and Phyllis around Lake Michigan including Zeeland with De Jonge’s two out
old post behind the plate only Ron Appledorn ........ 28
7 .2*0
made a request to build a two-stall
double
sent
the
Moose
shortstop
twice. Wenzel has hit safely six Don Van Lente
Mokma, baby dolls; Nancy De the Locks, Tahquamenon Falls, of five, second best.
16
4 .250
garage at the corner of 26th St
out of 16 times for .375.
Waard, Connie Norlin, Gladys Big Spring at Manistiqueand the Box score
George Czerkies .... 49 12 .245 home.
and Michigan Ave.
Merchants
alio
scored
in
the
Frank
Wlodarczyk
is
next
with
Harold Van Wieren
Pierce and Judy Zylman, small
44
9 .204
Zeeland (4)
Property o\ ners within 300 feet
WisconsinI^ells.They also visited
28 hits out of 78 officialtimes at
5
1 .200 first on two singles by Herb Colbaby dolls; Connie Norlin, Karen
AB R H
of the three Jobs have been inMrs. Minnema’s brother at Charton
and
Heinle
Visser.
The
winbat
for
a
.359
average
Skaalen
27
Cumerford and Hilda Borgman, levoix and Mr. Minnema’s brother Do Jonge, 2b ................... 5 1 2
4
.148
Meyer’s North Shore Cubs
formed of the hearings by mall.
. 7
largest families; Pamela Miller,
0 .000 ners pulled one run closer to
Schrotenboer, J„ ss ....... 3 2 0 pieced together a one-hit pitching with a .355 average and Jack Van Lou Vande Runte
Willis A. Diekema is chairman
at Cambria,Wis.
3
0 .000 Moose’s lead in the second, when
Carol Riemersma and Connie Norjob by B. Waterway with a nine- Dorple with a healthy .324, are Russ De Vette- ....
of the board. Other members are
Mrs. Kenneth Campbell left Ensiog. cf ....................
0 1
Pete
Heeringa's
double
scored
lin, biggest dolls; Connie Norlin,
hit attack Thursday night to sink
......4
0 1
Edward Van Eck; Bernard ArendsHolland this morning for Evans- Walters, c .....
Herk Grisaen from second.
Bobby Burns, Karen Cumerford,
....... 3
0 1 Virginia Park 11-0 in a Wooden
horst, Neal Wiersema and Arnold
ton, HI., where she plans to stay Wyn garden, If
In
the
fourth,
Moose
added
two
GretchenSchonfeld and Elaine RaShoe league game at Virginia
Hertel.
for a day before continuingto Schrotenboer, G., rf ....... 5 0 1
more run* to its total, making
maker, smallest dolls.
Park.
The session will be held in the
Coronado, Calif., where she and Sheridan, 3b .....
0 0
the score 5-2.
Karen Dokter, homemade doll;
Waterway had eight strikeouts
council chamber.
Mr. Campbell have been making DePree, lb ...........
0 0
Mary Jo Dokter, Ann Herfst, KarBut the Merchants exploded a
to his credit,three walks and he
their home while he is under Ver Hey. p ...................... 4 1 1
•en Mokma, Jackie Kubat and Jill
four-run, three-hit attack that
treatment at the Kabat-Kaiser Brenner, 2b .............
0 2 struck one batter. Van Huis of the
Miller, foreign dolls; Karen Cumsunk Moose in the seventh. The
Park had the only hit for his
clinics. Mrs. Campbell spent three
Holland’sNational Guard Co monies that will Include an ad uprising was initiatedby Warren
erford, Karen Dokter, Phyllis
team
off
Waterway,
a
single
to
35 4 9
weeks at her home, 1587 South Totals ..............
D will be a top contender lor in- dress by Gov. Williams.
Caauwe, Betty and Sandra JohnHuyser’a home run with two
right field in the second inning.
Dutchmen (6)
Shore Dr., with her mother, Mrs.
Last year more than 100 Hol- mates on base.
son, twin dolls; Pamela Miller and
Van
Huis
ind
Busacher
hurled
dividual
and
company
honors
at
AB R H
H. Morrisonand sister, Miss Jean
landers watched the parade* and
Elaine Ramaker, school girl dolls;
Fortnev,ss ....................... 5 2 2 for the Park, allowingnine hits, Camp Graylingsummer maneuv- servicesthat marked the program, Sikkema got credit for the win.
Morrison.
Nancy De Waard, Indian doll; Conwhile Mart Ter Haar was charged
five
walks
and
they
struck
out
Van
Dorple,
c
...............4
ers beginning Aug. 6.
1 2
A daughter,Nancy, was bom
Captain Kempker said.
nie Norlin, Karen Cumerford,Carwith the defeat.
This year’s two-week mobilizaSunday
at
Municipal hospital, Appledorn, rf ...................5 2 2 seven batters.
Camp activitiesthis year will
ol Ellen Groth, Negro dolls; Ann
Twenty small communities of
The Cubs scored four runs in a tion of Michigan guardsmen will
Wlodarczyk,3b ............... 5 0 2
b© divided into two sections, each
Herfst bride and groom; Mary Grand Haven, to Mr. and Mrs. De Neff, 2b .................
West Michigan, including Holland,
big
third
inning
on
just
one
hit.
0 0
...... 5
be the largest in state history, a week long. The first will conKenneth
De
Waard.
Rosewood, Nancy De Waard and
were represented Tuesday at an
Jack Pau of Seattle, Wash., Witteveen, lb ...................4 0 1 three walks and a batter hit by a with 131 units and more than 9.- sist of small arms fire, while the
Karen Dokter brides
induatrial survey conference at
has arrived in Holland to visit Czerkies, of ....................... 2 0 0 pitch They scored two in the 000 men expected to attend.
second
week
will
be
spent
in
tac(From
Wednesday's
Sentinel)
Jimmy Mokma, Kenneth Kraal,
Muskegon.
According to CSpt. Russell R tical maneuvers,highlighted by a
his granddaughter, Miss Paula Van Wieren, M„ If ......3 1 1 fourth on two hits and three in
Mrs. Miami Rhodes Gallamore The meeting was called to InBobby Van Den Brink, Charles
the
fifth
on
two
hits
and
two
Van
Wieren,
L.,
p
..... ...... 2
0 1
Kempker, commander of local two-day bivouac.
of Grand Rapids entertained sevPardue, Allen Teerman, Jimmy Jean Twigg, his daughter,Mrs. Humbert, p .................
struct cities and villageson how
0 0 walks. The final two runs came Co. D, the unit will be at 97 per
...... 2
Cnpt. Kempker announced that eral former school mates of Man
Ramaker, Ronnie De Waard, John Ed Levan, the former Thelma Borgman, If ...............
to prepare surveys of their rein the seventh on two hits and one cent of its authorizedstrength,
......
2
0
0
Paul, and the Nick Hoffsteens.
three new recruitshave been add- lius district No. 1 at her cottage
Vfcn Dam, Sally Seidelman, Faith
sources to attract industries.
6 11 walk.
ranking it third in the state.
Mra.
Levan
will motor back to Totals ......................
ed
to
the
company
roll.
They
are
at
New
Richmond
Friday.
A
pot
Smith, Karen Cumerford, Teddy
C. Dwight Wood, chief of the
B. Waterway led the Cub atIn addition,one otf its members, Robert Tasma, Robert B. Veit* luck luncheon was served. Those
bears; Sally Dokter, Betty Yff, Seattle with her father later in
Michigan departmentof economic
tack
with
three
out
of
five, fol- Sgt 1st Cl. Henry L Shaw, U
man and Carl Schultz.
present were Miss Blanche Lamor
Superior Beats Ford
Iris Hopp, Ruth Mokma, Judy the summer.
development,said larger induslowed by George Kolean with among the favorites to win the
Hospital Notes
All three are eligible to attend eaux and Mrs. Ethel Wlthey BritMokma, Mary Rosewood, Judy
tries are "on the move” from big
Ford Independentsfell before two out of three. F. Witteveen Stewart medal, annually awarded
Admitted to Holland hospital
Piersma and Sally Dokter, unusual
the attack of Superior Machine had two for four and M. Witte- the man who excels in wearing of camp, as well as any others who ton of Grand Rapids; Mrs. Clau- cities to smaller communities.
Tuesday
were
Douglas
Rozendal,
join
the
company
before
Aug.
6.
dia Race Thompson, Mrs. Mary Wood explained that armed with
dolls; Ona Mae Pardue, Ruth TeerTuesday night, 8-5, at Riverview veen had one for five. A. Reimink the uniform,care of equipment,
Jacobs Crock, Mrs. Hazel resource surveys of Michigan citman, Betty Yff, Elaine Ramaker, route 2, Zeeland; Henry J. De park.
had one for four.
military courtesy and first aid
Lewis Jones, all of Holland; ies, his department can contact
funniest;Carol Van Dam, Judy Weerd, 172 East 14th St.; Mrs.
The local team matched op- The losers were charged with leadership.
Marriage Licenses
Mrs.
Mary Harris Wood- and help place industries.
Garlock, Wanda Hopp, Francis De Anne Immink, route 5; Jacob De ponents run for run until the third six errors to one against the Cubs.
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
Last year, Sergeant Shaw plac
ward, Watervliet;Mrs. Mry- W. H. Vande Water, secretaryGraaf, most worn dolls; Rena Lou Free, 723 Myrtle Ave.
inning. Then the Machine men
ed fourth out of 6,500 guardsmen
Ottawa County
DischargedTuesday were Mrs. proved themselves superior by
tie Johnson Paine, Mrs. FYancia manager of the Holland Chamber
Burns, Ona Pardue, Elaine RamaRAILROAD TIES STOLEN
in medal elimination as well as
Archie
Murphy, route 4, Hol- Owen Sheehan, Mrs. Ida LamorIrving
Anderson
and
infant
son,
ker, Hilda Bergman, Carol Riemof Commerce, represented the
going on to record two markers
Allegan, July 21 (Spceial)
winning the regimental award.
573 West 20th St.; Mrs. Vincent in the fourth and fifth and three
land, and Lois Wilson, Holland; eaux Sherman, Miss Nellie Tur- chamber industrialcommittee and
ersma, oldest.
Sheriff Louis Johnson is investiHolland'*
outfit
is
the
only
one
rell Fennville; Mrs. Mabel Coff Holland at the meeting.
Gary Bergman, Ronnie Berg- Kalman and infant daughter,64 in the sixth.
gating the theft last week in the state to win the medal Henry Jalving, route 4, Holland,
man, John Van Dam and Ardith Madison place; Mrs. Steve WelThe two-hour session included
That margin was to much for of a load of railroad ties from the twice. Local men who previously and Hazel Mae Folkert, route 2, Thomas, New Richmond. Also in
vited were Mrs. Floyd Stauffer of a question and answer period.
Gebben, stuffed animals; Gretchen ters, 483 Graafschaproad.
the R. E. Barber-sponsored club to New York Central yards north of took the top honor were Gerald Hamilton; Richard A. Moorman,
New Richmond and Mrs. Elmer
Schonfeld, Connie Norlin, Mary
overcome, although it came back Wayland. Heavy and about sev- Bonnette,now a Commander in
and Helen L. Pelton, both of route Schaefferof Fennville, Mr. BritRosewood, Karen Dokter, Sandra Barbershop Singers
in Its half of the sixth to score en feet long, the ties might have the Navy, and Franklin Fazakerton and Mr. Gallomore. The af- Two Are Arraigned
Groth, ‘story book dolls; Barbara
three runs.
been taken for fence posts or ly, an Army Lieutenant Colonel. 1, Grand Haven.
ternoon was spent informally. On Drunk Charges
Hillebrand, Cora Lee Kaepernik, Have Annual Picnic
Allegan County
Htllebrandsled locals at bat building purpose*, the sheriff beAccording to Capt. Kempker,
Miss
Turrell, who is now 80, and
Jane Bouman, Sandra Kole, Carol
top singers held with a triple in three officials lieves.
George Donald Palm, Lakevlew,
highlight of the encampment will
who taught at the school for 21
Van Dyke, prettiest;Mary RoseRichard Radseck, 53. of 316
lal han
trips to the plate.
be the Division review Saturday. and Frances Marie Kaminsky, years, brought a note book conwood, Margie Ten Hagen, Karen fry Monday night at the c. c.
West 20th, Monday was assessed
And though touched for the deIt requires 10 inch** of mow to Aug. 13, and Memorial Day Ser- Fennville; Robert James Biggs,
taining the full record of all of fine and costs of $106.90 after
Dokter, Judy Mokma, character Wood home in Waukdzoo. More feat, pitcher Van Null hurled sev- produce moisture content equal to
vice* that Sunday. Local citizens Caledonia, and Phyllis Aloha
her pupils during these years. pleading guilty before Municipal
dolls; Phyllis Mokma, prettiest, than 50 members and guests ate en-hit
*
one inch of rain.
are invited to attend the cere- HuntWy, Wayland; Frank Joseph The group first met last year with
Karen Cummerford,largest,and hamburgers and harmonized from
Judge Corneliusvander Meulen
Bigelow and Thelma Marian Mrs. Jones of Holland ahd Mrs. to a charge of driving while unMary Rosewood, smallest doll early evening until late.
Scott, PlainwelJ; Everett Charles Sherman extended an Invitation
buggies.
der the influence of intoxicating
Three quartets were on hand to
Level t and Ruby Della Oviatt, to be her guests next year. SevThe dress-up show at Van Raal- blend their voices— the Homeliquor. He was arreeted SaturMartin; Raymond Earl Beery and eral pictures were taken of the day night by city police He was
te school was judged by Mrs. Otto stead-Aires and the Harmaniacs
Rosemary
Blanchard,
Otsego.
group.
Dressel and Mrs. Keith Soderberg. aang during the evening. A visgiven an alternativeof 45 days in
Ottawa County
A night shift has been added to the county jail, but arranged to
• Winners were Elaine Beekman, iting quartet from Muskegon,
Howard J. Wiegerink,Coopers- the workers of Michigan Fruit pay the fine.
Carol Cook, Dave Vander Vliet, the Chord Masters, took part in
ville, and Frances Goodsell, route Canners Inc. to harvest the crop
Garry Van Gelderen, Hazel Van the musical evening. This quartet
Joe Bogno, 55, of 63 West First
2,
•
of cherries.Although the crop is St., paid- $15 fine and $3.90 coats
Iwaarden,Ruth Van Dyke, Sally boasts a tenor that haa sung with
Allegan
County
"spotted” the crop is larger than when he pleaded guilty on a drunk
Steketee, . Nelva Tripp, Nina two state championshipquartets,
Harlen George Frazer and Betty was anticipatedfollowing the late and disorderlycharge He was arSchwartz, Betty Lieuwen, Geral- Len Horton.
liou Lazinski, Allegan; Carl Leroy spring frosts.
dine Kortman, Frankie Visser,
rested by city police Saturday
The SPraSQSA singers engagStewart, Bumlps, and Juanita LorA fire of unknown origin des- night
Delwin Mulder, Roger Mulder, ed, in "woodshedding”,an activ ‘v
raine Graham, Pentwater;Robert troyed almost all of the personal
Janet Spruit, Elizabeth Marcus, in which pickup quartets sing toJohn De Pauw and Earlene Louise goods of Mr. and Mrs. John Case
Diane Dangremond,Patty Bouw- gether for the first time, and a
Stone, Otsego; Samuel Percy Had- recently when Mrs. Case discover- Mrs. Meeske Entertains
man, Connie Slighter.
“round robin" in which singers
ley, Jr., West Palm Beach, Fla., ed their clothes closet burning.
Shannon Dangremond, Danny supplant one another without
At Bridge Party in Home
and Nancy Weaver,- Chicago.
The heat also damaged the, living
Vander Vliet, Billy Beekman, Rog- disturbing the melody.
and dining rooms.
ei Kobes, Dick Lamon, Don De
Mrs. Paul L. Meeske, 111 East
The Windmill chdrus and the
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Chappell 25th St, entertained former memWeerd, Roger Swartz, Peter quartets paid an impromptu visit
Basket Picnic Is
and two children spent Sunday bers of the Mercy hospitalclub at
Swartz, Henry Swartz, Beverly to Waukazoo Inn to. sing for 125
Held at Kollen Park
«t Jackson. Mrs. Chappell attend- a bridge party in her home ThursHill, Jackie, Jimmy and Walter guests. This novel stunt won the
ed a reunion of her nurses train- day afternoon.Mrs. Meeske was a
Van Osterhout, Timothy Fox, Lin- applauseof the summer visitors.
More than 150 persons attended ing class of Foote hospital, member of the club when she livdt Seif, Candice Shaeffer, Danny
the Board of Public Works picnic Jackson. David Chappell stayed to ed In Muskegon. Refreshments
and David Vander Vliet, Carol
Washington— The U. S. recently
Tuesday at Kollen park. A basket spend a week with relatives at were served by the hostess.
Cook, Betty Lieuwen, Mary Seif, moved into third place as a shippicnic was t*rved. Gaines and Eaton Rapids and his cousin, DiGuests were the Mesdames Noel
Shaeffer, Roger, Darlene building nation. Great Britain is
contests were held with prize* ane Schofield came her* to spend Fox, George Shellinger, r—1'
"Nipper" Kobes, Kathleen first; Sweden is second.
A fish fry and • mack before ton1. Mike Mefadertema of Rowell, Earl Vanden 1Roach, Mr*. awarded to the winners. Herb. a week.
Ltanlch, James Nolen, W. J.
Susie Lapinga, Ruth Van
ing In for the night provided n Mt
dtepUytagflail near eon- Howard Stone, Melndertama, Wll- Wybenga was general chairmanof
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sanford ser, Phillip Malamey, /
Elaine and Billy
Billy Beekman,
First recorded school lunch pro- of additionalentertainment for tho
mala chef ter the event Item H. Vande Water,
ater, »
Mrs. Vanden trie event, Lester Overway was left by auto Tuesday to spend Bauer, " *
Unem* Sandy Fox, David gram was started in Munich, Ger- Scooters who
right an Mn. Meinderts-Booch and Mr*. Emesl F. Penan. sports chairman and Leo Salis- their vacationin
many in 1790.
Oak Grove camp site for Bolsters’ na, Conte
ite Vi
Van Voorst, fttssmary I (Fsnna-Sssphoto).
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Western Michigan Farm Operators

Poultry Judging Tour

Progress

Day

Scheduled at

MSC

This

Week

Farm Families from
All Counties in State

To Receive Awards
Wednesday

Densely Timbered

Held by 4-H Members

A poultry judging tour was held
July 15, at the Townline hatchery for the 4-H poultry members.
The tour was conducted by
A densely, timbered pasture Is
Dean Troop, 4-H agent, with the
assistance of P. G. Lundin, po\l- worth practicallynothing at all
try specialist from Michigan State
A farming magazine reports

Pasture Worthless

college.

that a study made by the Iowa
judging team will be selected
Agricultural
experiment station
from those attending,to represent
shows
that
pasture
gets poorer as
Ottawa county at the state judg
ing tour August 15 and 16 at the number or size of tree* inMichigan State college.
creases. By measuring annual

schedued as a big
college
when the Farmers’ home administration Progress Day brings a
large group of farm families to
the East Lansing campus.
Dr. John A. Hannah, president
at
of MSC, will welcome the guests
to the field day Arrangedby Roswell G. Carr, FHA state director,
Two Michigan State college
the event will climax approxi- agriculturalauthoritieshave been
mately 35 local Progress Day named as official U. S. delegates
meetings FHA county supervisors
have been holding throughout to the International Dairy Con-

to

Of Tomato Leaves

Grass Day Events;

PlanforNextYear

Another successfulseason at
leave* are curling.
By far the most frequent cause
Gras* Day*-— drawing in excess *f
i* poor physical condition of the
21,000 Michigan farmers—ha*
soil. Many garden soils lack orpassed and plan* are undemay
ganic matter. The tight, poorly
for, the 1950 demonstrations.
aerated soil greatly limits the
developmentof root systems. With
According to Richard Bell,
inadequate root growth and poor
Michigan State college extension
aerationaround those roots, tofarm crop* specialistand chairmato foliagewill begin to curl in
man at the Grass Day committea,
mid-cummer heat.
locations have already been selPlants affected this way can be
helped by mulching with a layer
ected in the lower peninsula. The
of straw, sawdust, or other macounties of Caa«, Ingham, Wayne,
Corp. Kenneth J. Ooeterbaan
terialswhich help soil ‘to hold
Genesee, Kent, Missaukee, and
moisture and keep the soil cooler.
Otsego have been chosen, Bell inA thoroughwatering, soaking the
soil to a depth of four to five inport*.
ches once a week, also help*.
Crowds at this year’s demonPlant lice or aphids will also
strations were fully as large as
cause foliage curl. These insects
during the first year’s program.
can be controlled with nicotine After spending a short furlough Although some bad weather was
at the home of his parents, Corp. encountered, crowds ranged from
sulfate sprays.
Tomato foliage may also curl Kenneth J. Oosterbaanhas return- 500 to 3,200, Method* of growing
due to the effects of a virus dis- ed to Camp Hood, Tex., where he more and better legumes drew
ease called mosaic.
farmers from wide areas. Utilizais stationed. He is a member of
gular Immanuel church service.
tion of the forage crops received
the 12th armored infantry bat- more attention at the ten event*
Purpose of the meeting was dediHot
Weather
Desserts
talion
of
the
second
armored
divication of a public address system
held this year.
sion.
for missionary use in Nigeria, AfMiddleville in Barry county
Call
for
Eg;
Whites
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. held the record for high attendrica. Funds for the system were
Oosterbaan, 108 Vander
given by Immanuel church.
Many of our warm weather des- Gerrit
ance with a crowd of 3,200 presVren Ave.
ent. At Hartland in Livingston
serts call for egg whites— angel
Corp. Oosterbaan expects to be county, 3,000 turned out in spits
cakes, meringues, chiffon desserts.
discharged next mo..th.He entered
of more than an inch of rain durThe trick is to whip them so that
the Army Aug. 17, 1948, having ing the day.
their volume is good and their
enlisted for one year. He was
At one of the Upper Peninsuls
texture tender.
graduated from Holland high
Mary E. Bullis, home extension school in 1947. Before enlisting, events, Ewen in Ontonagon county, the attendance neared 2,000.
agent, says egg whites whip best
he was employed at Chris-Craft
when they are at room tempera- Corp.
resort. The weekly barbecue 1* ture. Take them from your refrigMiss Evelyn Vander Bie
held that evening, serving as a erator at least half an hour beFeted at Two Showers
get-together for the guests. Mr. fore you plan to use them— if Andrews-Heinen
and Mrs. Harold Vander Ploeg you are interested in good volume
Spoken at Fennville
Miss Evelyn Vander Bie, July
lefid a Dutch atmosphere at the and texture. Adding a few grains
bride-elect,was honored at two
outdoor affair by wearing Dutch of salt before beating seems to im
Fetinvill.e July 28 (Special)
showers recently. She will be marcostumes.
prove their quality.
Miss June Heinen and Charles ried Friday to Herbert Baar.
When you combine the beaten Andrews exchanged marriage
In addition to the regular barOn Friday evening, a miscelbecue resorters play shuffleboard egg whites with other mixtures, vows Saturday evening, July 16,
laneous shower was given by Mrs,
and tether tennis and evening fold them in carefully.Don’t beat at the country home of the bride's
Jack Vander Bie, 320 West 16th
tournaments are scheduled in the or stir them in. Use a light under- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
St Duplicate prize* were awarded
games. The lake in front of the and-over motion. Avoid overmix Heinen. The groom is the so* of
for games and a two-course lunch
resort offers opportunities for tlje ing or you will lose some of the Mr. and Mrs. Howard Andrews of
was served.
air
you’ve
beaten
into
the
whites.
many water ski enthusiasts and
Bloomingdale.
Guests were the Mesdames H,
sail-fish rides.
The bride was attended by her A. Vander Bie, Henry Vander Biei
At The Mooring, popular feat- 4-H Girls Take Part in
sister,Mrs. Clarence Nordquist George Vander Bie, Sam Baar,
ure is the evening camp fire
and Danny Smith of Goble* was Bert Homkes, G. Woltman, H.

is

MSC Dairymen

Big Crowds Attend

To answer aumerous questions
of growers, Jack Rose,' Michigan
State college horticulturisttoday
gave some reason* why tomato

The country pdultry

day at Michigan State

Explains Curling

timber growth and annual forage
production, the following conclusions were reached:
If one-sixth of the trees in a

densely timbered pasture are cut,
the value of the pasture will increase 200 per cent The grazing
value of the land will increase
almost five times if one-third of
the trees are cut and 11 and a half
times if half the trees are cut.
If two- thirds of the trees are reMichigan during the past seven gress in Stockholm, Sweden, Aug. moved the pasture will be worth
27 and a half times more. The
months.
15 through 19.
pasture can be improved up to 62
Special feature of the day will
Two of eleven representatives times its value if the stand of
be the presentationof certificates
of award to about 280 Progress appointedby the U. S. Depart- trees is cut to zero.
These startling figures emphaDay winners representing all 83 ment of State, Dr. G. Malcolm
counties in the state. The winners Trout, professor of dairying at size opinionsof forage experts
are farm families that have MSC, and A. W. Farrall, head of that timbered pasture makes poor The Rev. Raymond Davis, left,
shown significant advancement the MSC department of agricult- pasture.
missionary of the Sudan Interior
There is some question in these mission, and the Rev. C. M. Beertin farm, family, and community ural engineering, will also spend
living since they started cooper- time studying European farming. days of high lumber costs, how- huis, pastor of Immanuel church,
ating with the FHA. Dilliard B A. C. Baltzer, MSC dairyman who ever, if a woodlot should be pas- are shown at an out-of-doors
Lasseter, FHA national adminis- is now in Europe, will also arrive tured at all, even if forage plants meeting Sunday following the rein Stockholm for the congress.
trator, will present the awards.
are present. Damage done by
Dr. Trout, recently elected pres- cattle browsing branches will out, Plans call for an all-day program with brief talks in the ident of the American Dairy Sci- weigh the pasture value.
momlhg at Jenison field house. A ence association, will represent
basket lunch is planned for noon the organization at the meeting.
He sailed from New York on July
with a program of home talent.
Special feature of the afternoon 21 on the Medea and will travel
will be a tour of the college, with in Europe before going to Stocka visit to the collegefarm of the holm.
Holland area resorts provide a
Michigan AgriculturalExperiment Professor Farrall will be convariety of entertainment for visitstation. Special home-making cerned with dairy machinery and
tours are planned for women structures,serving as chairman of
ors each week. Recreational proAdoption of safer ways of
guests.
a section on this phase and pregrams for adults and children inworking and living are being adCollege staff members will be senting two papers.
vocated as the main goal of Farm clude such activities as game
on hand to explain experimental
tournaments, cruises, athletics,
Safety Week this week.
work in progress and to confer
L. R. Arnold, Ottawa county dancing and concerts.
with visitors.
Weekly activities are scheduled
agriculturalagent, is joining with
(From Thursday’*Sentinel) * local agencies to urge Ottawa for Castle Park guests.Dances on
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Trublood, 91 county farmers to check on their the dunes are held each Tuesday
West 18th St, returnedMonday safety habits.
and Saturday night from 8 to 9
night from Seattle where they
The annual cast of accidents p.m. for children, followed by
visited their daughter, Mrs. Omar affecting farm people— including adult dancing. ,
Mitcheun, for two weeks.
Recorded symphonic music is
fire, motor vehicle and property
Rollyn Trueblood, small son of damage— is approximatelyone played on the dance dune eacn
Mi*, and Mrs. R. Craig Trublood, million dollars,or about $35 per Thursday night and on every other
Friday night, supper for guests is
"Booklets on home canning 168 West 18th St, was discharg- farm resident.
where groups gather for group Coopenrille Judging
best man.
Steinfort,J. Van Iwaarden, Wilpublished only a few years ago ed Sunday afternoonfrom BlodFarms are apt to contain a served on the dune.
singing. Badminton, sailing and
The double ring ceremony was lard Hoek, Russ Morris, Anton
gett
hospital,
Grand
Rapids,
where
Local or visiting pastors conmay be antiques today,” says
number of potential hazards— the
4-H club girls enrolled in the read by the Rev. Albert Mandigo. We*terhof, Grad Geurink, Glen
swimming are favorite pastimes.
if ary E. Bullis, Allegan county he had been a patient almost two little things that should be re- duct a vesper service on the sand
clothing or food preparation pro- Guests were present from Allegan,
Waukazoo
Inn
features
a
nightZuverink, Jay Vander Bie, Sid
weeks.
dune each Sunday at 8 p.m.
home extension agent.
paired but have not been.
jects were eligible to take part
Miss Margaret Van Vyven, for
Play classes for the children at ly round of activitiesthroughout in the judging contests held at Al- Centreville,Buchanan, St. Louis, Bloemsma, Herk Beukema, DenOld directions should not be
Broken steps are dangerous, the
Mo., Madison, Wis., Chicago and nis Steinfort. Also the Misses
the season. Monday night is game
relied on from year to year as 21 years a teacher in the public agent says. Keep ladders, rail- Castle are conductedevery
lendale recently.
Deerfield,111.
Marilyn Connor, Delores and Ruth
schools
of
Michigan,
18
of
which
new methods are being developed
ings and floors in a safe condition ing by the hotel staff. In addition.| n!8ht* Tuesday and Thursday eveThose who placed high will repThe couple will live in Bloom- Hoek, Anna Bloemsma, Sylvia,
by research.The U.S. Department have been spent in Holland, is one at all times. Falls cause more there is tennis, horseback riding, nings are set aside for movie* and resent Ottawa county at the disingdale.
Joan, Dorothy and Wilma Vanof Agriculture not only seeks the of a group of five summer session than a third of all fatal farm acci- swimming and ball games The or- ; Friday night, for bridge.
trict contest to be held at Freder Bie, Thelma Homkes, Marilyn
ganized Castle Park All-Stars ! Wednesday evening* feature mont in August. The girls who
new in fanning but also the new students at Western Michigan dents.
Baar and Barbara Morris.
college
who
have
been
chosen
to
in homemaking.
Cattle may be kind and gentle softball team plays scheduled programs by professional enter- will judge in the clothing contest Wilma Nyhof Honored at
A kitchen shower was given for
"Home Canning of Fruits and appear on a radio program un- most of the time but it doesn’t games with other teams in the . tainers of all kinds, including are Bonnie Christian, Betty Loththe bride-electlast Thursday eveMiscellaneous
Shower
der
sponsorship
of
the
State
Dearea.
The
Castle
open
tennis
athletes,
concert
masters
and
varpay
to
take
chances.
Approach
all
Vegetables,”bulletin AIS-64 is the
schutz, Delores Spencer,Shirley
ning by Mrs. Sam Baar of Zeelis in full swing iety showmen. Dane'4* are held at Fockler, and Evelyn Bronkema.
newest bulletin available on the partment of Public Instruction. farm animals cautiously with a tournament
Overisel, July 28 (Special)
iand. A two-course lunch was servi the Inn each Saturday night.
subject It may be obtained free She will speak concerning her friendly word or pat. You may be this week.
TTiose who will take part in the
Miss Wilma Nyhof was guest of ed. The evening was spent playing
important event at the
kicked or gored unless you do!
at the extensionoffice in the work in Holland.
Guests take part in game tourn- foods contest will be Alma Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred P. Huntcourt house, Allegan, or by writKeep hands, feet, and fingers Castle, the minstrel show, will be aments of all kinds— horseshoes, Klamer, Louise Streeter, Donna honor at a miscellaneous shower bunco and prizes were awarded.
Tuesday night given by her sisInvited were the Mesdames Euley of the Temple apartmentsare away from machinery.
given this year on August 2.
ing Miss Bullis.
i tennis, table tennis and croquet. Bushman, Patricia Hubbel and
ters, Caroline and Genevieve Ny- gene Sprick, ,Glen Zuverink, L,
in Port Huron this week to visit
A Hawaiian cruise on the lake Rockcttes, new game which com- Margaret Kromer.
hof. at the Nyhof home. The even- Steggerda, John Baar, Roger Baar,
their son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
Hospitai Notes
Wednesday night featured this bines the skill of horseshoes and
The two junior girls who placed
and Mrs. Carl Sturmer and family
Livestock Need Care
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
week’s entertainment at Maca- dart throwing, has become one of high were Marjorie Nixon of ing was spent playing games and Anna Cook, Carl Cook, L Schrotand to attend the Centennial celeAdmitted to Holland hospital tawa hotel with guests wearing the favorites, according to the Coopersville,and Karen Ryan of duplicate prizes were awarded. enboer, Jay Vander Bie, Harold
During Hot Weather
A two-course lunch was served Post, P. Vander Slick, Warren
bration.
Friday were John biekema, 410 leis and singing popular tunes. management.
Marne.
by the hostesses.
Baar, Jack Vander Bie and the
Mrs A. Howard Maedel of De- East Eighth St.; Maxwell Chris- During the rain today, guests
j Example of children’sactivitie*
Hot weather is just as hard on troit, the former Peggy Bergen,
Invited were the Misses Shirley Misses SJyvia and Joan Vander
pell, route 4; Simon Dykstra, route had a round robin ping-pong was the big Indian pow-pow two
animals as on people. Michigan
Oetman, Esther Lampen, Mary Bie, Gloria Ann Steggerda and
and her two children are visiting 5; Martinus De Boer, 136 East tournament and youngstersplay- weeks ago. A large number of Tile System on Farm
State college veterinariansare adVerduin, Eunice Schipper, Thelma Marilyn Baar.
her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Neil 16th St.; Mrs. WilUs J. Streur, 236 ed musical chairs.
children guests participatedin the May Need Repairing.
vising some precautions to preVoorhorst,Valora and Clarissa
Bergen, 253 West 24th St. They East 12th St.
Each Friday night Is amateur costumed panorama. Special game
vent livestock lasses during the
Wolters, Alleta Lehman, Lois
Hospital Notes
plan
to
spend
about
two
weeks
Discharged ^ridav were Kenneth night with the staff putting on
Wet spots in level or near-level
hot summer months.
tournaments are sponsored for
here.
Admitted to Holland hospital
Ver Hulst, route 6; Delbert Suther- special skits. A costume ball is the children and on rainy after- field* may mean there’s trouble Zoet, Hermina Nyhof and Mr*.
Shade should be providedfor
Edward Lampen.
Tuesday was Florence Brower,
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Dekker, land, Roanoke, Va., Mrs. Albertus scheduled for this Saturday night.
noons, children’* movie* are in the farm tile system. In such
cattle who are outside so they
route 2.
who were married July 1, have De Boe and son, 182 East Eighth Each Wednesday is movie night at shown.
have ample opportunity to get out
place* the tile may be clogged
DischargedTuesday were Hop#
returned to their home in She- St.; Arie Sterken, route 2; George Macatawa.
of the sun.
or broken.
Two Driven Arretted
boygan, Wis., after spending a Deur, 14 West 18t!. St.; Mrs. RichSchutmaat,
79 East Ninth St;
On July 29, a musical program CHECK WIRING
Shipping is particularlyhard on
Agricultural engineers at MichDale Hopkins,route 4; Mrs. Wilweek with their brother and sis- ard Volkers, 133 East 20th St.; will be featured, when Mrs. Julie
Electrical wiring on the farm igan State ooallege advise careful By Grand Haven Police
livestock. Good ventilation in
ter, Mr. and Mrs. C. Dekker. Also -David Rotman, 5C East Seventh
lis J. Streur, 236 East 12th 3t.;
Shushys, prominent New York should be checked frequently and planning to avoid unnecessary
trucks is especiallyimportantin
Grand Haven, July 28 (Special) Mrs. Harold Mulder and son, 24
guests at the Dekker home were St.; Mrs. Jerry Eakle and daugli* pianist, will present a concert.The
thoroughly. It’s wise to have the throuble with tile. Plan a system
hot weather.
the Rev and Mrs. Peter Dekker ter, route 6.
program will include vocal num- power supply to the pumping sys- for the entire area— not just the —Norman Nichols, 20, Muskegon, West 35th St; Mrs. Clarence
If you have an open-top truck,
was charged with leaving the Van Den Brand and daughter,
of Almont and Miss Jane DekAdmitted Satu \y were Mrs. bers/''
shade the animals with canvas. Or
tem come on separate lines. In wet spot*. Use main* big enough
ker of Grand Rapids.
Albert Lucas, 320 West 24th St
Youngsters from two to seven case a fire should strike, the pump to carry the load. Then you can scene of a property damage acci- route 2; Mr*. Myron Veldheer
if the truck has a grain body, redent without identifying himself, and son, route 2.
move the slats. Don't put too The DisabledAmerican Veter- (discharged sam day); Mrs. John have their own schedule of story should continue to work even add lateraltile as you need it.
ans picnic for members, their fam- Van Kampen, Jr., 831 West 32nd
after his car allegedly hit the
A daughter,Donna Lynn, was
telling, beach games and water though other utilitie* may be put
many animals in a small space.
Good
tile that meets testing
ilies and friends, will be held Sat- St.
parked car of Joan Willis in born Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
safety.
They
visit
local
places
of
out
of
commission.
Many livestock producersfind urday beginning at 4 p.m in Kolstandard* is the be*t investment.
front of her home on Lake Ave. Donald McCormick, 448 Maple
Discharged Saturday were Max- interest when the weather is bad
it's wise to ship at night when
len Park. A potluck supper and well Chrispell,route 4; Rosemary
about 1:20 am Friday. Miss Wil- Ave. A son was born Tuesday to
Tuesday evening is the “big
Buffalo nickels were minted in
the weather is cooler. Cleaning
Three or four rabbit pelts are
game* are planned. On the com- McFall, 198 East Ninth St; Hugh night” for visitors at Lake Shore the U. S. beginning in 1913.
lis notified city police who ap- Mr. and Mrs. Martin Ten Brink,
and disinfectingthe truck should
required to make one felt hat
mittee are James M. Cook,
prehended! Nichols on his way 597 Pinecrest drive.
S. Rowell, 116 West 19th St; Mrs.
be done carefully since summer
Havinga, Ed Oudinan, Willis De Nelson Lamar and daughter, 745
home.
heat helps promote disease germs.
Boer and Dick Vander Wilk.
Filmore
Zytveld, 18, AMPLE STORAGE SPACE
Ruth Ave.; Mrs. William Van Beek
Mr. and Mrs. H. Conrad and and son, 368 West 19th St; Simon
Grand Rapids, was charged with Grain storage space is expected
New AgriculturalEvents sons, Edwin and David, of Colling- Dykstra, route 5; Miss Florence
reckless driving while racing to be at a premium this year.
dale, Pa., and Barbara Bock of Wassink, 252 North River Ave.
through heavy traffic on Water Michigan State college extension
Scheduled lor State Fair
Ridley Park, Pa., arc visitingat
St. at 10
Thursday on hi* specialistsare urging farmers to
Admitted . unday were Peter
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. Kae- Van Iwaarden,564 College Ave.;
way to the oval. Arrest was by» make plans now for any extra
As part of the new program to pernik, 172 East 16th St.
storage they may need.
city police.
Lois Koopmaii, 315 West 18th St.
properly emphasize agriculture
Prof, and Mrs. Harold J. HaverDischarged
Sunday
were
Mrs.
and agriculturalevents, six new
kamp returned Wednesday from a Robert Fortney and son, 368^
agricultural contestshave been
two-weekvacation spent with Mrs. Pine Ave.; Mrs. George R. Vander
added to the Centennial Michigan
Haverkamp'sfamily at Prairie Bie and daughter, 129 Walnut
State fair at Detroit, Sept. 2 City, la. .
i
Ave,; Mrs. William Ebel and son,
through 11. These have been arroute 1, West Olive; Mrs. Henry
ranged by Paul Finnegan of JackLaarman and daughter, 589 Dougson who has been appointed dir- Man to Plead Temporary
las Ave.; Mrs. Peter Kelava and
ector of agriculturalcontests by
daughter, route 1, West Olive;
James D. Friel, general manager. Insanity at Assault Trial

Be
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Safety
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Week Goal

Vows

—

Personals

Canning Booklets

Useless with

Age
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C

Van

m mM

am

PH

Stanley Van Lopik, 769 South
, Grand Haven, July 28 (Special) Shore drive; Mrs. Donald Miller,
—Adam Lenard Lee, 32, who al- route L
ping, tug of war, horses and tractlegedly
hit two girl hitchhikers
Hospital births included a son,
or pulling, and greased pig catchover the heads with a pop bottle Roger Lee, bom Friday to Mr. and
ing.
The other contests previously last June 26, will claim temporary Mrs. Henry Vanden Bosch, route
scheduledincluded horse pulling, insanity when he is arraigned, ac- 6; a son, Rand_ll, born Saturdayto
hog calling, milking, sheep shear- cording to a lotice filed in Otta- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mulder, 24
wa Circuit Court
West 35th St.; a daughter, Marcia
ing, and husband calling.
Lee, charged with assault with Lynn, bom Saturday to Mr. and
« dangerous weapon with intent Mrs. Clarence Vanden Brand,
Auek DeBoer Feted
to do great bodily harm less than route 2; a daughter, Nancy Ruth,
the crime of muraer, stood mute born Sunda> to Mr. and Mrs.
At Farewell Sapper
when arraigned in Circuit Court Donald Koeman, route 6; a son,
Miss Auck De Boer, who will July 9.
James Donald, bom Sunday to Mr.
leave soon for her home in the
He is specifically charged with
Netherlands,was honored at a assaulting Eleanor Dunn, v 16, and Mrs. Donald Hartgerink,89
East 22nd St; a daughter, Linda
farewell party Saturday evening Grand Rapids. She ana a companAnn, born today to Mr. and Mrs..
at the home it Mr. and Mrs. Tony ion, Norma A. Fleet, also of Grand
Hellenthal,at their home on route Rapids, were picked up by Lee Gen it K. Van Kampen, route 4.
2. A supper was served and a sowhile hitchhiking ;• Grand Haven. ROUND-DP FEATURES
cial evening was spent by the
Lee is confined in Ottawa jail,
Dairying and crop trials will be
group.
unable to furnish $2,500 which two of the feature* of the FarmGuests were Miss De Boer, Mr. Judge Raymond L. Smith reduced
ers’ Round-Up scheduledfor Friand Mrs. Russel Vender Wal, Mr. from the original $10,000 bond.
day, August 5 at the 'Upper Peninend Mr*. Albert Vender Wal, Mr.

FARM IRRIGATION

The new contests are: cross cut
sawing, weight lifting, axe chop-

sula experiment station located at
end Mr*. Heinie Stienstra, Mr. and TEN YEARS OLD
Chatham.
Mrs. Claus Stienstra, Mr. and Mrs.
The We*t Ottawa soil conservaArthur Bleeker, the Mlises Elean- tion district is now 10* years old.
•r Vender Wat Leona and Judy It was the first in Michigan and RECORDS HELP
Testing and keeping records on
Serie, Marilyn Jean Hellenthal, also the firat in that area of the
dairy cows helps fanners to disUnited States east of the Missis- cover the cows which will give
sippi awl north of the Ohio
them the best calves.
'
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N. At# LOWER
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PRICES
*

Fairbanks-MorM Pumps 9 Elactrle Motors
Chryslsr, Wisconsin, and Ford Englnoo

m

Rainblrd Sprlnkloro, High and

and <fUndar Trea” Sprlnklsrs In svsry slzo.

-Ml

m

Low Proaouro

600 g.p.m. Tractor Drive Falrbanks-MorsePump
5"

Aluminum IrrigationTubing

.... $193.00

with couplings’...; par ft. 95c

20 g.p.m. Sprinklor.100 ft. diomottr drelo ............

vi
91

M

Alcoa Aluminum Tubing in thu popular "not too long

—

$5.50
easy

to handle" 30 foot length which tokos Vs less walking thou

20 foot lengths.- Diameter 2" to 8".

fF
We

give practical engineering service en

il!

•

.

purchases,save money

by buying from ono of tho oldest cencorna In Michigan with largo

Macatawa Bay Water Sid dub
members above left tor Baltimore,
Md., Tuesday where they will compete In the National Open

Water

Sid tournament Friday, Saturday
and Sunday in the Glen L. Martin
lagoon In Middle liver. Pictured

with their sldla an front row (left sion will be unable to compete beright) Patricia SUgh, Susan cause of n knee Injury. The TraTracy, Jim Hubbard and Roger cyt, house guoots of tho Slight,
Ver Slula. Back row (left to right) will not enter the competition.
Elizabeth (Liz) Sharp, John Tracy, Other local riders who plan to enBob Siigh* Jim Knoll and Charles ter the meet are Lew Wlthey, forR. SHgh, Jr. Ut Sharp, defending mer Nattsanl shs^log, mi Lloyd
champion in the Junior Girls divi-

U

stock at factory pricis for bettor quality. Get our quotatlono and
term* on complete systems. Twenty yoaro Irrigation aorvlco from
tho tamo location. Why gamble on the weather and dollvorioa
when wo have tho goods.

Hamilton Mfg.
HAMILTON,

&

MICHIGAN

-

Machine Co.
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